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The Artistic and Philosophical Effects of Marcel 

Duchamp’s Fountain 
Laura Murray 

 

 Progression within the world of the visual arts has always 

tended to reach points of stagnation. Newly-formed theories and 

genres quickly and simultaneously become the center of hundreds of 

artists’ attentions. During this time the concepts are molded, dissected 

and chipped away, eventually leading to the point where that specific 

artistic philosophy cannot progress any further. The theories become 

practiced, recycled and referenced over and over again to the point of 

monotony and perpetual stasis. During the High Renaissance artists 

such as Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael and Giovanni Bellini focused on 

bringing recent discoveries of mathematical perspective, anatomical 

accuracy, geometric composition and the shadowy effect of 

chiaroscuro into the realm of painting. As time played out the 

principles of naturalistic beauty, continually practiced during the High 

Renaissance, were radically confronted by a new genre of artists 

called Mannerists, who were more focused on the representation of a 

beautiful idea rather than the accuracy of natural form (Kleiner 490). 

Mannerism came about as a kind of departure from classical 

representation, allowing the subjects of a painting to be valued for 

their aesthetic beauty, rather than their similarities to what was real 

and tangible. This departure from classical representation also 

signified a departure from classical appreciation.  By deviating from 

wholly realistic representations, the subjects of Mannerist paintings 

gained the ability to be appreciated by the viewer in a manner that 

differed greatly from the traditional processes of appreciating artwork. 

Mannerism allowed for the artist and viewer to assert their own 

personal aesthetics into a creation; it allowed for a more personal, 

more psychological appreciation of art, as opposed to a set of rules 

and techniques that regulated the art’s definition. Mannerism tore 

through the limitations of High Renaissance representation by making 

artistic appreciation a more individualistic and philosophical practice.  

It was a breakthrough that revolutionized the artistic theories and 

understandings of the time period, and in this way Mannerism was to 

the High Renaissance what Marcel Duchamp was to Modernism. 

 Just as the Mannerists expanded on the artistic philosophies 

pertaining to the Renaissance, Marcel Duchamp (born July 28, 1887, 

died October 1, 1968) expanded upon the artistic philosophies 

pertaining to the early 1900s. Duchamp rattled the foundations of the 

art world, changing how the world perceived art through a diverse 
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portfolio that constantly challenged Modernistic mindsets. One aspect 

of his portfolio that had significant impact on the art scene was his 

ground-breaking body of work self-labeled as “Ready-Mades.” 

Among these Ready-Mades was one of Duchamp’s most notorious 

(and controversial) works, Fountain, which virtually transfigured the 

way most people appreciate art. Fountain, a monumental work of 

what can loosely be described as “art,” was a virtual paradox among 

the art critics of 1917 New York. The subject of endless scrutiny and 

evaluation, Fountain has been called everything from “the epitome of 

art itself to the most grotesque form of anti-art in all of art’s 

history” (Tomkins 181-6). However, before we can even attempt to 

analyze this philosophically complex work of “art,” deeming it as 

either a masterpiece or a plagiaristic hoax, we must first take into 

account the artistic mindset of America in the early 1900s and how 

exactly Duchamp tried to challenge this mindset. Throughout this 

essay I will discuss Marcel Duchamp the man, touching on his family 

background and his life as an artist in New York. I will also analyze 

the Modernistic theories evolving and devolving in the early twentieth 

century and describe how these theories were tested by Duchamp’s 

work, Fountain. I will also analyze the work itself, asserting my own 

views on the subject, as well as the concepts that I believe Duchamp 

tried to communicate. 

 Marcel Duchamp, described by art critic Winthrop Sargeant 

as the “pioneer of nonsense and nihilism,” has been labeled under 

numerous artistic genres, all of which, to some extent, can be 

considered accurate (Jones 64). He has been attached to the labels of 

Modernism, Postmodernism, Dada and Conceptual, some of which 

oddly contradict each other. However, only one thing can be 

completely certain when labeling this artist: the purpose of his work 

was to challenge the very definition of art itself. 

Many artists’ works tend to somehow relate to their 

childhood; however, Duchamp’s childhood was relatively 

comfortable. He was born in 1887 in Blainville, France. His father 

was the mayor of the town and therefore provided a fairly wealthy 

lifestyle for his wife and children. Marcel Duchamp was one of six 

siblings, four of which (much to his father’s grief) went on to become 

artists. During much of his adult life as an artist Duchamp created 

numerous pieces that gave off noticeably promiscuous tones; 

however, there always seemed to be a hidden comedic quality to most 

of these pieces as well (Tomkins 186). It is my personal belief that 

much of Duchamp’s sexually comedic attitude can be linked to the 

shaky relationship he had with his mother, whom Duchamp once 

described as “placid and indifferent” (Tomkins 19). Duchamp seemed 
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to have a love-hate relationship with women in general, stemming 

from his cold and distant mother and exhibited by his many refusals to 

the advances of women. Beatrice Wood, a fellow artist and somewhat 

romantic friend of Duchamp, described him in a memoir as having “a 

certain deadness…The upper part of his face was alive, the lower part 

lifeless” (Tomkins 176). Duchamp seemed to attach this stoic quality 

to every aspect of his attitude, successfully maintaining a calm and 

distant public persona (Jones 99-103). In this way Duchamp was also 

able to divorce himself from the macho and emotionally impassioned 

Modern artist (Jackson Pollock, Barnett Newman, etc.), progressing 

himself into the realm of the Postmodern (Jones 63).   

However, Duchamp, the living paradox he was, also 

contained a sharp-witted humor and a love for randomness. On 

occasion he even worked under the pseudonyms of Rrose Sélavy and 

Sarah Bernhardt, his feminine alter egos. This paradoxical quality 

translated well into his artwork; Duchamp underwent a calculated 

withdrawal from mainstream art when he renounced what he called 

“retinal art,” meaning artwork which appealed solely to the eye 

(Hopkins 38). Duchamp wanted to transcend above the Modern 

techniques of art-making in order to create a “dry” method of 

creation. More specifically, Duchamp wanted to rid any trace of 

personal touch within his artwork, making it impersonal, mechanical 

and somewhat detached from himself, so that it could stand on its own 

as a creation. In order to achieve this Duchamp explained that he had 

to “forget his hand,” and become aware of his subconscious desire to 

add his personal tastes into his artwork. He explained, “I became 

directed by the impersonality of the ruler…you can see that the young 

man was revolting against the old-fashioned tools, thinking he could 

express something else through new media…Probably naïve on my 

part, but I don’t care….I wanted to find something to escape that 

prison of tradition” (Tomkins 127). Fountain was a great example of 

Duchamp’s attempt to surpass retinal art along with its overly 

traditional methods. 

By attempting to defy traditions that the Modernism of the 

time had labeled artistic and by undermining any form of pleasing 

aesthetic, Duchamp exhibited certain anti-art qualities that would 

label him as Dada (or in some cases, Postmodern). This new opposing 

view of art helped Duchamp gain underground notoriety within the art 

world of New York City. Of the Modern art critics who openly 

opposed Duchamp’s radical views was Clement Greenberg, the man 

who virtually defined Modernism of the early 1900s. Greenberg 

believed in “artistic purity,” claiming that art’s purpose was to remain 

as authentic and true to its own nature as possible. He believed that art 
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had become tangled and confused through traditional forms of 

representation. He urged artists to create work that was in a virtually 

naked form, a style that seemed best approached through abstraction 

(Hopkins 28-9). These styleless, universal works would transcend 

disguise and illusion and portray their specific medium’s inherent 

qualities and appeal to a more subconscious understanding within the 

viewer (Lucie-Smith 9). In a way Duchamp’s views have many 

similarities with Greenberg’s views.  Duchamp at times contradicted a 

Postmodern attitude by insisting that art be nonworldy and, more 

specifically, separated from the commercial market, a standard that 

was also shared by Greenberg (Jones 102).  However, what truly 

separated Duchamp from other Modernists of the twentieth century 

was one question: What is art?  Modernists answered by defining art 

in accordance to the mediums and methods used; Duchamp answered 

by defining art as being contained in the contemplative act of choice 

(Schwabsky 9). 

In 1957 Duchamp delivered an important lecture called “The 

Creative Act” to the American Federation of Arts Convention in 

Houston. In the lecture Duchamp labeled the artist as an 

“irresponsible medium” who has no conscious level of what exactly 

he is doing.  Duchamp went further to say that the art spectator 

becomes a co-creator once he / she makes the choice to acknowledge 

the artwork itself. In this way, art is defined by three factors: the artist, 

the spectator and chance (Tomkins 396). Duchamp fervently believed 

that “art occurs at the junction of the artist’s intention and the 

observer’s response” (Stafford 1915; pg. 5). In other words, art 

becomes art when the spectator interprets what he sees, completing 

the process of creation that the artist has set in motion. It is this 

definition of art that links itself directly to the main topic of this essay, 

Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain. 

Fountain’s monumental debut occurred at the 1917 

Independents exhibition in New York. The exhibit was meant to serve 

as the largest selection of Modern to Postmodern artwork in American 

history and was proudly advertised as a “no-jury” show; all art was to 

be accepted so long as the admission fee was paid. However, 

Fountain never made it into the show. In fact, Fountain was lost and 

never seen again after the Independents exhibition ended. The 

notorious piece itself was what triggered the curators’ outraged 

reactions; Fountain was nothing more than a men’s urinal that had 

been turned 90 degrees and laid on its side. 

The piece had been purchased by Duchamp only a week 

earlier from a manufacturer of plumbing equipment. Duchamp 

entered Fountain anonymously, signing the piece under the name of 
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R. MUTT. He later admitted that he omitted his real name because he 

wanted the piece to be regarded by the curators based on its own 

artistic qualities, rather than the popularity of the artist who submitted 

it. Upon Fountain’s arrival the curators of the exhibit, Walter 

Arensberg and George Bellows, broke out into an intense argument as 

to whether or not to accept the offensive piece. The men, who saw the 

piece as indecent and possibly sent as a joke, battled with the idea of 

it being exhibited. They tried looking at the formal aspects of the 

piece, Arensberg admitting that Fountain, having been freed from its 

functional purpose, contained a glossy surface with a “lovely form.” 

However, Bellows and other members of the board argued that it was 

immoral and a possible plagiarism, given that it was just an ordinary 

piece of plumbing. Debate over the piece’s integrity ensued until a 

few hours before the exhibition’s opening. The head of the board of 

directors finally ended the argument by saying that Fountain was “by 

no definition a work of art” (Tomkins 182). Arensberg and Duchamp, 

a member of the board himself, immediately resigned in protest. 

Duchamp was able to keep his anonymity for a few months 

following the event. However, an article regarding Fountain was 

published in a small art magazine, explaining R. Mutt’s intentions 

behind the work. R. Mutt (by then perceived by the public as 

Duchamp) claimed that it was ridiculous to label Fountain as 

immoral. The piece was no more immoral than a bathtub was 

immoral. Furthermore, whether or not Mutt created this particular 

“Ready-Made” with his bare hands should not matter; what mattered 

was that he chose it. What he created was a new thought for the 

urinal, a thought that was brought to life by choosing the urinal and 

placing it in a light that deviated from its original purpose. Through 

choice alone the artist created art by giving birth to a new idea and 

way of seeing. In this way Fountain was also considered to be one of 

the first Conceptual pieces of art (Tomkins 185). Even Joseph Kosuth, 

the famous conceptual artist who created One and Three Chairs, 

wrote in 1969 that “all art after Duchamp is conceptual in nature 

because art only exists conceptually” (Schwabsky 7). 

Through Fountain Duchamp was able to put to test the so 

called “open-mindedness” of art critics in the Modern Art world. 

What he found, unfortunately, was an unwilling group of spectators. It 

is my personal opinion that because of the curators’ refusal to 

showcase the piece, Fountain was never able to finish its artistic cycle 

regulated by the Duchampian symbiosis of artist and spectator. 

Duchamp argued against the rigid methods and standards that Modern 

thinkers applied to the definition of art; he believed that art had a 

much simpler definition. Duchamp believed that art is what a given 
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society decrees it to be, and an object becomes a piece of artwork 

immediately upon its acceptance as such (Lucie-Smith 23). Because 

the board labeled Fountain as “not art,” Fountain was never able to 

finish its creation process. 

Contemporary art critics are much more accepting of 

Fountain as a legitimate work of art than were the Modern critics of 

the twentieth century. According to contemporary art critic Barry 

Schwabsky, artists such as Duchamp exhibit a call for flexibility over 

commitment, and it is because of this that Conceptual art claims a 

higher degree of self-consciousness than Modernism (Schwabsky 8). 

Some analysts forego any conceptual theme Duchamp may have 

intended and simply see Fountain as a purely artistic object that 

contains many pleasing aesthetic qualities. A formal analysis of 

Fountain reveals pleasant, rounded curves that slope gently 

downward to a flat bottom. The holes inside the concave portion of 

Fountain mimic the overall triangle shape of the piece, adding an 

aesthetically pleasing example of repetition. When lights hit the 

outside porcelain curves, it creates sharp highlights and mystifying, 

almost ominous shadows that mask the inside of the piece in 

mysterious darkness. In a more symbolic sense, the curved, almost 

veil-like shape hints at classical depictions of a robed Madonna, or 

even a sitting Buddha. Others see Fountain as another one of 

Duchamp’s sexual comedies, the slanted curves hinting at female 

genitalia. This interpretation is made even more provocative when 

taking into account the urinal’s purpose as a receptacle for male fluid. 

Personally, I do not see Fountain as a work that can stand on 

its own as a sculpted aesthetic piece (nor do I think Duchamp 

intended Fountain to be viewed as such). It is my belief that the value 

in Fountain (and there is tremendous value) lies in the idea behind it. I 

believe that by attaching this kind of value to art (value that is 

separate from what the spectator perceives visually), a much more 

mental and philosophical aspect is attached to art. Through Fountain 

Duchamp successfully expanded the definition of art by destroying 

any definition of art. Because of this I do not believe Fountain to be 

so much an anti-art movement as a pro-art movement; in fact, I 

believe that the act of not creating anything at all is indeed artistic 

because it involves a personal choice not to create art. In this way I do 

not truly believe that anti-art exists; I stand by Duchamp’s views in 

that absolutely anything can be artistic so long as I believe it to be 

artistic. However, I also stand by my own personal aesthetics, and 

prefer to see more traditional representations of artwork. In fact, I find 

some aspects of Duchamp’s work to be completely unentertaining and 

lacking any emotional stimulation, a trait I believe to be very 
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important in successful artwork. My point is that even though I may 

find Fountain to be a visually boring piece, I still respect the idea 

behind it. I believe that there is much more to artistic appreciation 

than just liking an object; if we as the spectators are able to 

acknowledge and understand an object, we are accepting that object 

as artwork. There are countless Modern abstract paintings that I find 

incredibly uninteresting; however, because I respect the idea behind 

the paintings, I accept the paintings’ artistic worth. 

In conclusion, I do not believe Duchamp’s Fountain to be 

plagiaristic or a hoax. I believe it to be an early form of conceptual 

art, the purpose of which was to challenge Modernistic definitions of 

art. Duchamp mirrored the Mannerists before him by transfiguring the 

previously traditional processes of appreciating artwork, and to this 

day he maintains a powerful influence over many of the world’s most 

successful contemporary artists. 
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Magnetars:  Magnets in the Sky 
Erica Olavarria 

 

 Imagine a magnet so powerful that if it came within 100,000 

miles of the Earth its intense magnetic field would destroy the data on 

every credit card on the planet (Schirber).  Such magnets do exist. 

They are a special classification of neutron stars called magnetars, and 

have the largest magnetic fields of anything in our universe.  

Magnetars include stars from two different classes: soft gamma 

repeaters and anomalous X-ray pulsars (Duncan).  So far, about 

fifteen magnetars have been identified.  Five of them are known as 

soft gamma repeaters, while the rest are associated with anomalous X-

ray pulsars (Atkinson).  According to Dr. Vicky Kaspi from the 

McGill University Physics Department, “Magnetars, the most 

magnetic stars known, aren’t powered by a conventional mechanism 

such as nuclear fusion or rotation.  Magnetars represent a new way for 

a star to shine, which makes this a fascinating field” (“Magnetars”).  

These stars were a mystery for many years.  Even today astronomers 

are continuing to make observations and learn more about the nature 

and properties of the stars known as magnetars. 

 To better understand magnetars, one must first understand 

neutron stars.  Neutron stars are created when massive stars die in 

explosions known as supernova (Dooling).  When the massive star 

depletes its supply of nuclear fuel, the core collapses inward under its 

own gravity.  This core forms the neutron star, while the rest of the 

star is blown away in the supernova.  The neutron star has a 

tremendous amount of gravity, and any additional material falling into 

it is super-accelerated by the gravity and becomes identical neutron 

material (Cain).  Neutron stars are dense, fast-spinning and highly 

magnetic.  Similar to a “giant atomic nucleus floating and spinning in 

space” (Duncan), the neutron star is a very compact ball of neutrons.  

A typical neutron star has a mass between 1.35 and 2.1 solar masses 

but measures only about 15 miles in diameter or smaller (“What the 

Heck?”).  It is so dense that one teaspoon of neutron star material 

would contain about 10 billion tons of material, as much matter as in a 

large mountain on Earth (Duncan).  Neutron stars are also the only 

stars with a solid surface (Dooling). 

 Most neutron stars become what are known as radio pulsars, 

when rotation of the star’s magnetic field causes a repeating signal in 

radio waves (Dooling).  In fact, the theory of magnetars came about 

from an attempt to understand the origin of magnetic fields in radio 

pulsars.  First discovered in 1967, over 1700 radio pulsars have been 
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found today (Finley).  Radio pulsars emit beams of radio waves which 

sweep through the universe as the stars rotate (similar to lighthouse 

beams).  This makes the pulsar seem to flicker or pulsate at its 

rotation speed.  It has been observed that pulsar periods increase over 

time, which implies that the stars are slowly spinning down due to 

their magnetic fields (Duncan).  The measured rate of a pulsar’s spin 

down allows the star’s magnetic field to be estimated; almost all 

young pulsars have a magnetic field of the order 1012 Gauss at its 

magnetic poles, where “Gauss” is a unit of magnetic field strength 

(Duncan). 

 To put this magnetism in perspective, the Earth’s magnetic 

field, capable of deflecting compass needles, measures at 0.6 Gauss.  

The common, hand-held magnet is measured at 100 Gauss.  In strong 

sunspots, the magnetic field is 4000 Gauss.  Thus far, the strongest 

sustained magnetic field achieved in a laboratory is 4.5 x 105 Gauss.  

By contrast, the magnetic fields found in magnetars surpass even the 

magnetic fields of radio pulsars, at 1014-1015 Gauss (Duncan).  “The 

magnetic field from a magnetar would make an aircraft carrier spin 

around and point north quicker than a compass needle moves on 

Earth,” said David Helfand, of Columbia University (Finley).  These 

strong fields surpass the quantum electrodynamic threshold of 4 x 

1013 Gauss.  Bizarre things can happen in such large magnetic fields: 

X-ray photons readily split in two or merge together; the vacuum 

itself is polarized; atoms are deformed into long cylinders (Duncan).  

According to Dr. Chryssa Kouveliotou, of the Universities Space 

Research Association at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center 

(Dooling), all of these phenomena have observable effects on 

magnetars.  However, before delving into the subject of magnetars, 

one must examine the stars known as soft gamma repeaters (SGRs). 

 SGRs are stars that emit bright flashes of low-energy gamma 

rays.  For years, astronomers did not distinguish SGR bursts from 

“gamma ray bursts” (GRBs), which are much more frequently 

observed.  In 1987, however, SGR bursts were recognized as distinct 

phenomena.  Unlike GRBs, SGR bursts repeat sporadically from the 

same source, while GRBs have never been verified to come more than 

once from the same spot in the sky.  Additionally, the gamma rays in 

SGR bursts are “spectrally soft,” meaning that they have less energy 

than the gamma rays found in GRBs.  They are still quite powerful, 

though: “Normal SGR bursts can radiate away as much energy in a 

single second as the Sun does in a whole year” (Duncan).  They last 

for a small fraction of a second (although some last for several 

seconds).  The only identified SGRs lie within our own galaxy, or in a 

clump of stars just beyond our galaxy.  (Duncan) 
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 SGRs are by far the brightest known bursters that repeat.  

Other repeat bursters are compact stars (white dwarfs, neutron stars, 

or black holes) into which material is falling from an orbiting 

companion star.  All of these kinds of repeating bursters, however, are 

fainter than the normal SGR bursts, most by a factor of 10,000 or 

more.  Supernova and GRBs are still much brighter than SGR bursts, 

but they occur only once, destroying the bursting star.  However, there 

once happened an outburst of a SGR that was, for a brief time, 

brighter than a supernova.  (Duncan) 

 On March 5, 1979, a plane of gamma rays swept through the 

solar system at the speed of light.  It was detected first by Soviet 

interplanetary space probe Venera 11 and five seconds later by the 

probe Venera 12, both of which were drifting through the inner solar 

system.  The burst began with a “hard pulse” of gamma rays lasting 

0.2 seconds that sent the probes’ gamma ray detectors from 100 to 

40,000 counts and then off-scale.  Eleven seconds afterward, gamma 

rays hit the American space probe Helios 2, which was in orbit around 

the Sun.  Earth’s protective atmosphere made the gamma ray burst 

undetectable from the ground, but the rays continued to tear through 

the solar system and encounter the Pioneer Venus Orbiter, three Vela 

satellites, a Soviet satellite named Prognoz 7, the Einstein X-ray 

Observatory, and the International Sun-Earth Explorer.  (Duncan) 

The gamma rays knocked all of the detectors to maximum, 

even “saturating” detectors that were not designed for such a flood of 

energy and that lost count of the gamma rays pouring through them.  

The initial outburst was followed by fainter soft gamma rays that 

lasted three minutes while steadily fading.  The soft tail varied in 

intensity like a sine wave, but with two peaks per cycle and a period 

of 8 seconds.  Over the course of the next four years, 16 SGR-type 

bursts were observed from this same source.  The bursts stopped in 

May of 1983, and none have been detected from the source since.  

(Duncan) 

 After careful analysis of the data from the different 

spacecraft, scientists found that the source of the bursts came from 

inside a tiny area of the sky that is covered by a “supernova 

remnant” (the cloud of hot gas left over from a massive star 

explosion).  This supernova remnant, with the catalog name SNR 

N49, is in the Large Magellanic Cloud: one of the nearest clumps of 

stars outside our galaxy.  The Large Magellanic Cloud is a “dwarf 

satellite galaxy” that orbits the Milky Way, and it is 180,000 light 

years from Earth (Duncan).  The fact that the source of the burst was 

so far away means that the burst was enormously bright: at its peak, it 

was shining about ten times brighter than all of the stars in the Milky 
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Way together.  According to Dr. Robert Duncan of the University of 

Texas at Austin, in the first 0.2 seconds, the March 5 burster radiated 

away as much energy as the Sun radiates in over 3000 years.  This 

presented a problem: the burst surpassed the Eddington limit, set in 

1926, which defined the theoretical maximum steady luminosity that 

can be emitted by a star (Kouveliotou). 

 Additionally, the position of the burster (which was 

pinpointed later, in 1991) was not at the center of the spherical 

supernova remnant, but significantly displaced toward its edge, 

leading astronomers to infer that the star was born moving at a very 

high velocity.  By estimating how long ago the supernova occurred, 

astronomers could also deduce that the burster is very young: less 

than 10,000 years old (Duncan).  The star’s 8-second period indicates 

that it is rotating once every eight seconds, which is slow for a young 

neutron star. The burster also showed identical rotation periods before 

and after the flare, meaning that its rotation did not slow at all.  Thus, 

the rotation of the star could not have supplied the immense release of 

energy seen in the outburst (Freedman 564).  These strange properties 

caused much speculation from scientists.  In 1993 and 1994, the 

locations of two more SGRs were discovered.  Duncan says, “While 

scores of astronomers were working to achieve these observational 

advances in the 1990s, the “magnetar” theory of SGRs was being 

developed.  This theory is still being tested and debated.  As more 

observations come in, it might be disproven.  However, a wide variety 

of evidence now seems to favor it.” 

 As was previously mentioned, the “magnetar” theory of 

SGRs arose from an attempt to understand the origin of magnetic 

fields in radio pulsars.  For the first ten seconds after a neutron star 

forms, it has an extremely high internal pressure  of about 1011 K 

(Freedman 565).  The hot, ultra-dense fluid found inside neutron stars 

can conduct electricity very well, because it contains free electrons 

and protons.  These charged particles carry currents, and any magnetic 

field lines caught in the fluid are swept along by the convective 

motions (Duncan).  In the first ten seconds, there is furious convection 

within this neutron star material.  If the neutron star is born rotating 

fast enough, the effects of rotation and convection can build up the 

star’s overall magnetic field.  The rapid rotation causes the convective 

motions in different parts of the neutron star to organize together 

(Freedman 565), involving a complicated process called “dynamo 

action.”  Duncan, in conjunction with Dr. Christopher Thompson of 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, found that if a 

dynamo worked in a newborn neutron star, it would generate a 

magnetic field of up to 1016 Gauss.  After the star cools and dynamo 
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actions ceases, the magnetic field could remain trapped by the heavy 

liquid of neutrons and protons inside the star. 

 The conclusion was reached that the familiar radio pulsars 

known to astronomers were neutron stars in which the dynamo action 

had failed, most likely because the star was not born rotating fast 

enough (It was found that the rotation speed of a newborn neutron star 

needed to be considerably less than 20 milliseconds in order for a 

dynamo to be successful.)  Of course, this sparked curiosity of 

scientists who began to wonder what would happen if a dynamo were 

successful in a newborn neutron star.  Thus, the class of stars known 

as “magnetars” emerged.  (Duncan) 

 According to the theory of magnetars, although they are born 

spinning faster than pulsar stars, magnetars spin down much more 

quickly because their strong magnetic waves slow them (Duncan).  

When the field is strong, the magnetic waves are very efficient at 

carrying off the star’s rotational energy: “Magnetars exhibit rapid 

deceleration, which implies a huge magnetic field” (Schirber).  

Because magnetars end up spinning (relatively) slowly, they rarely 

send out widely-sweeping radio beams like pulsars.  Magnetars emit 

steady X-ray emissions because the surface of the star is so hot that it 

glows brightly in X-rays.  “Magnetism itself can keep the star hot – 

about 10 million degrees C (18 million degrees F) at the surface – and 

power the X-rays coming from its rotating surface,” says Dr. 

Kouveliotou (Dooling).   

Some scientists think that magnetars may result only from 

the supernova of very massive stars.  “Astronomers used to think that 

really massive stars formed black holes when they died,” says Simon 

Johnston from the Australia Telescope National Facility.  “But in the 

past few years we’ve realized that some of these stars could form 

[neutron stars], because they go on a rapid weight-loss program 

before they explode as a supernovae” by blowing off as much as 90 

percent of the original star’s mass, which would make the new star 

“skinny” enough to become a neutron star, as opposed to a black hole 

(Schirber).   

The SGR bursts observed by scientists are caused when 

magnetic stress on the solid crust of the magnetar makes it shift in 

structure, resulting in bright flares.  Neutron stars have solid crusts 

because both the pressure and the temperature at the surface of the 

stars drop, yet the gravity is still very strong.  The neutron fluid 

solidifies into a heavy crust about a mile deep.  In a neutron pulsar, 

the crust is essentially stable.  In a neutron magnetar, however, the 

crust is stressed by huge magnetic forces as the field diffuses through 

it, and the magnetic field in the liquid core pulls on it from below.  
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Now and then, the crust becomes catastrophically unstable and an 

outburst occurs.  (Duncan) 

 In such an outburst, a tremendous amount of energy is 

released very quickly.  SGR bursts tend to come in bunches, when the 

crust is yielding to strong magnetic stresses.  A magnetar differs from 

a pulsar in this way, because a typical pulsar’s magnetic field is not 

strong enough to deform the crust and create episodes of bright 

outbursts.  Sometimes, the magnetic field of a magnetar becomes even 

more unstable and rapidly “rearranges itself to a state of lower 

energy” (Duncan).  This results in giant flares, which also 

significantly change the structure of the star’s crust.  According to 

Dave Dooling of NASA, “Violent seismic waves then shake the star’s 

surface, generating Alfven waves – the electromagnetic equivalent of 

a Slinky toy – which energize clouds of particles above the star 

surface.”  Because magnetars’ magnetic fields are so strong the 

energy available for these flares is huge, thus making events like the 

March 5 flare possible. 

 This initial spike of the March 5 flare was so bright that, as 

Duncan claims, it must have been emitted by a pure (nearly mass-

free) explosion of energy, or a “fireball.”  This fireball, which 

contained little matter except for lightweight electron-positron pairs, 

was blown out from the star at nearly the speed of light.  After the 

fireball dispersed, it left behind a residue, namely, a hot cloud of 

electron-positron pairs, trapped near the star by the strong magnetic 

field.  Near a neutron star, and thus also a magnetar, magnetic field 

lines are anchored at both ends on the stellar surface.  Electrons and 

positrons, being electrically charged, can gyrate around the field lines 

but cannot drift perpendicular to them; in this way, the magnetic field 

holds charged particles.  Duncan and Thompson dubbed this 

phenomenon the “trapped fireball.”  The hot gases lose energy as 

photons stream away, and energy is also radiated away through the 

annihilation of electrons and positrons.  Thus, the trapped fireball 

shrinks over time.  This accounts for the soft tail of the March 5 burst.  

As the fireball shrunk, its glowing surface area got dimmer, until it 

evaporated away entirely after about three minutes.  (Duncan) 

 In 1992 Duncan and Thompson published a paper in The 

Astrophysical Journal proposing the magnetar theory of SGRs.  This 

theory was widely met with skepticism, and they followed it with 

another paper in 1995, published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal 

Astronomical Society.  In their 1995 paper, the team outlined seven 

ways to estimate the magnetic field of the March 5 burster.  They 

argued that if the magnetic field exceeded 1014 Gauss, it could: (1) 

spin down the star to an 8 second period in such a short time, (2) 
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provide enough energy for the March 5 event, (3) account for the 

short, 0.2 second duration of the March 5 event’s spike (0.2 seconds is 

the time needed to make a large-scale magnetic “readjustment”),  (4) 

drive magnetic dissipation quickly enough to explain the SGR activity 

in a time close to 10,000 years, (5) provide enough energy to power 

the steady X-ray glow of SGRs, (6) render the hot gas of particles 

which emitted the March 5 event’s soft tail nearly transparent to X-

rays, and (7) hold down, with magnetic forces, the hot gas of particles 

which emitted the March 5 event’s soft tail (the so-called trapped 

fireball).  (Duncan) 

 In 1998 SGR bursts were discovered from two neutron stars 

with long rotation periods: one at 7.5 seconds, and the other at 5.16 

seconds.  For both stars, it was determined that in order for magnetic 

waves carrying away energy and angular momentum to slow down 

the rotation cycle so much, the magnetic fields of the stars would need 

to be of the order of 1014 - exactly the predicted value for magnetars.  

Then, on August 27, 1998 a giant flare from previously detected SGR 

1900+14 “set new records for the most intense flux of gamma rays 

ever detected from a source outside our solar system” (Duncan).  The 

flare was bright enough to force a NASA spacecraft’s gamma ray 

detectors into a protective shutdown mode. 

 This August 27 flare was very similar to the March 5 flare in 

1979.  Both began with a brief, hard spike of intense gamma rays 

followed by a soft tail.  The August 27 burst came from a source 

closer to Earth, so it appeared brighter even though it was less 

powerful than the March 5 burst (Duncan).  The burst on August 27 

was intense enough to strongly ionize Earth’s outer atmosphere for 

five minutes, driving the ionized layer from 85 km down to daytime 

altitudes of about 60 km (Kouveliotou).  This astonishing effect on the 

Earth was caused by a tiny neutron star 20,000 light-years away!  

Because many improvements in detectors and data recording 

equipment occurred between the bursts, scientists were able to collect 

more information about the August 27 flare.   This information further 

supported the magnetar theory. 

Additionally, this magnetar, SGR 1900+14, may be the 

fastest moving object of its kind.  “Normally, when you discover a 

magnetar, you look for the nearest supernova remnant and assume 

that it is the birthplace,” said Kevin Hurley, of the Space Sciences 

Laboratory, UC Berkeley.  “In this case, though, we have a problem – 

the nearest remnant is very far away.  If it really was born there, it 

must hold some sort of speed record, because it got out in a big 

hurry.”  The distance between this fast-moving magnetar and the 

nearest supernova remnant is at least 15 light years.  Scientists have 
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estimated the age of the supernova remnant to 10,000 years old at 

most, so the velocity of the magnetar turns out to be at least 10 

million miles an hour (Hurley).  However, astronomers have difficulty 

measuring the motion of the magnetar because it does not emit 

enough optical light to be observed and has been quiet in radio waves 

for years.  This problem was combated in 1999 when NASA launched 

its Chandra X-ray Observatory to record the position of the magnetar 

using its X-ray emissions.  The observations must be incredibly 

accurate: “The required accuracy is about one tenth of one arcsecond, 

which is the size of a dime at a distance of 12 miles” (Hurley). 

 In the mid-1990s, Duncan and Thompson also suggested that 

the magnetar theory might explain another class of stars: anomalous X

-ray pulsars (AXPs).  AXPs resemble SGRs in many ways, except 

that they had not been observed to burst.  Later, however, bursts were 

detected from two of the seven known AXPs (Kouveliotou).  One of 

these AXPs is associated with a young supernova remnant in the 

constellation Cassiopeia.  Some astronomers argue that AXPs are 

younger on average than SGRs.  According to Kouveliotou, if both 

SGRs and AXPs are magnetars, then “magnetars plausibly constitute 

a substantial fraction of all neutron stars.” 

 In mid-2004 NASA launched its Swift Gamma-Ray Burst 

Explorer, which was 20 times more sensitive to magnetar bursts than 

any other satellite (“Magnetars”).  Also in 2004, astronomers detected 

a supermagnetic neutron star that did not seem to fit the picture they 

had painted of magnetars.  This new discovery promises to “give new 

insights on the physics behind these extreme objects” (Finley).  The 

difference with this magnetar, approximately 10,000 light-years from 

Earth in the direction of the constellation Sagittarius, is that it is 

emitting powerful, regularly-timed pulses of radio waves just like 

radio pulsars.  Usually, magnetars are only visible in X-rays and 

“sometimes very weakly in optical and infrared light” (Finley).   

This strange star was first discovered by a burst of X-rays in 

2003.  When the X-rays were fading the next year the magnetar was 

identified as a radio-wave emitter, which is highly unusual for a 

magnetar.  The star’s rotation period was measured at 5.5 seconds.  

Additionally, the star remains a strong emitter of radio waves at 

frequencies up to 140 GHz, the highest frequency every detected from 

a radio pulsar (Finley).  And unlike regular pulsars, the emissions 

fluctuate from day to day.  Scientists think that these variations 

indicate that the magnetic fields around the star are changing.  

According to Finley, “At the moment, the scientists believe that the 

magnetar’s intense magnetic field is twisting, causing changes in the 

locations where huge electric currents flow along the magnetic-field 
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lines.  These currents likely generate the radio pulsations.”  Recent 

observations like this one prove to astronomers that since the 

magnetar theory is still young, there is still much to learn about these 

supermagnetic stars.  Astronomers are speculating that neutron stars 

may begin their lives as magnetars, then settle down and become 

pulsars (“Neutron Stars”).  After recording data from young neutron 

stars, it seems that “neutron stars that eventually become normal 

pulsars actually go through magnetar-like outbursts when they’re very 

young, just a few hundred years old or a thousand years 

old” (“Neutron Stars”).  

About a year ago, in 2008, new instruments for observing 

magnetars were implemented to uncover why magnetars shine in X-

rays.  The XMM-Newton and Integral orbiting observatories are being 

used to test the X-ray properties of magnetars (Atkinson).  One 

hypothesis is that the twists in the crust of a magnetar produce 

currents in the form of electron clouds, which flow around the star.  

These currents then interact with the radiation coming from the stellar 

surface, creating the X-rays.  Dr. Nanda Rea from the University of 

Amsterdam used the new observing instruments to search for these 

dense electron clouds around all known magnetars for the first time 

(Atkinson).  The team found that these large electron currents do exist 

and the electron density is a thousand times stronger than in a normal 

pulsar star.  This discovery was significant because “scientists have 

now established a link between an observed phenomenon and an 

actual physical process” (Atkinson). 

Even more speculation about the nature of magnetars 

continues.  In January of 2009 Denis Leahy of the University of 

Calgary, Canada presented a study on magnetars that said that 

hypothetical “quark stars” could explain how magnetars acquire their 

strong magnetic fields (O’Neill).  These quark stars are thought to be 

the next stage up from neutron stars; “as gravitational forces 

overwhelm the structure of the neutron degenerate matter, quark 

matter (or strange matter) is the result” (O’Neill).  Magnetars may be 

the consequence of very compressed quark matter.  Leahy’s results 

were arrived at by computer simulation.  Leahy says that the transition 

from neutron star to quark star could occur anywhere from days to 

thousands of years after the supernova, depending on the conditions 

of the neutron star.  The transition would be marked by a secondary 

flash of radiation from the neutron star when the neutron structure 

collapses (O’Neill). 

 Only a handful of true magnetars have been found in or 

around our galaxy.  They reveal themselves for barely a split second 

in light that only the most sophisticated telescopes can detect.  
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However, since magnetars remain active for only about 10,000 years 

(after 10,000 years, it is thought that their magnetic fields freeze and 

they stop emitting bright X-rays), there are almost certainly millions 

of them drifting undetected through our galaxy.  “Many of the 

supernova remnants that lack pulsars actually have them in the form 

of invisible, dead pulsars that exploded as supernovas, sputtered as 

SGRs concealing magnetars, then faded through the AXP stage to 

become invisible” (Dooling).   

Just as physicians study disease to learn about health, 

scientists can gain insight into the fundamental nature of matter by 

studying its behavior under extreme conditions (Freedman 564).  “The 

importance of this discovery [of magnetars] goes beyond just adding a 

new oddity to the list of star types,” says Dr. Kouveliotou.  “It ties 

together two rare, very peculiar classes of stars we have been puzzling 

over, and puts the evolution of neutron stars and even galaxies in a 

new light” (Dooling).   
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Quatuor pour la fin du temps - III.  

Abime des oiseaux by Olivier Messiaen 
Davis Good 

 

The abyss is Time with its sadness, its weariness. 

The birds are the opposite to Time; they are our 

desire for light, for stars, for rainbows, and for 

jubilant songs. - Olivier Messiaen1 

 

 This quote by Messiaen is one of eight prefaces he wrote to 

describe each movement of his “Quatuor pour la fin du 

temps” (Quartet for the end of time).  This preface, in particular, 

describes the third movement, a clarinet solo titled “Abime des 

oiseaux” (Abyss of the birds).  Messiaen’s language paints with vivid 

color, and he has been careful to express those same colors in his 

piece.  In “Abime des oiseaux” Messiaen employs modal, intervallic 

and rhythmic devices to create the sound world defined in his preface. 

 Many people who know Messiaen know him for his 

development and frequent usage of what he called “modes of limited 

transposition.”  To explain these modes briefly, consider a typical 

major or minor scale.  A scale based on C can be transposed up a half-

step 11 times before repeating itself.  Modes of limited transposition 

are designed so that repetition is reached sooner.  A commonly known 

example of these modes is the whole-tone scale, which can only be 

transposed once without redundancy. 

 Another well-known trait of Messiaen is his fascination with 

birdsong.  Messiaen was as much an ornithologist as he was a 

composer and spent a great deal of time and effort listening to and 

recording the songs of various bird species, which he frequently 

transcribed them for use in his music.2  Discussion of Messiaen’s 

modes and birdsong is necessary to the analysis of “Abime des 

oiseaux,” as the piece is comprised almost entirely of these two 

elements. 

 “Abime des oiseaux” alternates between two ideas, the 

“abyss” or “Time”, and the “birds.”  In the “Time” segments 

Messiaen employs the octatonic scale, a mode of three transpositions.  

A useful trait of this scale is that any two notes four scale steps apart  

 

 1Olivier Messiaen (c1942). Quatuor pour la fin du temps (score). Paris: 

Durand. 
 2Norman Demuth, “Messiaen’s Early Birds”, The Musical Times 101 

(1960): 627-629. 
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from one another form a tritone.  This trait is readily exploited to 

depict Time’s “sadness” and “weariness” as the tritone, a half-step 

smaller than the perfect fifth, sounds strongly “less-than-perfect”.  In 

the “bird” segments, Messiaen uses bird song and leaping melodic 

fragments from other movements in rapid, free succession.  This 

jubilant, almost haphazard singing is “the opposite to Time.” 

 Within the octatonic mode Messiaen uses for “Time” there is 

a collection of intervals he appears to favor in addition to tritones.  

Conveniently, the opening statement of the piece, mm. 1-5, is 

comprised entirely of these intervals. 

  When this passage is broken down into intervals, it is made 

up of fourths, thirds, and seconds; and if examined closely, the same 

can be found to be true of the majority of this piece’s “Time” 

segments.  

 Almost without exception, the intervals remain closed and “less-than 

perfect,” suggesting the weary motion of Time.  There are two 

climactic points -- mm. 27-28 -- within the piece that would seem to 

break this rule, but closer inspection of reveals the contrary.   

 Each of the large intervals can be seen as augmentations and/

or inversions of the normal set of intervals.  For example, the leap 

from C#4 to F5 can be seen as a diminished fourth expanded by an 

octave, while the plummet from D5 to E3, a minor seventh and an 

octave, can be interpreted as a major second, first inverted then  

augmented.  Normally, this sort of interpretation would be completely 

subjective, but it makes sense as these intervals are some of the only 

exceptions to those defined in the opening melody, and as they come 

at a climactic point in the piece. 
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 Now, as with the melodic content of the piece, Messiaen uses 

meter and rhythm to depict slow-moving Time and soaring birds.  As 

depicted in the first example, the tempo set for “Time” is “e = 44”, an 

infinitely slow tempo to any musician accustomed to counting quarter 

notes.  In the “bird” segment that follows, the tempo is “q  =  126” and 

frequently accelerates through long melodic lines.  However, when 

this segment transitions back to “Time” in m. 29, something 

interesting happens. 

 See how the first three notes are repeated, but their rhythm is 

augmented by one half.  Rhythmic augmentation and diminution is a  

technique that Messiaen employs frequently in his “Quatuor” to warp 

the listeners normal sense of rhythm.  In this example, the fluid  

expansion of rhythm perfectly depicts the descent of the birds back 

into the abyss of time. 

 To review, it is these modal, intervallic, and rhythmic 

devices that Messiaen uses to paint his abyss and his birds.  The 

tritone-rich octatonic mode is used in addition to small intervals and a 

sluggish, regular tempo and rhythm to depict “Time with its sadness, 

its weariness”.  This contrasts with the leaping, trilling, and free flying 

melodies of birdsong which are “our desire for light, for stars, for 

rainbows, and for jubilant songs.” 
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The Impact of Domain-Specific Self-Esteem and 

Video Game Performance on Aggression 
Stephanie Hughes, Long Nguyen, & Natasha Finney 

 

Abstract 

 

The effect of domain-specific self-esteem and video game 

performance on aggression was investigated. Based on the General 

Aggression Model (Anderson & Carnagey, 2009), experimenters 

predicted that the manipulation of the personal factors of domain-

specific self-esteem and a self-esteem manipulation, coupled with the 

manipulation of the situational variable of video game content 

(violent versus non-violent) would have an effect on aggression. 

Experimenters specifically predicted that those receiving the negative 

self-esteem manipulation would react more aggressively than those 

receiving the positive self-esteem manipulation, and that those 

receiving the violent video game manipulation would react more 

aggressively than those receiving the nonviolent video game 

manipulation. Results showed that the most aggressive participants 

belonged to the low domain-specific self-esteem, negative self-esteem 

manipulation, and violent video game group. The group with the least 

aggression was the low domain-specific self-esteem, negative self-

esteem manipulation, and violent video game content group. There 

were no significant main effects for domain-specific self-esteem, the 

self-esteem manipulation or the video game. These unexpected results 

were interpreted using the Frustration Aggression Hypothesis 

(Berkowitz, 1989).  

 

The Impact of Domain-Specific Self-Esteem and Video Game 

Performance on Aggression 

 

The General Aggression Model (GAM) maintains that 

aggression is caused by the interaction between the person and their 

environment (Anderson & Carnagey, 2009). Aggression can therefore 

be caused by either personal or situational variables or by the 

combination of both. Personal variables can include traits, for instance 

trait aggression and self-esteem, in addition to an individual’s learning 

processes (Anderson & Carnagey, 2009). Personal variables can also 

include personal characteristics like genetic and developmental 

factors or personal knowledge structures (Staude-Muller, Bliesener, & 

Luthman, 2008). From infancy humans begin to perceive, interpret, 

judge and respond to events in their environment in different ways, 
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which is largely determined by an individual’s learning history. 

Personal variables therefore contribute to determining an individual’s 

predisposition for aggression. Situational variables are those relating 

to a person’s environment or condition and can include things such as 

provocation or exposure to violent media (Anderson & Carnagey, 

2009). The interaction between personal and situational variables 

effect aggression by influencing affective states, cognitions and levels 

of physiological arousal (Anderson & Bushman, 2001).  

GAM predicts that exposure to violent media increases 

aggression by modeling aggressive behavior, priming aggressive 

cognitions, increasing physiological arousal and / or creating an 

aggressive emotional state (Anderson & Bushman, 2001). If an 

individual’s personal characteristics predispose that person to 

aggressive behavior, or if the situational input variables contain 

aggressive content, aggressive scripts and schemas become more 

salient and easy to access, making it more likely that a person will 

react aggressively (Anderson & Carnagey, 2009). This is known as 

the priming phenomenon. When a stimulus activates related concepts 

in an individual’s memory (which often takes place without the 

conscious awareness of the person), that stimulus is said to have 

primed those concepts. In this way violent media can be interpreted as 

a prime for aggression, making individuals more likely to aggress or 

to report feelings of hostility or intentions to aggress. Numerous 

studies have shown that violent media (including television, movies, 

video games, etc.) influences aggression (Anderson & Bushman, 

2001; Anderson, Carnagey & Eubanks, 2003). Aggressive cues prime 

aggressive schemas, making them more readily available, which 

causes the interpretation of incoming information to be temporarily 

tinted by an aggressive bias (Anderson et al., 2003). Research 

supports the idea that even short-term exposure to violent video 

games functions as a prime and does indeed increase aggression and 

aggression-related constructs (Anderson & Bushman, 2001).  

Self-esteem, both high and low, is one personal variable that 

has received attention as a moderator of aggression (Baumeister, 

Boden, & Smart, 1996). Studies supporting the notion that high self-

esteem levels cause people to react more aggressively than low self-

esteem levels have investigated the question from different angles 

(Swann, Chang-Schneider, & McClarty, 2007), with some looking at 

global self-esteem (Crocker & Wolfe, 2001) and others looking at self

-esteem within a particular domain (Kernis, Grannemann, & Barclay, 

1989).   
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High Self-esteem and Aggression 

Many have championed high self-esteem as a guard against a 

multitude of problems, including welfare dependency, teenage 

pregnancy and dropping out of high school (Swann et al., 2007). High 

levels of self-esteem are often assumed to be an indicator of a healthy 

self-concept and are considered highly adaptive. Because of this, 

some state-funded organizations have campaigned to increase self-

esteem levels in the population in order to ostensibly decrease a 

number of social ills (Swann et al., 2007). Recently, however, some 

researchers maintain that there is a darker side of high-self esteem 

(Baumeister, Smart, & Boden, 1996). This view holds that high self-

esteem is a contributor to aggressive behavior and maintains that 

aggression results when people with high self-appraisals are 

confronted with threats to their egos, especially if these appraisals are 

inflated or unstable (Baumeister et al., 1996, p. 8).  

 One explanation behind this assumption is that high levels 

of self-esteem give people feelings of entitlement, which cause them 

to act out aggressively and without regard for others when their egos 

are threatened (Baumeister et al., 1996, p. 7). A flaw with this 

explanation, however, is that existing research has equated high self-

esteem with narcissism, a diagnosis characterized by extremely high 

and unstable levels of self-esteem and little-to-no regard for others in 

general (Bushman & Baumeister, 1998). Another possible explanation 

is that people are reluctant to change their self-appraisals, especially 

in a downward direction, and they will act out aggressively in 

response to information conflicting with their self-views (Baumeister 

et al., 1996, p. 7). A third explanation is that high but unstable self-

views create a heightened sensitivity to ego threats by making a 

person more vulnerable to drops in self-esteem following criticism.

  

Low Self-Esteem and Aggression 

There are, however, opposing viewpoints maintaining that it 

is low self-esteem, not high, that is the greater predictor of aggression. 

One explanation from this perspective holds that people lacking self-

esteem try to gain it through violent means. For instance, they may 

aggressively dominate others in order to feel more powerful and 

important (Baumeister et al., 1996). In this view, violence and 

aggression serve as forms of self-enhancement, and people low in self

-esteem should be geared toward self-enhancement to compensate for 

their lack of positive self-regard. A similar view proposes that people 

are geared toward self-enhancement, but those with high self-esteem 

have already satisfied this need and can ignore it, while for those with 

low self-esteem it is still a focal concern (Baumeister et al., 1996). 
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Because of the lack of consensus as to whether it is high or low self-

esteem that has the greatest effect on aggression, it is important to 

investigate the two concurrently in order to empirically compare them 

to one another.  

 

Self-Esteem: Global Versus Specific 

Self-esteem is one of the most widely studied and applied 

concepts in psychology (Crocker & Wolfe, 2001). Self-esteem is an 

attitude, containing both cognitive and affective components, and 

having both directionality (positive or negative orientation) and 

intensity (Rosenberg, Schooler, Schoenbach & Rosenberg 1995, p. 

142). Self-esteem can be separated into different categories. Global 

self-esteem refers to a person’s positive or negative attitude toward 

the self as whole. Specific self-esteem can either involve the state 

people are in at any particular time (which is dependent on 

environment and mood) or their self-esteem within a particular 

domain (Heatherton & Polivy, 1991; Rosenburg, Schooler, 

Schoenbach, & Rosenberg, 1995, p. 143; Swann, Chang-Schneider, & 

McClarty, 2007). One of the biggest controversies surrounding the 

study of self-esteem involves equating global self-esteem with 

specific self-esteem. According to the specificity matching principle, 

global self-esteem should be used to predict general or global 

behaviors, while specific self-esteem, or self-esteem related to a 

current state within a particular domain, should be used to predict 

specific behaviors related to that state and domain (Swann et al., 

2007). Yet, past research has not been consistent with the definitions 

of self-esteem or with maintaining the specificity matching principle 

(Rosenberg et al., 1995).  

In an investigation of global self-esteem, participants in a 

study by Bushman and Baumeister (1998) wrote a persuasive essay on 

abortion and were then given bogus positive or negative feedback, 

with the negative feedback constituting ego threat. Participants were 

then given the opportunity to expose their evaluator to an aversive 

noise blast, the magnitude of which they set themselves – this was the 

aggression measure. All participants receiving the negative feedback 

reacted with more aggression. In addition, people high in narcissism 

were even more likely to react aggressively. Global self-esteem, 

however, failed as a significant predictor of aggression. 

A study conducted by Kirkpatrick, Waugh, Valencia, and 

Webster (2002) took a similar approach to Bushman and Baumeister 

(1998). While they also measured global self-esteem, they included in 

their questionnaire a domain-specific self-esteem measure, a 12-item 

measure of self-perceived mate value (developed by Williams, 1999, 
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as cited in Kirkpatrick, et al, 2002). Self-perceived mate value was 

defined by the researchers as an individual’s appraisal of worth and 

desirability as a mate or partner. Participants were instructed to write 

a general essay about themselves, which would then be evaluated by a 

rival of the same sex, who wrote comments on the paper. Half of the 

participants received negative comments, while the other received 

positive comments. Participants were allowed to see the feedback and 

were then given the opportunity to prepare a sample of hot-sauce for 

their rival, which was the aggression measure. The more hot-sauce 

allocated, the more aggressive the reaction. Analyses revealed that the 

domain-specific self-esteem measure, self-perceived mate value, was 

the only predictor of aggression, with those persons considering 

themselves high in mate value allocating significantly more hot sauce 

upon receiving negative feedback than those considering themselves 

low in self-perceived mate value. Again, global self-esteem failed to 

be a predictor. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that 

persons having a more positive self-view do indeed react more 

aggressively than those with a more negative self-view in certain 

contexts, supporting the notion that domain-specific measures of self-

esteem will be stronger predictors of aggression than global measures. 

 

The Present Study 

 Using the GAM as a theoretical basis, the aim of the present 

study is to investigate how  

people with differing levels of domain-specific self-esteem will react 

when they are primed for aggression with a threat to domain-specific 

self-esteem and with violent video game content. Both domain-

specific self-esteem and a self-esteem manipulation functioned as 

personal variables, while the violent video game content was a 

situational variable. Because existing research has suggested that 

domain-specific self-esteem is a better predictor of aggression than 

global self-esteem, self-reported video game expertise will be used as 

the first GAM personal variable. For the second personal variable, a 

self-esteem manipulation will be used, with participants receiving 

either a positive or negative evaluation of their video game 

performance. This will be done in order to make domain-specific self-

esteem relatively unstable, which past research suggests is an 

important factor in influencing aggression. The GAM situational 

variable that will be used is a video game, which will contain either 

violent or nonviolent content.  

In general, we predict that participants in the negative self-

esteem manipulation group will have higher aggression scores than 

those in the positive self-esteem manipulation group, and that those 
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exposed to violent media will be significantly more aggressive than 

those exposed to nonviolent media. It is, of course, assumed that 

negative feedback and violent video game exposure will prime 

participants and arouse aggression, but of primary interest is the 

interaction - whether participants higher in domain-specific self-

esteem (video game experts) will react more or less aggressively to 

the self-esteem threat (negative feedback) than those low in domain-

specific self-esteem (video novices).  

 

Method 

Participants 
 Participants for this study were 45 undergraduate university 

students from Oklahoma City University. The average age of the 

sample was 20.73 (SD = 3.35). Of the sample, 25 participants were 

female and 20 were male. The majority of the sample was Caucasian 

(53.3%), followed by Hispanic (24.4%), followed by Asian (11.1%), 

followed by Black (6.7%), which was finally followed by Native 

American and Other (2.2%). Participants were randomly assigned to 

one of four conditions: violent video game with positive self-esteem 

manipulation, violent video game with negative self-esteem 

manipulation, nonviolent video game with positive self-esteem 

manipulation, and nonviolent video game with negative self-esteem 

manipulation.  

 

Materials 

 Participants were given an informed consent sheet and a 

form asking their age, gender, ethnicity and the amount of hours per 

week they spend on average playing video games.  

To measure domain-specific self-esteem, the researchers 

created a 30-item questionnaire with items drawn from the Heatherton

-Polivy Self-Esteem scale (see Heatherton & Polivy, 1991). Questions 

measuring self-esteem were phrased in the context of video game 

performance in order to make them specific to that domain. Some 

items were reverse scored and participants responded to each item on 

a 5-point Likert scale.  

Thirty questions measuring aggression were drawn from the 

Buss Perry Aggression Questionnaire (1992), which was chosen 

because it is a modified and updated version of the widely-used Buss-

Durkee Hostility Inventory (1957). Again, some items were reverse 

scored and participants responded to each item on a 5-point Likert 

scale. 

Incorporated into the survey were misleading filler questions 

intended to disguise the purpose of the experiment. In addition, 
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researchers developed questions designed to assess competitiveness 

because of the possibility that it may function as an extraneous 

variable. These items also used a 5-point Likert scale format.  

For each phase of the study, a 30-item (randomly 

distributed:10 domain-specific self-esteem, 10 aggression and 10 

competitive/filler questions) survey was constructed.  

Participants played one of two video games on the X-box 

360 console, chosen for their level of violence. The violent video 

game used was Call of Duty 2: Modern Warfare, and the nonviolent 

game used was Tiger Woods Golf: PGA Tour 2008.  

 

Procedure 

Participants were tested one at a time at approximately 20 

minute intervals. All testing was done either in the Computer Lab or 

the Library Media Room of OCU. Upon arrival, participants were 

informed that they were involved in a study investigating gender 

differences in video game performance and eye-hand coordination.  

Phase One. Participants began by signing the informed 

consent sheet. They then provided demographic and video experience 

information and completed the first 30-item survey. 

Phase Two. Participants were given instructions on their 

video and allowed to practice the game at an introductory level in 

order to get used to the controls. Because participants were playing in 

practice mode, for the violent video game condition violence was 

minimized. After 5 minutes, participants then completed the second 

30-item survey. 

Phase Three. Participants then played their video game “for 

real”; at this point the violent video manipulation was fully engaged. 

After five minutes of game play, the self-esteem manipulation was 

performed: half of the participants were told they had the “best 

performance of the day”, while the other half were told they had the 

“worst performance of the day”. They then completed the final 30-

item survey.  

This created a 2 (domain-specific self-esteem: high or low) × 

2 (self-esteem manipulation: positive or negative) × 2 (video game 

type: violent or nonviolent) factorial design. 

 

Results 

Based on their self-rating of expertise, participants were 

assigned to high domain-specific self-esteem (a self-rating of 

intermediate or expert) or low domain-specific self-esteem (a self-

rating of no experience or beginner). To support these group 

differences, a two independent sample t-test revealed that these 
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groups differed significantly in the number of hours they played video 

games per week (M = 4.94, SD = 2.94, and M = .85, SD = 1.23, 

respectively), t(43) = 6.46, p = .000.  

 

Phases One and Two.  
Interestingly, before the experiment began the novices had 

higher self-esteem ratings than the experts. Once game play actually 

began, however, they rated themselves lower. These differences were 

not significant (see Figure 1).  

 As anticipated, in both phase one and two, domain-specific 

self-esteem groups (expertise) showed no significant differences for 

aggression; though in each condition high domain-specific self-

esteem participants (experts) rated themselves as slightly more 

aggressive than novices, F(1, 43) = 2.919, p = .095 and F(1, 43) = 

2.133, p = .081 (see Figure 2).  

 

Phase Three.  

 The high domain-specific self-esteem participants (experts) 

had a slightly higher aggression score rating (M = 3.13, SD = .776) 

than novices, those low in domain-specific self-esteem (M = 3.07, SD 

= .905); this main effect was not significant. 

Contrary to expectations, the participants in the negative self

-esteem manipulation group had a slightly lower aggression score 

rating (M = 3.04, SD = .977) than those in the positive self-esteem 

manipulation group (M = 3.15, SD = .719); this main effect was not 

significant; F(1, 37) = .057, ns.  

Also contrary to expectations, those exposed to violent 

media reported slightly lower aggression (M = 3.02, SD = .888) than 

those exposed to nonviolent media (M = 3.16, SD = .820) This main 

effect was not significant; F(1, 37) = .208, ns.  

The 2 (domain-specific self-esteem) × 2 (self-esteem 

manipulation) × 2 (video game) three-way ANOVA was not 

significant, F(1, 37) = 1.873, ns. However, as can be seen in Figure 3, 

the group with highest self-reported aggression scores was the low 

domain-specific self-esteem (novice), negative self-esteem 

manipulation, non-violent video game group (M = 3.667, SD = .702; n 

= 3), followed by the low domain-specific self-esteem (novice), 

positive self-esteem manipulation, violent video game group (M = 

3.667, SD = .834; n = 8). The group with the lowest aggression was 

the low domain-specific self-esteem (novice), negative self-esteem 

manipulation, violent video game group (M = 2.60, SD = 1.05; n = 8) 

(see Figure 3). 
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Repeated Measures  

A repeated measures (Greenhouse-Geisser) analysis for self-

esteem ratings was significant; F(1.811, 74.26) = 8.137, p = .001. As 

the experiment progressed all participants decreased their self-esteem 

ratings, see Figure 1. A similar repeated analysis for aggression was 

also significant F(1.647, 67.52) = 9.957, p = .000. As the experiment 

progressed all participants increased their aggression ratings (see 

Figure 2).  

 

Discussion 

 The predictions made based on the GAM model (Anderson 

& Bushman, 2001) were not supported by the data of the study. 

Neither of the personal factors (domain-specific self-esteem and the 

self-esteem manipulation) nor the situational factor (video game 

content) had any significant main effects on aggression. In addition, 

no significant interaction between variables was found.  

There were no significant differences in aggression between 

the high domain-specific self-esteem group (the experts) and the low 

domain-specific self-esteem group (the novices), although the experts 

did report slightly higher aggression overall. A possible explanation 

for this finding is that higher levels of self-esteem, such as those 

belonging to expert video gamers, result in feelings of entitlement, 

which then caused them to react more aggressively in order to defend 

their title as experts (Baumeister et al., 1996).   

The other personal variable, the self-esteem manipulation, 

had results in the opposite direction of our predictions. The positive 

self-esteem manipulation group actually reported higher aggression 

than the negative self-esteem manipulation group. A possible 

explanation is that the self-esteem manipulation was simply not strong 

enough. Another explanation, however, is that the feedback given by 

researchers to participants was counterbalanced by the negative 

feedback provided by the nonviolent game, feedback for which the 

experimenters did not control. The nonviolent game provided 

commentary on participant’s poor performance, most of which was 

derogatory, rude and sarcastic. This verbal aggression, as an 

extraneous variable, easily could have caused participants in the 

nonviolent game condition to react more aggressively when compared 

to those in the violent game condition, because no harsh negative 

commentary was provided by the violent game.  

Contrary to our predictions and those of the GAM, those 

who played the nonviolent video game had higher aggression scores 

than those who played the violent video game. These findings might 

be better explained using the Frustration-Aggression Hypothesis, 
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which maintains that aggression is often the result of frustration, and 

that frustration usually results in aggression (Berkowitz, 1989; Dill & 

Anderson, 1995). Contributing to the frustration of the nonviolent 

gamers may have been the aforementioned negative commentary 

given by the game and the nonviolent game was generally more 

difficult to play for participants than the violent game. While 

participants were not asked to rate their game on difficulty (which 

would have made it possible to analyze this element) it was the 

observation of the experimenters that the controls for the nonviolent 

game were more confusing for participants than those for the violent 

game. In fact, many participants simply never figured out the controls 

for the nonviolent game, by comparison this was not our observation 

for the violent game players. In conjunction, these elements may have 

caused the nonviolent video game to arouse more frustration and thus 

increased their level of aggression to a point that equaled a bloody, 

violent war game. It is recommended that any future research use a 

more neutral and simple video game such as Tetris (1984). 

Alternatively, future studies may wish to include frustration as a 

situational variable in the GAM model. 

 One limitation of this study is that while questions gauging 

state self-esteem phrased in terms of video game performance were 

used to measure domain-specific self-esteem, no questions addressing 

aggression were designed to measure state aggression. Measuring trait 

aggression instead of state aggression in this context is an 

operationalizing error.  

There is another possible cause for the unexpected results of 

the data and for the lack of significant interaction effects between 

variables. Due to sampling difficulties (recruitment, convenience 

sampling, participant error, etc.) and a retroactive division of the 

subgroups, the number of participants in each condition was unequal. 

For example, there were only three participants who qualified for 

placement in the high video game experience (expert) group. This 

difference in condition sizes could have skewed the data, making 

certain conditions more or less sensitive to individual differences. In 

addition, this experiment used a very small sample. Without a doubt, 

this negatively impacted the power of our statistics, making it less 

likely that we would find any significant results. The differences 

between the violent and nonviolent video game groups approached 

significance, and had there been a more equally distributed and more 

abundant sample, significant differences may have been found. Future 

research should recruit people high in domain-specific self-esteem 

and expertise and should also ensure a large enough sample with 

equal sample sizes across groups. 
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Figure 1. Domain-Specific Self-Esteem (Expertise) Groups: Self-

Reported Self-Esteem 
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Figure 2. Domain-Specific Self-Esteem (Expertise) Groups: Self-

Reported Aggression 
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Figure 3. Phase Three Aggression. 
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Raised to be Weak 
Neilee Wood 

 

 Women are taught to believe they are inherently inferior to 

men.  From the day they are born until the day they die they are raised 

to be the weaker sex.  In his Discourse on the Origin of Inequality, 

Rousseau claims that in the state of nature only physical inequalities, 

or differences, existed because society had not yet been created.  In 

The Subjection of Women, John Stuart Mill agrees with Rousseau and 

asserts that women are considered unequal only because they are not 

as physically strong as men.  However, by the nineteenth century the 

construct of women’s physical, intellectual, psychological and moral 

inequality was firmly entrenched in the laws and customs of society.  

Mill forcibly argues that this is not because women are inherently 

inferior.  Instead, he asserts that it is the way in which society 

educates women that indoctrinates them to think and act in certain 

ways and creates and maintains inequality between men and women.  

Maggie Tulliver, George Eliot’s protagonist in The Mill on the Floss, 

is the perfect example of how society’s education stifles the vibrancy 

of an intelligent and spirited young woman so that her desire to please 

overshadows her lifelong search for equality within her relationships.   

     The definition of education does not merely include formal 

schooling.  It also extends to the methods a society uses to inculcate 

psychological, moral and cultural maturation.  Since education occurs 

through instruction, even informal instruction, it is possible to mold 

people’s thoughts and behavior with an education that comes from the 

social and cultural environment as well as from formal instruction.  

This is the type of education that women in the nineteenth century 

received.  The learned social views of women limited their 

opportunities in life, constructed unequal dynamics between men and 

women and taught women to be weak and submissive to men.  Over 

many generations society cultivated its conception of the ideal 

woman.  She was someone who was beautiful, accomplished, 

compassionate and most of all, compliant to the will of the men 

around her.  In other words, women’s education encompassed 

learning the practical and social skills that would prepare them for the 

one opportunity open to them, that of wife and mother.  The 

stereotypical concept of the ideal woman became a social custom that 

was firmly integrated into cultural education by the nineteenth 

century.  But how did this view of women become part of society’s 

educational indoctrination? 

 Rousseau charts out the development of society from the 
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state of nature, and to understand the progress of the emasculation of 

women through cultural education one must return to the state of 

nature with Rousseau.  At the beginning of his Discourse on the 

Origin of Inequality, Rousseau states that there are only two types of 

inequality in the world: physical inequality and moral inequality.  

Physical inequality comes from the physical differences between 

people whereas moral inequality developed from society (Rousseau 

37-8).  In the state of nature there were only physical inequalities 

because society had not yet been created.  In fact, there were even 

very few physical inequalities among people because natural humans 

were much stronger and fitter than humans are today (Rousseau 40-1).  

Because of the rarity of inequality, people “by common consensus, 

are naturally as equal among themselves as were the animals of each 

species . . .” (Rousseau 33).  Rousseau never states that men and 

women were equal in the state of nature, but when he mentions 

women, he describes them in the same way he describes men.  

Therefore, only physical differences separate men from women, and 

they are essentially equal. 

 Furthermore, Mill states that the subordination of women 

first came about because men were physically stronger than women 

(137).  Although Rousseau does not explicitly corroborate this, his 

descriptions of men and women in the state of nature support Mill’s 

statements.  According to Rousseau, there were no relationships nor 

separate lifestyles for men and women.  Women were not naturally 

like the stereotypical ideal woman.  Instead, both sexes were governed 

solely by their physical needs.  They only came together because of 

their physical desire and soon separated.  Mothers were even detached 

from their children, and mother and child parted as soon as the child 

could fend for itself (Rousseau 48).  In this way, Rousseau paints the 

picture that women were strong and independent in the state of nature, 

with only biology differing them from men. 

 However, as language developed, relations began to form.  

Rousseau’s premise is that inequality among humans arose from 

ownership of property, but he also makes the point that relationships 

chained people to each other in dependence (60, 64).  Dependence 

and relationships brought about settled communities, and without the 

need to go out and search for food, people suddenly had leisure time.  

With this leisure time, humans began to create culture and society.  

They became focused on how others viewed them, generating 

inequalities (Rousseau 63-6).  The acquisition of wealth and property 

further created moral inequality that did not exist in the state of 

nature.  Particularly, as the wealthy prospered, they enacted laws to 

maintain their dominance, and culture, society, and laws thereby 
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worked in tandem to institutionalize wealth, power, and inequality 

(Rousseau 69-70).  “Such was,” Rousseau writes, “or should have 

been, the origin of society and laws, which gave new fetters to the 

weak and new forces to the rich, irretrievably destroyed natural 

liberty, established forever the law of property and of inequality . . . 

and for the profit of a few ambitious men henceforth subjected the 

entire human race to labor, servitude and misery” (70). 

In regard to women, the development of relationships created 

the family, which gave rise to separate gender roles.  Rousseau says, 

“Each family became a little society all the better united because 

mutual attachment and liberty were its only bonds; and it was then 

that the first difference was established in the lifestyle of the two 

sexes, which until then had had only one” (63).  Within this construct, 

women became inferior to and dependent upon men. 

Additionally, Rousseau maintains that love itself is a social 

custom which grew out of the development of the family and society 

that is “extolled by women with so much skill and care in order to 

establish their hegemony and make dominant the sex that ought to 

obey” (56).  This quotation shows that even though Rousseau implies 

that men and women were equal in the state of nature, he is also a 

product of the social education of his times when he states that 

women “ought to obey.”  Although he describes men and women as 

coming from the same independent, natural roots, the “ought to obey” 

flaw in his argument reveals his eighteenth-century social education.  

Moreover, Mill refutes this statement when he explains why women 

use love to attract men.  The social subordination of women severely 

limits their opportunities:  “. . . every privilege or pleasure she has 

being either his gift, or depending entirely on his will; and lastly, 

that    . . . all objects of social ambition, can in general be sought or 

obtained by her only through him . . .” (Mill 148).  Because of their 

social restrictions, the only way women can gain any form of self-

determination is through their ability to love and attract men. 

 As the family unit and society grew, Mill argues that it was 

the laws that society developed that enslaved women: “Laws and 

systems of polity always begin by recognizing the relations they find 

already existing between individuals.  They convert what was a mere 

physical fact into a legal right . . . Those who had already been 

compelled to obedience became in this manner legally bound to 

it” (137).  As Rousseau proposes, the sexes were not unequal in the 

state of nature, but it was the progression of relationships and laws 

that established inequality. 

 But it is not merely laws that keep women subordinate to 

men.  As time passed, the concept of women’s inferiority became 
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customary and therefore appeared to be the natural and correct way of 

ordering society (Mill 145).  Custom was integrated into social 

education, which served to then perpetuate the false stereotype of the 

ideal, submissive woman.  Mill asserts that men “turned the whole 

force of education to effect their purpose” of asserting their 

dominance over women and making them “not a forced slave but a 

willing one” (148).  Additionally, Mill accurately describes the role of 

education in a woman’s life and the dichotomy that developed 

between the educations of women and the educations of men.  He 

states: 

All women are brought up from the very earliest years in the 

belief that their ideal of character is the very opposite to that 

of men; not self-will, and government by self-control, but 

submission, and yielding to the control of others.  All the 

moralities tell them that it is the duty of women, and all the 

current sentimentalities that it is their nature, to live for 

others; to make complete abnegation of themselves, and to 

have no life but in their affections (148). 

In The Mill on the Floss, Eliot’s Maggie Tulliver is the perfect 

example of the effect this kind of education has on women.  From a 

very young age, Maggie’s schooling and social education seek to curb 

her independent vibrancy and mold her into the ideal woman. 

 Although most of Maggie’s education comes from her 

immediate and extended family, her family’s values and educational 

expectations are upheld by generations of tradition and the acceptance 

of the community of St. Ogg’s as a whole.  It is a village that raises a 

child, and Maggie inherits the education that her family, St. Ogg’s, 

and the nation deem acceptable for a girl, based on the laws and social 

custom of the ideal woman.  However, Maggie is not like the 

stereotypical woman.  She is strong and wild when she is young, 

reminiscent of Rousseau’s state of nature.  For example, her mother 

continually fusses over her messy hair and clothes and implores her to 

behave more like her neat cousin Lucy instead of romping with Tom 

(Eliot 16).  However, the pressures of Maggie’s cultural education 

soon dispel her vibrancy.  Mill pronounces that men cannot know the 

true nature of women because what “is now called the nature of 

women is an eminently artificial thing – the result of forced repression 

in some directions, unnatural stimulation in others” (155).  Even when 

the reader is first introduced to Maggie at age ten, her indoctrination 

has begun.  She is taught to behave as a proper young lady, to read 

only what girls should read (“prettier books”), and to obey her brother 

Tom (Eliot 21).  From a young age, she is very aware of the 

differences between Tom and her and that women are not valued in 
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her society.  For instance, Tom tells her, “I’ve got a great deal more 

money than you, because I’m a boy.  I always have half-sovereigns 

and sovereigns for my Christmas boxes, because I shall be a man, and 

you only have five-shilling pieces, because you’re only a girl” (Eliot 

39).  Maggie knows that women are socially and financially 

dependent upon the men in their lives. 

 This illustrates that social education creates a stark 

dichotomy between men and women, and even as children, Tom and 

Maggie are conscious of it.  As Mill said above, women are raised to 

cultivate virtues that are the complete opposite of men’s virtues (148).  

Opportunities are barred to women because society and custom deem 

them inappropriate for the ideal woman and her role as wife and 

mother.  Although Maggie is allowed to read books when she is 

young, she is not encouraged to question the world, apply her 

knowledge or pursue higher education.  Instead, Tom is sent off to 

receive thorough schooling, even though Maggie loves learning more 

and would more likely benefit herself and society by receiving the 

same formal education (Mill 151-52).   

Most of all, Maggie is raised to be weak, submissive, passive 

and selfless.  The customary view of women as inferior to men 

indoctrinates girls from a young age and makes it acceptable for 

society to perpetuate the inequality.  A large part of Maggie’s 

education is psychological.  Cultural education teaches strict rules on 

how men and women should interact with each other, and the social 

dichotomy maintains that it is socially acceptable for men to 

psychologically and emotionally abuse women.  This abuse evolves 

from the physical domination that men assert over women.  For 

example, Tom is able to emotionally and psychologically abuse 

Maggie because women are raised to be submissive to men.  Tom 

withholds love and affection, dictates what she can do, forbids her 

from seeing Philip Wakem, and condemns her for running off with 

Stephen Guest.  Under the weight of her social education, Maggie 

feels bound to obey Tom, deny herself, and work for his happiness 

instead of her own.  Similarly, Mill states, “How much more true, 

then, must all this be, when the one is not only under the authority of 

the other, but has it inculcated on her as a duty to reckon everything 

else subordinate to his comfort and pleasure, and to let him neither see 

nor feel anything coming from her, except what is agreeable to 

him” (159).  Under such an education, Maggie trades her 

independence, curiosity, and strength for the social stereotype of a 

woman: affectionate, dependent, and desperately trying to please.  She 

feels bound to obey Tom, to change her nature, and to become the 

silent victim of his emotional and psychological abuse.   
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 Moreover, Maggie’s cultural education continues to exert 

pressure on her to subordinate her own independent nature as she 

matures into womanhood.  In fact, when Maggie leaves Stephen 

Guest and returns to St. Ogg’s Eliot outlines the convoluted thought 

processes of the citizens of St. Ogg’s in regard to her behavior.  If she 

had returned as Stephen’s wife the community of St. Ogg’s would 

have pitied Lucy but would have ultimately accepted the marriage as 

romantic (Eliot 509-10).  However, since Maggie returns alone, St. 

Ogg’s assumes that she has acted in the worst possible way and 

effectively condemns her (Eliot 510-11).  Eliot writes that “[t]he 

ladies of St. Ogg’s were not beguiled by any wide speculative 

conceptions; but they had their favourite abstraction, called society, 

which served to make their consciences perfectly easy in doing what 

satisfied their own egoism – thinking and speaking the worst of 

Maggie Tulliver and turning their backs upon her” (525).  In this way, 

the town’s culture and values serve to narrow the minds of the women 

and prevent them from appreciating Maggie’s struggle to do right.  

The women perpetuate subordination and inequality among 

themselves.  Maggie feels their scorn, especially when she walks 

through town: “All hard looks were pain to Maggie . . . and for the 

first time the thought took strong hold of her that she would have 

other obloquy cast on her besides that which was felt to be due to her 

breach of faith towards Lucy” (Eliot 513).  The opinion of society 

weighs heavy on her because she was raised to behave in a way that 

was acceptable to society.  Rousseau speaks of people becoming 

focused on the opinions of others, and Mill affirms that women’s 

education teaches them to live for others rather than themselves.  

Because of this programming, Maggie is severely pained by the 

condemnation of society. 

Although society’s educational values have such a hold on 

her, Maggie never completely becomes the ideal woman.  She is 

chained by the limitations of a society that seeks to destroy her 

independence and strength, but she does maintain a core of internal 

strength.  Conversely, her cousin Lucy is portrayed as the ideal 

woman.  All her life Maggie is compared to Lucy because Lucy 

emulates all the caring and compassionate characteristics of the ideal 

woman.  She is quiet, submissive and loving.  Lucy is completely 

indoctrinated by her cultural education.  When Stephen runs off with 

Maggie, Lucy is broken and falls ill after hearing the news.  Stephen’s 

sisters convince her to travel to the coast with them for the sake of her 

health (Eliot 528).  This illustrates the fragility of Lucy’s composition 

as the ideal woman.  She is completely dependent on the men around 

her, and when Stephen, the primary man in her life, leaves, she falls 
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apart.  Although Maggie also suffers a separation from Stephen, she 

does not break.  Lucy even says that Maggie is “better” than she is 

(Eliot 531). 

Despite Maggie’s cultural education she does get a taste of 

parity and thus experiences Mill’s morality of justice (Mill 133).  

Since her relationship with Philip Wakem is perhaps her only healthy 

relationship, when she visits him in the Red Deeps she is able to enjoy 

true intellectual equality.  The natural setting of the Red Deeps is also 

reminiscent of Rousseau’s state of nature.  There they return to nature 

and the naturally equal state of men and women.  However, the 

pressures of society eventually intrude on this peaceful equality and 

Tom forbids her to see Philip anymore.  Maggie, raised to please her 

brother, obeys (Eliot 356-57).  

 Thus, in the end, even the bright, independent and spirited 

Maggie succumbs to the social education that is foisted upon her by 

virtue of being a woman.  Although Rousseau and Mill posit the whys 

and wherefores of this kind of inequality upon members of society, 

women remain its victim. 
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Dance and the Nazi Party 
Patrick Galvin 

 

The transcendent nature of art has the power to influence a 

culture’s values, beliefs and ideologies. The beliefs not only shared, 

but also actively practiced in Nazi Germany reflect a moment in 

modern history when people were swept with ideas that may seem 

unimaginable today. Whether it was created by choice or force, the 

performing arts played an essential role in supporting the core beliefs 

of the Nazi party. The contributors of spreading Nazi ideologies 

through the arts have been exposed and analyzed, but the influence 

that the dance community had on such an important turn in European 

history is often diminished and forgotten. By exploring the 

establishment of the Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and 

Propaganda, the details of how dance became absorbed in Nazi ideals 

and how dancers responded to the new power of influence we can 

highlight how a specific art form was instrumental in promoting new 

ideas and beliefs. Dance, whether it was conscious, freewill or forced, 

was used as a vehicle to promote the Nazi party’s mission. Although 

the choices may have seemed limited, ultimately each dancer 

possessed the capacity to remove themselves from the Nazi party’s 

mission. The dancers’ choices and their creative power would greatly 

influence Germany’s acceptance of Nazi values and change the course 

of history.   

 The Nazi perspectives and opinions on the hierarchies of 

race, religion and nationality were extremely radical and 

discriminative towards specific populations. Although Jews were 

often the primary victims, the Nazis also persecuted political 

opponents, Communists, Roma, people with disabilities, and 

homosexuals (Mosaic of Victims: Overview). Needing to spread their 

ideas that targeted specific populations, the Nazi party enhanced its 

influence over the general population through the arts and cultural 

affairs. To spread Nazi propaganda through the arts and 

entertainment, the Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and 

Propaganda was established by Joseph Goebbels on March 12th, 1933 

(Culbert, Cull and Welch 353). Through the establishment of the 

Ministry, the Third Reich had the authority to tailor artistic 

performances in any way they felt needed.  

 Not only did the Ministry have complete authority over 

artistic productions and the themes they represented, but the Ministry 

also established itself as the sole source of creative energy and 

direction for the world of arts (Karina and Kant 78). Germany saw 
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itself as a country superior to the rest of the world and the performing 

arts were an essential vehicle to displaying this sense of 

progressiveness and advancement. As the power of the Nazi Party 

was snowballing in the world of arts, the artistic and political 

influence the dancers had in their own community was declining.  

How they would each individually react would greatly influence their 

careers and personal lives.  

 The most essential purpose for the Ministry was to 

“aryanize” all branches of culture. Before the Ministry could aryanize 

the culture by transforming the artistic lenses of Germany, it first had 

to purify German art by eliminating all Jews from the arts (Karina and 

Kant 79). Next, Division VI of the Ministry for Popular 

Enlightenment and Propaganda stepped into the personal lives of the 

non-Jewish dancers who were still allowed to perform. Division VI 

monitored and controlled personal matters, budgets, publicity, public 

opinion, theatrical law, professional counseling, theater repertoires 

and backstage matters (Karina and Kant 81). 

 The Ministry’s growing power influenced the direction and 

focus of German dance. Many influential choreographers and 

directors who were involved in the Ministry joined forces against 

ballet because it was seen as a threat to Germanic values. They argued 

that ballet was derived from Latin traditions and therefore un-German. 

This brought focus to expressive dance, which was believed to have a 

Germanic rhythmic quality that could transmit an experience of 

communion through all members of the master race (Karina and Kant 

89).  

Rudolph van Laban, Director of German Dance Theater, 

acknowledged ballet’s technical components, but did not believe 

ballet dancers had the potential to capture the personality traits that 

truly represented the Nazi Party. He believed that ballet lacked spirit, 

whereas expression dance could truly draw out the deepest emotions 

of Germans (Karina and Kant 96). However, there were some ballets 

that were accepted by the Ministry. With the Nazi party’s obsession 

with race and hereditary ballet was sometimes viewed as an 

opportunity to produce gracious gestures and display characteristics of 

the perfect human body as a way to prove that Germans were a 

“master race” (Karina and Kant 26). However, there were numerous 

regulations established by Goebbels included the banning of ballets 

that represented French Romanticism. The ballet classic Giselle was 

just one of the many Romantic ballets outlawed throughout this time 

(Karina and Kant 141).  

Although the establishment of the Ministry made it essential 

for artists to have personal contacts with politicians in order to further 
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their careers and artistic success, it is important to note that many 

other professionals made personal sacrifices to avoid becoming a part 

of the atrocities committed during this time. Despite what many 

dancers may have said after the war, there was always an opportunity 

to disengage with the Nazi party and its mission. Unfortunately, there 

was a mass transition to Nazi values by almost the entire dance 

community, with very few dancers even exploring ways in which they 

could have questioned or resisted the Nazi influence (Karina and Kant 

85). 

This communal claim that the dancers’ involvement with the 

Nazi party was either forced or was their only means of survival has 

often overshadowed the dancers’ personal interests and beliefs in the 

Nazi party. Historically, this is another reason why there is not much 

research on the topic; dancers who actively encouraged the Nazi 

ideals, personally or artistically, have escaped from ridicule by hiding 

behind a general and accepted assumption that all dancers had to 

conform. By researching further into the personal lives of German 

dancers and choreographers, one can begin to understand their 

political interests and beliefs and how this affected their creative 

influence throughout Germany.  

von Laban often escapes criticism with historical claims that 

Goebbels canceled his choral work for the 1936 Olympic games 

because he was an anti-Nazi (Karina and Kant 18). This historical 

account is inaccurate; his actual faithfulness to the Nazi party is 

evident by looking at a written letter that proclaimed his exclusion of 

all non-Aryan pupils from the children’s course at the State Opera in 

1933. Exclusion of non-Aryan Jewish children was not even required 

until 1938 (Bauer and Keren 32). His readiness to exclude non-Aryan 

pupils before it was even required by law illuminates his anti-

Semitism and reveals his inaccurate statement that he was taken away 

from choreographic jobs because he was an anti-Nazi. Personal 

research into a very prominent choreographer of that time reveals how 

quickly the dance community was protected by inaccurate 

assumptions.  

If dancers wanted to seek professional opportunities they 

would have had to adhere to the generally accepted beliefs of the Nazi 

party. This might have meant following the Ministry’s regulations, 

incorporating artistic forms of propaganda or turning their head to 

their former Jewish dance colleagues’ circumstances. Even though the 

circumstances may have required dancers to act in this way to further 

their career, there was no system, law, or organization that required 

dancers to keep dancing. The capacity to separate themselves from the 

Nazi party and their authority over the arts in Germany always 
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existed. 

After exploring or questioning how their participation in a 

dance company could influence the values and beliefs of Germany, 

few dancers decided to disengage with the dance community in 

Germany. Kurt Jooss, a choreographer who collaborated with a 

Jewish musician, Fritz Cohen, was asked to remove Cohen’s name 

from the program. Even though he could keep the actual work in the 

program as long as he removed the name, Jooss decided to 

permanently leave Germany and immigrate to Holland. Jooss’s 

decision to immigrate to Holland illuminates the capacity to oppose 

the Nazi party’s influence on dance. Even though this decision may 

have presented numerous challenges, including the halt of a dancer’s 

career, it was a sacrifice few dancers believed they had to make.  

The situation for dancers throughout WWII Germany 

exemplifies the themes that all dancers throughout time must endure. 

The question arises:  should a dancer forfeit his / her personal values 

to conform to a higher institution’s set of values in order to further a 

career? This  set of normalities, established by something greater than 

the dancer, whether it be society’s expectations or an authoritarian 

government, consistently decide what the dancers believe they must 

do in order to achieve success. In their ambition to achieve success as 

a professional dancer, the dancer forgets the options that have always 

existed:  that one can either courageously work to fight, change, or 

challenge the system, or remove themselves from the profession. The 

few dancers throughout WWII, such as Kurt Jooss, serve as an 

affirmation that dancers always have the option to explore how their 

dancing impacts society. Even in extreme circumstances such as 

WWII dancers hold personal responsibilities for understanding what 

their art means and how it can influence the direction and beliefs of 

society.  

With the establishment of the Ministry for Popular 

Enlightenment and Propaganda the dance community had little 

control of what they created, produced or performed. With this power, 

the Nazis could use dance as a tool to promote their ideas, values and 

beliefs.  Not only did this influence the quality and themes of 

performances, it also dramatically altered the structure of the dance 

community. The dancers had to make decisions:  ignore the influence 

that their art had on the country and put their careers first or resist, 

question, and oppose the Nazi influence and face grave consequences. 

For the people who chose to continue their profession as dancers 

under the Nazi party, conscious or not, their involvement proved to be 

an essential aspect in spreading the Nazi ideologies throughout 

Germany.  
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Do You Hate Me, Too?   

Rejection Sensitivity and Reassurance Seeking as 

Predictors of Depression in College Freshmen 
Luke Reese 

 

 The phenomenon of rejection occurs in numerous guises 

within psychological literature, ranging from ostracism, exclusion, 

rejection, discrimination, stigmatization, prejudice, betrayal, 

unrequited love, peer rejection, bullying, neglect, loneliness, 

homesickness, to humiliation (Smart Richman & Leary, 2009). Each 

of these events poses a threat to an individual’s perceived ability to 

create and maintain relationships, which can lead to inhibited self-

regulation in the socially anxious (Oaten, Williams, Jones, & Zadro, 

2008), a loss of meaning in life (Stillman, Baumeister, Lambert, 

Crescioni, DeWall, & Fincham 2009), increased conformity to gender 

norms (Smith & Lewis, 2009), and has been shown to be a 

determinant of anger and aggression (Leary, Twene, & Quinlivan, 

2006). 

The impact of social rejection is more far reaching than 

simply affecting those involved. In a case study examining 15 school 

shootings from 1995 to 2001, Leary, Kowalski, Smith, and Phillips 

(2003) found that chronic social rejection was present in all but two of 

the cases. In fact, in February of 2010 Dr. Amy Bishop, professor of 

neurobiology at the University of Alabama, after being denied tenure, 

brought a loaded gun to a faculty meeting and shot and killed three of 

her colleagues (Dewan, Saul, & Zezima, 2010). Additionally, the 

Surgeon General report on youth violence found that social rejection 

(“weak social ties”) was the most significant risk factor for youth 

violence (Office of the Surgeon General, 2001). Clearly, rejection in 

terms of threatening one’s perceived ability to create and build 

relationships may cause many social ills that mitigate positive social 

experiences, harm a person’s mental and physical health and, in the 

worst cases, end in murder. 

It is important to note that not everyone responds to rejection 

in the same way. Some of the differences in perceptions of a rejection 

episode may be explained by a person’s level of Rejection Sensitivity 

(RS). Downey and Feldman (1996) describe Rejection Sensitivity as 

the tendency to anxiously expect, readily perceive and strongly react 

to rejection. They would argue that a person who is expecting 

rejection is more likely to perceive rejection in ambiguous situations 

and to experience more severe negative effects than a person with 
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neutral expectations or expectations of acceptance. 

Smart Richman and Leary (2009) proposed a model for the 

various reactions to forms of social rejection. They posit that 

responses may be prosocial (which restores an individual’s sense of 

acceptance and has positive physical and mental health outcomes, i.e. 

conformity), antisocial (sense of acceptance is not restored and has 

negative physical and mental health outcomes, i.e. aggression), or 

withdrawal and avoidance (sense of acceptance is not restored and has 

negative physical and mental health outcomes, i.e. social anxiety) 

based on the subjective construal of the rejection episode. Therefore, 

according to the Smart Richman and Leary model, people high in RS 

are more vulnerable to antisocial and avoidant responses to perceived 

threats to their relational value. 

However, it seems possible that another possible 

consequence of chronic rejection and a threatened sense of belonging 

may be depression. Coyne (1976) proposed a theory of depression in 

which the depressed individual induces negative affect from others, 

which leads to social rejection and thus exacerbates his / her 

depression. The mechanism whereby this contagion effect and 

subsequent social rejection occur is proposed by Joiner and Metalsky 

(2001) as excessive reassurance seeking (ERS). They posit that the 

person attempts to assuage their feelings of worthlessness and fears of 

being abandoned by engaging in ERS, which elicits stress and 

frustration from others. Other individuals provide non-genuine 

reassurance (supposedly in order to reduce the depression contagion), 

which the depressed individual doubts, thus eliciting ERS. This 

frustrates others, who are then likely to reject the depressed 

individual, exacerbating their depression. 

This proposed antecedent of ERS is remarkably similar to 

the RS construct in that both involve some deficit in perceived 

relational value. The high RS person expects to be rejected (low 

perceived relational value) while the high ERS individual seeks 

reassurance as a desperate attempt to restore their perceived relational 

value (low perceived relational value). It should be noted, however, 

that the connection between ERS and RS has not yet been explored. 

Interestingly, ERS does not fit into Smart Richman and Leary’s 

(2009) model of reactions to rejection that categorize responses as 

prosocial, antisocial or avoidant based on the perception of the 

rejection. ERS seems to be a phenomenon in which a person attempts 

to regain acceptance, yet encounters the opposite: rejection. It is 

important to understand the relationship between RS and ERS 

because thus far, it is a connection that has yet to be made or fully 

understood in the literature on both topics. If a connection were to be 
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found between reassurance seeking and rejection sensitivity, it would 

assist in developing therapeutic strategies to help people cope with 

rejection sensitivity and its consequences of excessive reassurance 

seeking and depression as described by Coyne (1976). First, the 

literature on the topics of rejection sensitivity, reactions to rejection, 

excessive reassurance seeking and Coyne’s interpersonal theory of 

depression must be reviewed, at which point a proposal for an 

empirical study will follow, investigating the role of interpersonal 

rejection, RS, and ERS in the development of loneliness and 

depressive symptoms. Following the experimental methods will be 

the proposed analyses, finishing with a brief discussion over possible 

implications of the experiment’s prospective results, implications and 

issues that may be faced. 

 

Literature Review 

In 1996, Downey and Richman first described their 

Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire and the implications of Rejection 

Sensitivity as a construct on intimate relationships. They posit that 

early experiences of rejection shape the “cognitive and affective 

processes that generate behavior in specific social situations” (p. 2). 

Thus, rejection in early childhood by one’s parents may cause an 

initially defensive sensitivity to rejection that is maladaptive in 

intimate relationships later in life, characterized by a likelihood to 

perceive intentional rejection in ambiguous behavior, feel insecure in 

their relationship and respond to perceived rejection with hostility, 

decreased support or controlling behavior. These behaviors may 

undermine the relationship, and thus create a self-fulfilling prophecy 

for the individual anxiously expecting and readily perceiving 

rejection. Downey and Richman sought to operationalize and validate 

the construct of Rejection Sensitivity and show its impact on intimate 

relationships. Participants in study one consisted of 321 male and 263 

female college students with a mean age of 18.7 years. Each 

participant was given the Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire (RSQ), 

developed by the experimenters. In their second experimental study, 

the participants were 23 women and 24 men randomly selected from 

the first study’s sample. Participants were introduced to an opposite-

sex confederate with whom they conversed for ten minutes followed 

by a five-minute conversation. Following the ten-minute 

conversation, half the participants were told the confederate no longer 

wanted to participate in the study, while the other half (the control 

group) was told the study has to end early due to time constraints. The 

dependent variables were self-reported feelings of rejection and mood 

as measured by the Anxiety, Anger and Depression subscales of the 
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Affects Balance Scale. Results showed that higher scores on the RSQ 

reported more feelings of rejection than low scoring participants. 

Feelings of rejection were defined as self-report feelings of 

depression, anger, anxiety, feeling unaccepted, rejected, hurt, disliked, 

or discouraged as measured by the Affects Balance Scale. The results 

supported their hypothesis that people high in RS readily perceive 

ambiguous stimuli as rejection and react strongly to it. 

In 2004, the RS construct was supported by a similar 

neurological construct of a defensively oriented state that is activated 

in response to a perceived threat. In the case of RS the perceived 

threat is one to relational value, and the defensive state increases the 

likelihood to react strongly. Therefore, individuals with high RS 

ought to have their defensively motivated states geared specifically 

toward threats to perceived relational value. In 2004 Downey, 

Mougios, Ayduk, London, & Shoda tied the Rejection Sensitivity 

construct to the neurological concept of the Defensive Motivational 

System (DMS). They describe two primary affective-motivational 

systems that organize behavior—the appetitive motivational system, 

which responds to positive stimuli such as rewards, and a defensive 

system that responds to negative or aversive stimuli such as 

punishment and threats, which disposes a person toward avoidance or 

fight-or-flight. RS entails both an increased likelihood for activation 

of the defensive system in the event of perceived rejection and a 

greater tendency to perceive rejection in ambiguous situations. 

Activation of the two systems depends upon their positive or negative 

perception and arousal determines the intensity of the response. 

Rejection Sensitivity (RS) is proposed as a socially learned 

construction of threatening situations that activate the DMS in certain 

social situations, which is congruent with findings that RS is the 

tendency to anxiously expect, readily perceive and strongly react to 

rejection. Also, High Rejection Sensitivity (HRS) individuals perceive 

threat in situations of uncertainty, which are specific conditions 

known to arouse the DMS. Downey et al. hypothesized that in 

rejection-relevant situations the DMS is automatically aroused in HRS 

individuals. In addition, given that RS develops to defend against 

rejection, they hypothesized that the system is biased toward dealing 

with threats of rejection. The method used to indicate DMS arousal is 

the magnitude of an individual’s eye blink response to a startling 

stimulus. The experimenters used 16 paintings, each from four artists 

who were chosen in a pilot study to represent acceptance, rejection, 

positivity, and negativity. Participants were 43 undergraduates (60% 

males, M age = 23.6 years, SD = 5.5) who completed the Rejection 

Sensitivity questionnaire (RSQ) and the Symptom Checklist-90-R 
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(SCL-90-R) to measure RS and general psychological distress. Then 

four presentation blocks consisting of four slides each with one of 

each of the artists represented in each block were presented. During 3 

slides per block, a startling white noise burst was presented at various 

times, during which the eyeblink magnitude was recorded. Results 

indicated that acceptance and rejection are not of equivalent 

importance for HRS individuals (defined by being one SD or more 

above the mean). Reactions to the acceptance stimuli were weaker for 

HRS individuals, while reactions to rejection stimuli were stronger. 

This supported the hypothesis that the RS system develops 

specifically to protect the self against threats of rejection. 

These findings established RS and a discernible mental state 

that is activated in the event of uncertainty where rejection is possible. 

It also provided a framework for understanding the RS construct as a 

defensive motivational state focused on self-protection, increasing the 

likelihood to respond in strong ways in the face of a threat. This study 

gives understanding of the vulnerability of HRS individuals to 

defensive states that are triggered in specific situations; the next step 

is to examine the types of reactions that are manifested out of this 

state. 

London, Downey, Bonica and Paltin (2007) sought to 

understand the processes that culminate in Rejection Sensitivity and 

lead to negative social consequences. Their research drew upon the 

attributional and attachment framework that proposes that experiences 

of rejection can sensitize children to possible rejection. This 

culminates in expectations of rejection that are activated in situations 

where rejection is possible, to which they respond with defensive 

emotional states (anxiety or anger) that prepare children to defend 

against future rejection. Defensive expectations lead to hyper 

vigilance for rejection cues, increasing the likelihood of perceived 

rejection, as evidenced in the aforementioned study (Downey et al, 

2004). The purpose of the study at hand was to extend the RS 

construct to explore the behavioral consequences of perceived peer 

rejection by first examining whether peer rejection leads to increases 

in anxious and angry expectations of rejection. Secondly, they 

examined whether anxious expectations are specific predictors of 

increases in social anxiety and withdrawal. Third, they examined 

whether anxious and angry expectations of rejection predicted 

increases in loneliness over time.  They found in pilot work that the 

two main responses to rejection encountered by children were anxiety 

and anger. Additionally, many adolescents whom teachers reported as 

being highly aggressive and highly reactive to rejection reported 

experiencing anger rather than anxiety. Therefore, the type of 
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anticipatory affect should predict their behavioral reactions; that is, 

that the extent of “fight” or “flight” reactions depend on the level of 

each type of defensive anticipatory affect. The researchers 

hypothesize that angry expectations of rejection predict aggressive 

behavior, while anxious expectations predict social anxiety and 

withdrawal in response to perceived potential rejection. They also 

predict a connection between peer rejection and loneliness and a 

potential increase in depression that may result.  

Participants were 150 sixth grade students in their first year 

in middle school. Participants in this specific cohort were selected 

because the students were undergoing a transitional period from 

elementary school to middle school in which they have many new 

social interactions with new peers, making their relational value of 

increased importance. Data was collected at two time points: first in 

the fall (Time 1), and then four months later in the spring (Time 2). 

During both points children completed the Children’s Rejection 

Sensitivity Questionnaire (CRSQ) and social anxiety, loneliness, and 

withdrawal measures. The CRSQ differs from the RSQ in that it asks 

participants both “how nervous” and “how angry” they would be 

about whether the imaginary peers in the given situations were acting 

in a rejecting way. In Time 1, following the CRSQ was a peer 

nomination measure to assess rejection in which the children 

evaluated their peers as to whether or not they were “liked” or 

“disliked.” The results supported the three initial predictions. First, 

results indicated a link between peer rejection and increased 

tendencies to defensively expect rejection, and a link between 

rejection and intensified negative beliefs about perceived peer 

supportiveness and negative motivations. Second, results supported 

the prediction that peer rejection amplifies existing vulnerabilities by 

triggering maladaptive, self-perpetuating coping responses. Thirdly, 

results supported that increased loneliness resulted from expectations 

of rejection. The link between RS and loneliness is explained in terms 

of RS causing behavioral overreactions that lead to perceived 

rejection in instances where acceptance is possible. It is suggested that 

explorations of the mechanisms linking RS to loneliness are still 

needed.  

A loss of perceived relational value is a consequence of 

rejection that may culminate in loneliness and depression over time. 

In fact, in the field of depression, Coyne (1976) studied rejection from 

a different perspective. He proposed an interpersonal theory of 

depression in which an individual’s depression induces negative 

feelings in others such as guilt, yet inhibits the direct expression of 

others’ annoyance or hostility. As a result, members of the social 
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environment attempt to reduce the aversive behavior by providing non

-genuine reassurance and support. However, the non-depressed 

individuals reject and avoid the depressed person. Thus, the 

discrepancies between reassurance of others and their actual behavior 

become apparent and exacerbate depressive symptoms in the 

depressed individual as their “suspicions of not being accepted” and 

doubts of further interactions are confirmed, which increases the 

social harms caused by depression. The purpose of Coyne’s study was 

to test the cyclical depressive social process. He hypothesized that 

depressed persons induce depression and hostility in others and 

consequently are socially rejected. The second hypothesis was that 

participants focused on depressed persons and their difficulties in 

interactions involving unsuccessful and nongenuine attempts to deal 

with their depression. Thirdly, it was hypothesized that others would 

perceive depressed individuals as exaggerating their hardship and that 

this would be related to their overall response pattern. Participants 

included 45 female undergraduates. They were given the Zung Self-

Rating Depression Scale, from which the highest and lowest 15 

scorers were chosen (15 depressed and 15 nondepressed). 

Additionally, 15 female participants from the surrounding area were 

chosen as the control group. Each participant was randomly paired 

with a target individual with whom they conversed for 20 minutes via 

telephone. They were instructed that it was a study of the 

acquaintance process. After the conversation, both participants and 

target individuals filled our questionnaires concerning mood, 

perception of the other and willingness to interact again under varying 

conditions.  

Results supported the first hypothesis in that participants 

were significantly more depressed, anxious and hostile following 

interactions with depressed target individuals, compared with non-

depressed or normal controls. Additionally, they talked more about 

target individuals relative to talking about themselves only when the 

target individuals were depressed. Participants were also more 

rejecting of the depressed patients on the overall measure and on 

specific measures of willingness to interact with them in various 

contexts. Participants perceived depressed patients as wishing to be 

seen as sadder, less pleasant, more negative, more uncomfortable, 

low, and passive. However, when asked what the target individual 

would be like if they got to know her, the participants responded that 

they would be sadder, more uncomfortable, weaker, lower in mood, 

passive, and more negative. This did not support the third hypothesis 

that depressed individuals would be perceived as exaggerating their 

strife, but rather supported the notion that the depressed people were 
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perceived as not maintaining a socially desirable self-presentation. 

Perceived sadness, weakness, discomfort, passivity and low mood in 

target individuals were significantly correlated with the participant’s 

own mood, supporting the notion of a contagion effect of depression 

that culminates in rejection of the depressed individual.  

This study led to the development in research on the 

interpersonal dynamics of depression. It found a link between 

interpersonal factors and depression, but it does not explain how or 

why depression results in the negative affect and rejection in others. 

Expectations of rejection may explain some of the defensive 

behaviors in such a social situation, especially given the perceptions 

of suspicion and doubt, which link others’ reactions to further 

depressive symptoms. Additionally, it has been proposed that 

depressed persons face unpredictable and aversive environments 

(Coyne, 1976), which is a known antecedent of DMS activation. 

However, Joiner and Metalsky (2001) propose Excessive Reassurance 

Seeking (ERS) as the causal factor in the depressive social process. 

In 2001, after receiving scrutiny from their interpretation of 

Coyne’s interpersonal theory of depression, Joiner and Metalsky 

attempt to establish ERS as a valid and distinct construct. They draw 

upon Coyne’s cyclical social process, with ERS as the moderating 

behavior that both causes depression in others and leads to social 

rejection. They propose that depressed individuals face a dilemma in 

that they both need and doubt others’ reassurance, compelling the 

individual to continually seek reassurance from others, eliciting 

frustration and rejection from significant others. ERS is defined as the 

tendency to ask other people excessively for reassurance of worth. 

They claim that ERS explains when depressed people will be rejected 

and when they will not, and also when depression will be contagious 

and when it will not. The experimenters conducted six experiments in 

order to establish the validity of a reassurance-scale. The Depressive 

Interpersonal Relationships Inventory (DIRI) was used to assess 

variables described by Coyne (1976), including Reassurance Seeking, 

need for approval, doubt others’ sincerity and general dependency.  

The first two experiments established the validity of the 

construct. Study 1 consisted of 524 (279 women) and 205 (114 

women) psychology students who were administered the DIRI in 

order to establish congruence between the samples. Five factors were 

delineated from the test, including General Dependency, Doubt in 

Others’ Sincerity, Excessive Reassurance Seeking, Dependence on 

Close Others and Need for Acceptance. The Excessive Reassurance 

Seeking factor obtained a high congruence coefficient and was found 

to be a cohesive and replicable factor that is relatively distinct from 
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the other aspects of interpersonal style measured. Study 2 consisted of 

52 psychology students (31 women), who each brought one same-sex, 

non-relative roommate. Session 1 consisted of collection of 

videotaped interactions in which they completed and discussed a 

bogus personality questionnaire together in order to assess levels of 

Reassurance Seeking followed by Session 2 one week later, which 

involved the collection of questionnaires. Two measures were used: 

Judge ratings of target participants’ videotaped Reassurance Seeking 

and target participants’ responses to the Reassurance-Seeking Scale 

(RSS) (the subset of questions described in Study 1). Results 

indicated significant correlation between Reassurance-Seeking Scale 

scores and judges’ behavioral and participative ratings (.39 and .43, 

respectively). Study 1 and Study 2 support that Reassurance Seeking 

is a discernable and valid construct. They move on to examine its role 

in depression vulnerability. 

Study 3 (Joiner & Metalsky, 2001) begins with Coyne’s 

theory of a “depressive spiral,” which begins with a mildly dysphoric 

person who, in response to stress caused by excessive Reassurance 

Seeking, generates a negative interpersonal environment. The purpose 

of this study was to relate Reassurance Seeking specifically with 

individuals diagnosed with depression. Participants were 135 

undergraduates (77 men) who underwent structured clinical 

interviews and completed questionnaires. Eleven out of the 135 were 

diagnosed with Major Depression, four with Dysthymia, 20 with 

Anxiety disorder, 28 with Substance Abuse, four with Bipolar 

Disorder, Manic, and one with Schizophrenia. Sixty-seven of the 

participants had no diagnosis. The anxiety disorders included Social 

Phobia (n = 9), Simple (Specific) Phobia (n = 7), Generalized Anxiety 

Disorder (n = 3), and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (n = 1). Students 

completed the DIRI. Results indicated that the depressed group 

achieved significantly higher reassurance-seeking scores than the 

other-disorders group, while differences among the other groups did 

not vary significantly. They also compared the depressed group with 

the anxiety group to see if they were both related to Reassurance 

Seeking. They found that the relationship between depressed 

individuals and higher Reassurance Seeking scores was not 

significant; however, there was a stronger relationship between 

depression and reassurance seeking than anxiety and reassurance 

seeking. This supports the notion that excessive reassurance seeking 

has a unique relationship with depression that may create a contagion 

effect and subsequent rejection, which exacerbates depressive 

symptoms. 

It is important to note here that the socially related anxiety 
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disorder (specifically, social anxiety disorder) was not isolated from 

the other non-socially-related anxiety disorders. This may have 

diluted the comparison of Reassurance Seeking between the two 

groups and may also explain the relatively high SD within the anxiety 

disorders cohort compared to the depression cohort (SD = 5.74 and 

3.79, respectively), despite the larger sample size for anxiety 

disorders. Also, Joiner and Metalsky do not acknowledge the RS 

construct, which elicits a remarkably similar interpersonal 

environment characterized by increased likelihood of perceived 

rejection and strong reactions to rejection. Because relational value is 

a sensitive issue for high RS individuals, Reassurance Seeking as a 

means to attempt to restore one’s perceived relational value would 

seem to be a likely response to insecure attachment. 

In Study 4 (Joiner & Metalsky, 2001), the researchers 

predicted that reassurance-seeking scores at a baseline measure would 

be higher among individuals who later developed depressive 

symptoms than among those who remained without depressive 

symptoms. Two hundred fifty-four participants who were symptom-

free responded to two sessions two weeks apart. Participants 

completed the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) at the baseline 

session and the DIRI. Low scorers for depression were asked to return 

for a second session, in which they completed both measures again. 

Results indicated that participants who later developed depressive 

symptoms scored higher in baseline Reassurance Seeking than those 

who did not develop symptoms. Also, Reassurance Seeking, and “not 

other interpersonal dimensions,” was implicated in the development 

of future depressive symptoms. Once again the researchers generalize 

the exclusive role of Reassurance Seeking in depression given only 

interpersonal dimensions indicated in the BIDI, posing a potential 

limitation to any conclusions that may be drawn by including a wider 

array of dimension. 

In Study 5 Joiner and Metalsky (2001) sought to establish 

whether Reassurance Seeking would increase rejection by a roommate 

and have an effect on depressive reactions. Participants consisted of 

103 psychology students who filled out questionnaires and returned 

five weeks later with their same-gender roommates to complete 

similar measures. Ninety-eight (54 female) pairs completed the study. 

The students completed the four-question Reassurance Seeking Scale 

that is a component of the DIRI (see above) at Time 1. At Time 2 

target students completed a modified Rosenberg Self-Esteem 

Questionnaire (R-SEQ) in which the questions were modified where 

the roommates completed it with regard to the esteem in which they 

held the targets (e.g. “I see my roommate as a person of worth, at least 
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on an equal basis with others.”) The experimenters note that this 

measure may not actually measure rejecting behavior of roommates, 

but rather rejecting attitudes. Depression symptoms were measured as 

per the BDI at both sessions. Results indicated that Reassurance 

Seeking and Rejection interacted to significantly predict increases in 

depression from Time 1 to Time 2, meaning that individuals who 

engaged in reassurance seeking and experienced rejection at Time 1 

suffered more depressive symptoms at Time 2 than individuals 

engaging in reassurance seeking and not being rejected, or individuals 

being rejected and not engaging in reassurance seeking. Reassurance 

seeking moderated reactions to an interpersonal stressor; that is, high 

reassurance seekers were more vulnerable to symptoms of depression 

in response to rejection than rejected low reassurance seekers. This 

study would benefit from a more direct measure of a person’s 

vulnerability to rejection experiences (i.e. Rejection Sensitivity). In 

addition, it provides support for a potential link between ERS and RS 

as related constructs in that a person who reacted strongly to rejection 

experiences (high RS) would engage in more chronic defensively 

oriented behaviors such as ERS. 

In Study 6 (Joiner & Metalsky, 2001) the experimenters 

tested whether high reassurance seekers would be vulnerable to 

depressive symptoms following receipt of undesirable midterm 

grades. One hundred nineteen (78 women) psychology students were 

assessed two weeks before midterm grades were released and the two 

weeks following. Time was divided into six sessions, a baseline (Time 

1) and five follow-up sessions after the receipt of grades. Students 

completed the DIRI at Time 1 and asked them to indicate what grade 

they would consider a failure on the exam. The difference between 

actual and aspiration scores was then found, such that high scores 

represented a more negative outcome. At each session, participants 

completed the BDI, two subscales (Motivational Deficit and 

Psychomotor Slowing) of the Hopelessness Depression Symptom 

Questionnaire (HDSQ), and the Depression subscale of the Multiple 

Affect Adjective Checklist (MAACL). Results supported the 

hypothesis that Reassurance Seeking combined with Midterm 

Outcome scores uniquely predicted depressive symptoms. People high 

in reassurance seeking exhibited more pronounced depressive 

characteristics following unfavorable Midterm scores than did people 

low in reassurance seeking. This supports the notion that using 

reassurance seeking as a means of coping creates some form of 

increased interpersonal stressors that increase depressive symptoms. 

This study is not without its shortcomings, however. A primary 

criticism is that it does not eliminate the potential for a third variable 
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such as Rejection Sensitivity involved in the process. For example, a 

low test score could increase the probability of elicitation of the DMS 

to produce negative affect that, for high RS individuals, may 

culminate in Reassurance Seeking as a symptom. Research in this 

area of interpersonal effects on depression has been criticized; 

specifically, Benazon and Coyne (1999) have critiqued Joiner and 

Metalsky’s work on Reassurance Seeking as the mediator between 

depression and social rejection. 

In 1999, in a large commentary by multiple authors, Benazon 

and Coyne began the commentary by examining Reassurance Seeking 

as cause of depression. They observed that the researchers assume 

that they can simply isolate the two variables (Reassurance Seeking 

and distress or depression) and claim causation. However, they 

contend that other variables still need to be ruled out. They argue that 

our neighbor walking outside with an umbrella may mean that it is 

raining outside, but we should not say that they are the cause of the 

rain. The criticism strengthens the idea that the nature of the RSQ 

does not allow consideration of the nature of one’s interpersonal 

relationships and thus does not account for a particularly precarious 

interpersonal circumstance. A number of studies support the idea that 

Reassurance Seeking can lead to interpersonal rejection and 

depression contagion, but the support is not conclusive. The authors 

contend that “incomplete statistical controls” or “introducing the 

wrong control variables” can be worse than no controls. This 

argument precludes that they may have been led to erroneous 

conclusions, which is a risk, as was mentioned in the review of Joiner 

& Metalsky’s (2001) Study 3. The authors suggest approaching the 

topic with critical scrutiny and encourage the development of rival 

hypotheses. Thus, rival hypotheses are necessary, which leads to the 

introduction of RS as a possible third variable whereby Reassurance 

Seeking is a possible trait of high Rejection Sensitivity individuals. 

The purpose of the present study is to elucidate the relationship 

between Rejection Sensitivity and Reassurance Seeking and their 

relationship with Coyne’s (1976) interpersonal theory of depression, 

as well as Smart Richman and Leary’s (2006) theory of reactions to 

interpersonal rejection. 

 It is hypothesized that high scores for Rejection Sensitivity 

in college freshmen at the start of college (Time 1) will be predictors 

of high scores for Reassurance Seeking and Depression nine weeks 

later (Time 2). Additionally, high scores for Reassurance Seeking at 

any time point will be a predictor of simultaneous Depression. The 

pattern expected is that High Rejection Sensitivity will occur first and 

be a predictor of High Reassurance Seeking nine weeks later 
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accompanied by heightened Depressive symptoms. In other words, 

high Rejection Sensitivity should predict high Reassurance Seeking, 

and both factors should combine to be a unique predictor of 

depressive symptoms. If significant results permit rejection of the null 

hypothesis, it would be the first finding establishing a relationship 

between the two constructs, and it would also reveal a previously 

unknown behavior associated with rejection, tying both fields together 

towards a more comprehensive understanding of both depression and 

rejection and specific variables contributing to the two. 

 

Method 

 

Participants 

Participants will be a sample of at least 30 freshman college 

students recruited in person and via email from Introduction to 

Psychology courses who will receive extra credit in exchange for their 

participation. The participants will be exclusively freshmen because 

they will be experiencing a transition into a new social environment, 

thus their perception of their relational value will be more important 

than for individuals with an established local social network. Thus, 

freshman may be more impacted by perceived rejection of others than 

their upperclassmen counterparts. 

 

Procedure 

The experiment will be submitted for approval by the IRB. 

Upon approval, the tests will be administered online via 

surveymonkey.com at three different times. Participants will complete 

the informed consent, the RSQ, RSS, BDI, and peer nominations at 

the beginning of their first semester of freshman year (Time 1). The 

measures will be repeated after nine weeks (Time 2), which will be 

followed by a thorough debriefing. Participants will receive either 

extra-credit or financial compensation for their contribution. 

 

Measures 

Rejection Sensitivity. The Rejection Sensitivity 

Questionnaire (RSQ), developed by Downey and Richman (1996), 

will be used to measure an individual’s tendency to anxiously expect 

and strongly react to rejection. The measure consists of 18 situations 

and two sets of answers for each rated on a 6-point scale.  The 

participant rates their degree of concern for the person’s response in 

the hypothetical situation (very unconcerned [1] to very concerned  

[6]) and the likelihood of acceptance in the situation (very unlikely [1] 

to very likely [6]). Scores are found by subtracting the expectancy of 
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acceptance score from 7, producing an expectancy of rejection score. 

Then the expectancy of rejection score is multiplied by the degree of 

concern score. The mean of the 18 expectancy of rejection ´ degree of 

concern products is calculated, which yields a global Rejection 

Sensitivity score that can range from 1 to 36. Higher scores indicate a 

greater tendency to readily perceive, anxiously expect, and react 

strongly to perceived rejection. The RSQ showed good internal 

consistency (a = .83) and test-retest reliability (correlation of .83), and 

was found to be a reliable measure of the “anxious-expectations-of-

rejection” component of rejection sensitivity (RS; Downey & 

Richman, 1996). The RSQ will be used as a predictor variable. 

Reassurance Seeking. The Reassurance Seeking Scale 

(RSS) described by Joiner and Metalsky (2001) was adopted from 

items 20-23 of the Depressive Interpersonal Relationships Inventory. 

It measures an individual’s tendency to seek reassurance from others 

with whom they feel close. Items consist of four questions (e.g. “Do 

you find yourself often asking the people you feel close to how they 

truly feel about you?”) which are responded to on a 7-point scale 

(never [1] to very often [7]). Scores from the four questions are 

averaged, yielding a mean reassurance seeking score. Higher scores 

indicate higher levels of reassurance seeking. The RSS was found to 

be a valid and reliable measure of reassurance seeking (correlation 

between RSS scores and subjective judge ratings were .39 and .43, p 

< .05; Joiner & Metalsky, 2001). The RSS will be used as a predictor 

variable as well as a criterion variable to establish potential 

correlation with the RSQ. 

Depression. The Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II; 

Beck, Steer, Ball, & Ranieri, 1996) is a 21-item self-report inventory 

that assesses a person’s depressive symptoms in the past two weeks. 

There are four possible options to each item, ranging in intensity (e.g., 

[0] I do not feel sad, [1] I feel sad, [2] I am sad all the time and I can’t 

snap out of it., [3] I am so sad or unhappy that I can’t stand it.) Each 

answer is assigned a value then the total raw score is compared to a 

key to determine the severity of depressive symptoms. A score of 0-

13 indicates minimal depression, a score of 14-19 indicates mild 

depression, 20-28 indicates moderate depression, and 29-63 indicates 

severe depression. Higher total scores indicate more severe depressive 

symptoms. The BDI-II has demonstrated good internal reliability 

among both older and younger adults, solid evidence for convergent 

and discriminate validity by correlations with the BDI-II and other 

measures and overall strong psychometric support (Segal, Coolidge, 

Cahill, & O'Riley, 2008). The BDI-II total score will be used as a 

criterion variable. 
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Proposed Analysis 

A pre-test data screening will determine inter-correlations 

between the variables. Variable pairs with a correlation greater 

than .80 will have one of the variables excluded from the regression 

analyses in order to avoid issues of multicollinearity. Multiple 

regression analyses will be conducted to determine which variables at 

Time 1 (rejection sensitivity, reassurance seeking) are predictors of 

the Time 2 criterion variables (reassurance seeking, depression) (p 

< .05). Separate regression analyses will be used to determine possible 

predictors of the two criterion variables independently. 
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A Comparison of Social Class in Frank Capra’s 

and Howard Hawks’ Screwball Comedies from 

1934 and 1938 
Tanja Crossley 

 

 This paper will discuss two of each of Howard Hawks’ and 

Frank Capra’s screwball comedies from 1934 and 1938. The films in 

question are, from Howard Hawks: Twentieth Century (1934), and 

Bringing up Baby (1938), and from Frank Capra: It Happened One 

Night (1934), and You Can’t Take it with You (1938). The above 

mentioned films are classified as screwball comedies in The 

Screwball Comedy Films: A History and Filmography, 1934-1942 by 

Byrge and Miller 1991. They will be studied in terms of social class, 

gender relations and whether or not the plot suggests that the leading 

characters will share a happy future. Through my study of these films 

I found that Capra’s films focus to a greater extent on the issue of 

different social classes. I will now give a short summary about each of 

the films then look more specifically at Capra’s and Hawks’ films in 

turn to explain why I believe that social class distinctions are dealt 

with more prominently in Capra’s films and discuss how this has 

influenced my opinion of the work of the two directors. 

 Belton (2005, p.186) writes that “the screwball comedy 

combined high comedy, such as romantic comedy and comedy of 

manners, with low slapstick comedy. It did not rely on clowns who 

looked funny, wore comic costumes, or possessed a recognizable 

comic persona. Instead, it took romantic leading men and woman such 

as Irene Dune, Katharine Hepburn, John Barrymore and Cary Grant, 

who had established themselves in serious drama, and plunged them 

into the madcap world of vulgar slapstick routines.”  

 Frank Capra’s It Happened One Night from 1934, is 

generally regarded as the first screwball comedy. It stars Claudette 

Colbert as Ellie Andrews, a spoiled rich girl who runs away from her 

family in order to be with her new husband. On her way from Miami 

to New York she meets failing reporter Peter Warne, played by Clark 

Gable. They end up travelling together, falling in love near the end of 

their journey (and the film), and finally marrying, her previous 

marriage being presumably annulled. 

 Capra’s other film discussed in this paper, You Can’t Take It 

with You (1938), revolves around Jean Arthur’s Alice Sycamore, who 

is madly in love with James Stewart’s character, Tony Kirby. He is 

from a wealthy family who would like their son to marry someone of 
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equal standing, and thus do not approve of his choice of Alice because 

her family is not hard-working and its members do exactly what they 

want to do. Alice breaks off the engagement to the joy of Tony’s 

family, but in the end his family realizes that they should be more 

tolerant of other people and the change in their attitude leads Alice to 

get back together with Tony.  

 Howard Hawk’s Twentieth Century (1934) revolves around 

John Barrymore’s character, Oscar Jaffe, who is an eccentric 

playwright and theatre director. He has discovered Lily Garland, 

played by Carole Lombard, and taught her skills as an actress, 

successfully casting her in starring roles in his theatre productions, as 

well as conducting an intimate relationship with her. As a star, Lily 

becomes self-absorbed and travels to Hollywood where she becomes 

a major actress. Oscar wants to win her back and when he discovers 

that they are on the same train together he uses several sly tricks to get 

her to sign a new contract with him. He succeeds, and the film ends 

on the stage where it started, except Lily is furious with Oscar. Byrge 

and Miller (1991, p. 48) write that “the unusually rapid pace of the 

dialogue, delivered by hilariously devious and desperate characters, 

became, with this production, a major contribution of director Howard 

Hawks to what would later be known as screwball comedy.”   

 The second Howard Hawks film discussed in this paper is 

Bringing up Baby from 1938. Cary Grant plays Dr. David Huxley, a 

palaeontologist who meets a spontaneous and screwy woman called 

Susan Vance (Katharine Hepburn). She falls in love with him and 

does the most ridiculous things with a view to making him stay with 

her. In the end he finally admits that he loves her. 

 Schatz (1981, p.160) mentions that out of Capra, Hawks and 

Cukor, “only Capra continued to foreground the problem of 

socioeconomic disparity.” It Happened One Night revolves largely 

around social classes as Ellie is very rich, evident from her father’s 

wealth, her being on a yacht when we first see her, having servants 

and living in a large house. Peter has just been fired from the 

newspaper business and is thus rather poor. Ellie and Peter have to 

travel together, and the differences between them in terms of social 

class are often mentioned and talked about. In the beginning of the 

story Ellie and Peter don’t like each other primarily because of their 

different social classes, but as the film progresses they realize that 

they in fact have much in common apart from social class. Byrge and 

Miller (1991, p.47) also write that “their playful, even slapstick 

interchanges build on both a mutually growing sexual attraction and 

on the transcendent, Depression-linked, mythic proposition that class 

conflict is solvable when hostilities, pretensions and suspicions are 
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dissolved with humor.” They both lose their prejudices against the 

other’s background, though I think Ellie (and her father) change more 

than Peter. There is a scene in which Ellie has been brought home and 

her father tells her that “that guy Warne is OK. ... You can make an 

old man happy and you won't do so bad for yourself.” He has 

obviously changed his mind about Peter after meeting him.  

 Of the four films, the one that deals most directly with the 

issue of class is You Can’t Take It with You because it is largely about 

whether or not Alice and Tony can be together when their families are 

each from opposite ends of the social scale. While people in Alice’s 

family don’t work, concentrating on having fun, Tony’s family owns 

and manages a huge business and doesn’t want to be seen with “the 

wrong people.” Byrge and Miller (1991, p.86) write that “this fits with 

screwball comedy’s frequent sympathetic delineation of the rich as 

frozen by their assets and in need of thawing out via the warming 

effect of a return, at least in spirit, to the frivolity of child’s play.” In 

both It Happened One Night and You Can’t Take It with You the rich 

families eventually overcome their prejudices to accommodate the 

lower class.  

 Screwball comedies often contain “screwy people.” As 

Byrge and Miller (1991, p.viii) write: “It was the rich seen from the 

perspective of the poor, and with the same often hilarious results. One 

always enjoys seeing the wealthy brought down a peg, the weaknesses 

of the powerful exposed. If they can be made human as well, they 

become more credible, more believable, and hence more effective as 

symbols of a class that was both hated and envied in the Depression 

years.” In It Happened One Night this holds true; compared to Peter, 

Ellie’s rich family would be considered the whackier. In You Can’t 

Take It with You the upper-class are “made human.” The Kirbys 

finally realize that their way of life is wrong, and the father ends up 

joining the fun in Alice’s house. The film starts out portraying the 

upper-class as cold people. They do not approve of the lower class 

and seem to be focused only on wealth and business. The lower class 

people in this film are portrayed as warm human beings who may be 

regarded as a little free-spirited. This leads me to conclude that the 

lower class people are portrayed as being saner, and that the majority 

of the cinema audience during this time period wouldn’t like the 

upper-class. The film also portrays how the Sycamore family have 

happy lives even though they don’t have an income, something which 

I think would be popular with the audience. The film’s ending 

suggests that beneath the surface the higher-class are, in fact, human 

beings.  

 One thing I noticed studying these two Frank Capra films 
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was that his women are strong-willed. In It Happened One Night Ellie 

shows her independence by jumping off her yacht to get away from 

her wealthy father and into the arms of her new husband of whom her 

father does not approve. The audience is later informed that she often 

tries to “outwit father’s detectives.” Ellie also tries to hold her own 

against Peter, but it’s very evident that she couldn’t have made it 

without him and that she relies on him throughout the journey to New 

York. For example, when she leaves her ticket on the bus, Peter takes 

care of it and is waiting for her when she returns. He also provides 

shelter for her during the night (usually a motel), protects her from an 

annoying bus passenger, makes food for her, and hides her from her 

father’s detectives. When Ellie does try to help, it usually goes wrong. 

For example, when Ellie hitches a ride (by showing her leg) this 

almost leads to their luggage being stolen, but Peter saves the 

situation. Peter and Ellie finish up with nothing to eat when she gives 

Peter’s last $10 to a poor boy and his mother. In You Can’t Take It 

with You, Alice is strong-willed because she can stand up for herself 

and her beliefs. It is her decision to call off the wedding between 

herself and Tony, and she sticks to that decision until both families 

agree to the marriage. It doesn’t seem like anyone has a hold on her. 

To say that the women are strong is not to say that the men are not. 

The men seem to be equally as strong as the women, if not more so.  

 It could be asked if the women are only strong within a 

patriarchal society in Capra’s screwball comedies. It Happened One 

Night definitely seems to be this way! Everyone in charge is male, 

and whenever a woman does something it seems to lead to negative 

consequences; women are the weaker sex in It Happened One Night. 

Although You Can’t Take It with You mostly portrays women as being 

as strong as men, there are only men in high positions in the Kirby 

business, suggesting that perhaps women are not as capable of being 

in charge, after all.   

 For Capra, creating a happy ending in which it seems 

absolutely certain that the two leads will continue to be together is a 

common trait. Ellie and Peter end up getting married and spend their 

wedding night in a motel while Tony’s family finally accepts that 

their son will marry Alice, and Alice’s family, because of this, see 

Tony’s family as more human and agree to the marriage as well. 

 Regarding social class in Hawks’ films, in Twentieth Century 

Lily is of the lower class (at least in the beginning, but when she 

becomes a famous actress she achieves a higher social standing) while 

Oscar is, from the very beginning a famous playwright, and thus 

richer and higher in class. In Bringing up Baby Susan is wealthy. The 

audience knows this because she has a rich aunt and lives in a big 
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house. David, on the other hand, is not as rich, portrayed by the fact 

that he doesn’t have a high-paying job. Although there is sometimes a 

difference between the social classes in Hawks’ screwball comedies, 

it is never mentioned, and the people are generally judged, not by 

their families and/or social standing, but by their character and 

actions. This leads me to believe that social class was not as big of an 

issue for Hawks. The two leads do not end up changing their view of 

people from different social classes, nor changing their own 

personality. True, Lily in Twentieth Century changes from being 

untalented and insecure into a confident major screen actress, but this 

occurs in the first scenes so her progression is not a major feature of 

the plot. Throughout the rest of the film the two characters’ 

personalities do not change significantly, although Oscar does seem to 

be a little more humble when he has a series of flops. Likewise in 

Bringing up Baby, both characters keep the same personalities 

throughout.  

 In the beginning of Twentieth Century, Lily is very kind to 

everyone and seems to be perfectly normal. When she becomes a 

famous movie star, she starts acting crazily. Oscar is shown to be 

eccentric from the beginning of the film, seen, for example, by the 

fact that he is willing to poke a needle in Lily’s rear-end to make her 

scream. Much of the humour in this film is derived from the fact that 

the leads act “screwy.” In Bringing up Baby, Susan and her aunt are 

portrayed as the upper class and eccentric ones, and the humour arises 

largely because of their behaviour and slapstick situations (not to 

mention the circumstances David ends up in due to their behaviour). 

In both these films it is the upper class which is portrayed as 

eccentric. As with Capra’s films, this was because the films were 

made from the point of view of the poor people.  

 Women are strong also in Hawks’ screwball comedies. 

Although Lily in Twentieth Century starts off as being a push-over, 

she ends up having fame go to her head and thinks she can get 

anything she wants, treating people as if they are inferior to her. This 

attitude lasts throughout the film. Susan, in Bringing up Baby, is very 

sure of herself and is definitely very determined to get what she 

wants. She knows how she can make David do what she wants him to 

do, perhaps even to the point of making him fall in love with her. She 

also manages to trick the police so that she escapes from jail. She is 

braver than David in the fact that she dares to be near Baby, the 

leopard. Byrge and Miller (1991, p.78) write that this film “follows 

one of the now established screwball forms by having the female’s 

bizarre behavior drive the plot, even to the distraction of all subsidiary 

characters.” In Twentieth Century Oscar’s male dominance weakens 
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as we move along through the plot, Lily becoming stronger. In 

Bringing up Baby, however, David is very insecure and doesn’t know 

how to be forceful and stand up for himself. He knows what he wants 

but does not have the strength of character to obtain it.   

 Again we can ask if the women, although strong, only exist 

within a patriarchal society. Oscar begins by being Lily’s boss; she 

manages to break free from him, but ends up right where she started. 

It is clear that the men are in control not only in the theatre but also, 

for example, on the train. In Bringing up Baby the police and 

zookeepers are all male, but there is a dominant aunt. However, it 

seems that the males are portrayed as being in charge of society.  

 In neither of Hawks’ films does the future look hopeful for 

the two leading characters.  In Twentieth Century the ending scene is 

of Lily yelling at Oscar while they are rehearsing a play. I don’t think 

their relationship will work because they are both so strong-willed and 

neither wants to be the weaker one. In Bringing up Baby, though the 

couple does embrace, the large dinosaur skeleton has just fallen down, 

perhaps indicating that their relationship is doomed. Belton (2005, 

p.190) writes that “his hug is as much an acknowledgement of 

surrender as it is a declaration of love.” Schatz (1981, p.159) writes 

about screwball couples generally, that “on the one hand, the couple’s 

final embrace signifies their integration into the community, but on 

the other, their “screwball” behavior and disdain for propriety 

undercut the possibility that they will become conventional citizens 

once they marry.” 

 After studying the screwball comedies of director’s Capra 

and Hawks, I have found that Capra is much more concerned with 

social class. Class is often discussed and is a major theme in his films. 

His characters also change their view of people from the opposite 

social class through the plot. This is not the case in Hawks’ films, 

although he does depict people of different classes. Class variations 

are never a theme, and people do not change their prejudices in his 

films.  

 The fact that both directors differ in their takes on social 

class also affect other aspects of their films. In all four films the upper 

class is seen as “screwier,” perhaps more so in Hawks’ films. This 

may indicate that he sees this difference as more of a source of 

humour than Capra. However, in Capra’s films the upper class is seen 

as less desirable. Byrge and Miller (1991, p.viii) write that “it was the 

rich seen from the perspective of the poor,” so the screwball comedies 

may have functioned as an escape from the real world for people 

suffering under the Great Depression. I can imagine poor people 

enjoyed seeing the upper-class either acting like they were crazy or 
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changing their ways to accept the less fortunate.  

 The fact that women and men are portrayed as very 

determined illustrates that screwball comedies often revolve around 

the “battle of the sexes.” Hawks’ uses determined women as a source 

of humour more than Capra does. Although the evidence in the films 

suggests that the women’s determination and strength exists only 

within a patriarchal society, the films still portray women as equals to 

men in the sense that both sexes can be decision makers. When, in all 

the films, the lead male and female end up together, it suggests that 

people from largely different social classes can find good things in 

each other and have a happy future together, perhaps more so in 

Capra’s films.  

 Personally, I now find Capra’s films more inspirational 

because I agree that class differences should not stand in the way of 

romance. It seems to me that Capra’s films have a much deeper 

meaning than Hawks’. Capra has something he wanted to say about 

society and said it through his heartening and funny films. Hawks 

seems to mainly focus on humour, and although I think Hawks’ films 

are funnier and entertaining, I value the uplifting message that is more 

dominant in Capra’s films.  
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Welcoming the Least of These: Children in Mark 

9:33-37 and Mark 10:13-16 
Shannon Rodenberg 

 

Introduction 

“When do we get rid of the children?”1 This question was 

repeated by a young adult during a summer camp exercise. The 

exercise was to create a worship service. This particular camper could 

not get past the point in the service in which we should “get rid of the 

children.” Unfortunately, this is the attitude too often taken on the 

issue of including children in worship.  

Worship is not the only place in which children might be left 

out or ignored. In biblical scholarship and in theology, children are 

not found as often as they should be. Theological and biblical 

resources on African-American, Latin-American and many other 

groups abound. Where should the children be included? Obviously, 

the people writing these books, articles, essays and commentaries 

were once children, so why is there so little scholarship on children?   

I will begin this paper by discussing two biblical passages, 

Mark 9:33-37 and Mark 10:13-16.   These vital passages demonstrate 

Jesus’ act of including children, and if Jesus included children in his 

ministry, why do we in the church choose to so often ignore them?  

After establishing that Jesus did include children, I will then 

show how children serve a vital role in our society and our churches 

today and how children can be better served. Many churches do 

include children in a positive way, but our society, scholarship, and 

theology must remember to incorporate children. Through an analysis 

of Mark 9:33-37 and 10:13-16, I will demonstrate the emphasis Jesus 

places on children, an attitude that should be used as a basis for 

inclusion of children in the society and church of today. 

 

Exegesis of Mark 9:33-372 

 

1Before jumping too far into this paper, it is helpful to understand what lens 
I, the author of this paper, use to write. I am a young, female, college student at a small, 

private, liberal arts university.  I grew up in a rural area in a farming family. My parents 

were divorced when I was in high school. It was then that I qualified as below poverty 
level and so began receiving school lunch benefits. This presentation of  factors influ-

encing my hermeneutic may help the reader understand what socioeconomic category 

that I fall into for the latter portions of the paper when I discuss poverty.  
2The following material was originally developed in an exegesis paper on 

Mark 9:33-37 for the course Gospels and Acts, Oklahoma City University, Fall 2009. 
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 Jesus, Mary, Joseph, the disciples, Mary Magdalene, Pilate, 

and the Pharisees—these are the ones who most people mention when 

naming Gospel characters. Eventually, the naming would include the 

Syrophoenician woman, Herodias, Barabbas and others. One 

character group that many neglect to name, however, is one of vast 

importance.  This group is children.  Children are found throughout 

the Gospel of Mark in various capacities.3 Jesus heals many children,4 

and his teachings include children as examples.5  In Mark 9:33-37 

children are an example of welcome and reception into the kingdom. 

What does this instance of children have to teach us?  

 Mark 9:33-37 is part of a larger section of text that contains 

Jesus’ second and third passion predictions. Some scholars suggest 

that the pericope about children should extend through the end of 

chapter at verse fifty.6  The passage 9:33-37 makes sense when read 

in the context of the surrounding materials. There is an established 

problem as the disciples argue about who will be greatest and a 

solution in the teaching section of the first becoming last through the 

act of welcoming children. These five verses are a concise but 

complete story.  

Immediately preceding this pericope Jesus has been traveling 

through Galilee, teaching his disciples and has delivered to them the 

second of his three passion predictions. The disciples still do not seem 

to grasp the concept of what Jesus is telling them.   

Once again, following immediately after a prediction of 

Jesus’ passion, the disciples give a clear demonstration of their 

complete inability to understand his last words about death and 

resurrection. This time it is not by questioning his teaching as in 

8:32—for they are afraid to ask him about it—but by failing to see its 

implications for themselves, and so are arguing among themselves 

3Judith Gundry-Volf identifies five main ways in which children are essen-
tial in Jesus’ teaching. They are that, “He blesses the children brought to him and teach-

es that the reign of God belongs to them. He makes children models of entering the 

reign of God.  He also makes children models of greatness in the reign of God. He calls 
his disciples to welcome little children as he does and turns the service of children into 

a sign of greatness in the reign of God. He gives the service of children ultimate signifi-

cance as a way of receiving himself and by implication the One who sent him.” (Judith 
M. Gundry-Volf, “The Least and the Greatest: Children in the New Testament,” in The 

Child in Christian Thought, ed. Marcia J. Bunge [Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerd-

mans Publishing Company, 2001], 33.) 
4Children are healed in the Gospel of Mark in 5:35-43, 7: 24, and 9:14-29.  
5Children can be found as examples in Mark 9:33-37 and 10:13-16. 

 6Some commentary sections include verses up to fifty. See Lamar William-
son, Jr. Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching (Louisville, 

KY: John Knox Press, 1983), 167; John R. Donahue and Daniel J. Harrington, The 

Gospel of Mark, Sacra Pagina, vol. 2 (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2002), 282. 
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about their own order of precedence. And once again this leads to 

teaching by Jesus on the paradoxical reversal of standards and the 

meaning of discipleship.7 Jesus understands that the disciples do not 

completely comprehend his message, so he comes down to their level.  

He uses simpler language and a visual aid to illustrate his point.  He 

chooses a child to show his followers what it truly means to be a 

disciple.  

Following the events in this passage, the disciples report to 

Jesus that they have seen non-followers casting out demons in Jesus’ 

name.  It seems as though the disciples have missed the point again. 

One might expect that the disciples would respond to Jesus’ 

illustration with a question. Instead, the narration shifts from the 

welcoming of the child to the issue of people casting out demons in 

Jesus’ name.  

 The literary structure demonstrates that Mark 9:33-37 can be 

understood as an independent whole:   

I.  The conflict (33-34)  

                                 A. The group arrives in Capernaum and Jesus 

            confronts the disciples. (33) 

       B. The disciples are silent, for they had been 

            arguing about who was the greatest. (34) 

 II. Jesus’ proposed solution/lesson (35-37)  

                                  A. Jesus declares “first shall be last, last shall be  

            first.” (35) 

        B. Jesus picks up a child to model welcoming                    

            and to illustrate his point. (36-37)  

The outline shows the disciples acting in an antagonistic way.  They 

are causing a conflict with the protagonist, Jesus.  There is a conflict 

and a resolution.   

Craig Evans suggests that the pericope is the beginning of “a 

cluster that makes up an important block of teaching material.”8 Mark 

9:33-37 launches a long section of lessons which ends in 10:31. This 

act of including a block of material within two passages or phrases 

that are similar to each other produces an inclusio. The author of 

Mark is using an inclusio to show that these stories are part of a larger 

section of teachings, teachings that include a common message.  

 I next wish to delve into the language used within the 

pericope, or rather, to inspect a single but important word that is 

7Morna D. Hooker, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, Black’s New 
Testament Commentaries  (Peabody,  MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1999), 227. 

8Craig A. Evans, Mark 8:27-16:20, Word Biblical Commentary (Nashville, 

TN: Thomas Nelson, 2001), 59.  
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found within this passage.9 In it the word used in Greek for child is 

παιδίον.  While this may seem like one of the simplest words in the 

passage, scholars have written many articles about its connotations.  

Παιδίον in the basic sense means “child below the age of puberty.”10 

John R. Donahue and Daniel J. Harrington point out that, “Some 

commentators note that in Aramaic the word talya can mean both 

‘servant’ and ‘child,’ and so they discern a catchword link with 

servant (diakonos) in 9:35.”11 Carolyn Osiek and Margaret 

MacDonald note that, “Even etymologically, it is not always possible 

to discern when a text refers to a child or a slave, for one of the 

principal terms to refer to a child (pais) can also mean slave.”12 

Pheme Perkins states that common use of current connotations of the 

word child, which have, “exalted childhood as a time of innocence, 

this romantic view is usually imported into the passages. However, 

the child in antiquity was a non-person.”13  The more slave-like 

connotation changes the passage’s meaning completely.  The disciples 

get the impression that Jesus wants them to be innocent and care-free, 

but Jesus is looking for completely different characteristics.  

 Infant mortality was a significant part of life in the time that 

this Gospel was written and as many as thirty percent of infants may 

have died within their first year of life.14  Even if an infant survived 

the harrowing experience of birth, this was no guarantee that the 

infant would get a fair chance at life. In the Greco-Roman culture 

“newborns could be exposed—abandoned in a public place—where 

they would generally either die or be picked up by strangers and 

raised for profit as slaves, prostitutes or beggars. Baby girls were 

especially vulnerable to this fate.”15  Gundry-Volf says,  

 

9In future writing, I would like to explore not only παιδίον more in depth, 
but also the words for taking a child into his arms, and then in the next passage the 

word for casting out demons. I wonder if anyone has talked about the placement of 

these two words in relation to each other in the passage, and what implication the words 
might have on the text.  

10New Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible A-C, s.v.“Child, Children.”  
11John R. Donahue and Daniel J. Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, Sacra 

Pagina, vol. 2. (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2002), 285. 
12Carolyn Osiek and Margaret McDonald, A Woman’s Place: House 

Churches in Earliest Christianity (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2006), 72. 
13Pheme Perkins, “The Gospel of Mark,” in The New Interpreter’s Bible, 

Vol.8, ed. Leander E. Keck (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1994), 637.  
14Osiek, 65. 
15Judith M. Gundry-Volf, “Between Text and Sermon, Mark 9:33-37” Inter-

pretation 53, no. 1 (1999): 58. http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=4&hid=107 

&sid=6c8bcc1-a11e-4a1d-a05e3486882dec32%40sessionmgr4&bdata=JnNpd GU9ZW 
hvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#db=rfh&AN=ATLA 0000913010. 
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“The most powerful evidence for this low status is the legal 

position of children and the brutal practices toward children 

allowed by Roman law. Children had no rights of their own and 

were legally subject to their father, who had almost absolute 

power over them. According to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, “the 

law-giver of the Romans gave virtually full power to the father 

over his son, whether he thought proper to imprison him, to 

scourge him, to put him in chains, and keep him at work in the 

fields, or to put him to death.”16 

Children were legally bound to their fathers and had no rights of their 

own, putting them in the lowest level in society. 

 While childhood was a vulnerable time in Roman society, 

the Jewish culture took a more positive stance on the value of 

children. In contrast to the dominant culture, “Children were 

considered a blessing from God. Exposure and infanticide were 

prohibited.”17  The Jewish people saw children as vital to the success 

of generations to come and as a fulfillment of God’s promise. Indeed, 

“Children were, notably, a central feature of God’s promise to 

Abraham to bless him and make of him ‘a great nation’ (though he 

was childless at the time of the promise) by giving him descendents as 

innumerable as the dust of the earth and the stars in the heavens.”18 

The early church followed its Jewish predecessors. In the early church 

“Members of house churches may not have only had a commitment to 

their own children but may also have been seeking to rescue 

abandoned infants and to adopt them as part of the community.”19 As 

Gundry-Volf notes, “Children were both appreciated in various 

aspects and viewed negatively in others. This complex picture of 

children in Greco-Roman antiquity, including Judaism, forms the 

background for the New Testament teaching on children.”20 

Even if an infant made it to childhood, life was still not easy. 

They were the lowest of the low on the social scale, sometimes being 

equated to the same status as slaves. Donahue and Harrington state 

that,  

A child was a nonperson totally dependent on others for 

nurture and protection, and of course one could not expect to gain 

anything either socially or materially from kindness to a child. By 

placing a child in the midst of his circle of disciples, Jesus is 

clearly using this symbolic action as a way of instructing his 

16Judith M. Gundry-Volf, “The Least and the Greatest,” 32-33.  
17Gundry-Volf, “Between Text and Sermon, Mark 9:33-27,” 58. 
18Gundry-Volf, “The Least and the Greatest,” 35.  
19Osiek, 66. 
20Gundry-Volf, “The Least and the Greatest,” 35. 
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disciples. By embracing the child, Jesus displays his acceptance  

of the child (who is a social nonentity) as worthy of respect and 

care.21 

 The disciples had been arguing about who was the greatest. 

“To insist that receiving a child might have some value for the male 

disciples is almost inconceivable.”22 Gundry-Volf states that: 

While Plutarch and Diodorus depict memorable or legendary 

women as taking little children into their arms as exemplary in 

this respect for other women, Mark depicts Jesus, a man, taking a 

little child into his arms as an example for his male disciples in 

particular, and all disciples in general. There is no gender 

stereotyping here: welcoming children is the responsibility of all, 

male and female, who would be “great.” Jesus thus redefines the 

service of children as a sign of greatness for all disciples. What 

appeared to be an undistinguished activity—care for children, 

belonging to the domain of women, similarly marginalized 

people—became a prime way for all the disciples to demonstrate 

the greatness that corresponds to the reign of God.23 

The idea of welcoming a child transcends gender boundaries. The 

disciples previously wanted to know who was to become the greatest 

amongst them. Jesus puts forth that greatness is attained by 

welcoming the child.  

Present day readers do not find the idea of welcoming a child 

as shocking as the disciples probably did when they witnessed it.24 

Then, to go one step further, Jesus states that welcoming a child is 

like welcoming Jesus himself, and also the one who sent Jesus. “In 

first-century culture, such a ‘reception’ of one who would be 

considered property (non-human) is striking indeed.”25 “According to 

this shocking new standard, embracing a child is like embracing God 

(9:37).”26 Gundry-Volf says: 

To welcome a little child in Jesus’ name, I therefore propose, 

is to welcome Jesus himself in the sense that he humbled himself 

21Donahue and Harrington, 285. 
22Perkins, 637. 
23Gundry-Volf, “The Least and the Greatest,” 44. 

 24Perkins, 638. 
25Emerson B. Powery, “Mark,” in True to Our Native Land: An African 

American New Testament Commentary, eds. Brian Blount, Cain Hope Felder, Clarice J. 

Martin, and Emerson B. Powery  (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2007), 139. 
26James L. Bailey, “Experiencing the Kingdom as a Little Child: A Reread-

ing of Mark 10:13-16,” Word and World 15, no. 1 (1995): 60, http://

web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=6&hid=6&sid=6c18bcc1-
a11e4a1da05e3486882dec32%40sessionmgr4&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%

3d%3d#db=rfh&AN=ATLA0000894288. 
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like a little child and endured the worst lot of the little child in 

carrying out his God-given mission. This is not to say that Mark 

suggests that acceptance of children in the name of Jesus makes 

acceptance of Jesus as the suffering Son of Man superfluous. 

After all, welcoming children needs to take place in Jesus’ name. 

But when such welcoming does take place, Jesus himself is 

welcomed.27 

 What does this mean for readers today?  This passage can 

still have the meaning that it did in the original context. Welcoming 

not only a child but also one who has no social status or rights is the 

same as welcoming God.  So then, why are children and others 

perceived to be less than human still treated as such today?  The most 

striking example of this treatment was found when researching this 

passage. It was hard to find commentaries that included this passage 

and when the passage was included, it was given hardly any 

commentary. Take, for example, the Women’s Bible Commentary.28 

Many times the Women’s Bible Commentary includes material on 

children. This is not the case for this passage. Marcia Bunge states 

that, “In the first place, until very recently, issues related to children 

have tended to be marginal in almost every area of contemporary 

theology. For example, systematic theologians and Christian ethicists 

have said little about children and they have not regarded serious 

reflection on children as a high priority.”29 Why might this be? 

Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore says that, “Feminists in general have 

worked hard to undermine the ‘inexorable tie between mothers and 

children.’”30 Feminist scholars have worked diligently to change the 

image that women are only homemakers or only mothers. While this 

is a step in the right direction for the societal view on women, 

children get lost in the midst of scholarship. 

So then, if much of biblical scholarship ignores this passage 

and others like it, how can change be made? Why is there no 

“Children’s Bible Commentary?”  If welcoming children is such that 

God is also welcome, why is there not more inclusion of children in 

scholarly material? Jesus recognized that there was something special 

27Gundry-Volf, “The Least and the Greatest,” 45. 
28Carol A. Newsom and Sharon Ringe, ed, Women’s Bible Commentary 

(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1998). 

 29Marcia J. Bunge, “Introduction,” in The Child in Christian Thought, ed. 
Marcia J. Bunge (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 

2001), 3. 
30Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, “’Let the Children Come’ Revisited: Con-

temporary Feminist Theologians on Children,” in The Child in Christian Thought, ed. 

Marcia J. Bunge (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 

2001), 448. 
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about children and used a child in the act of welcome.   

What can be done by scholars to ensure that children have a 

voice in scholarship? Bunge says that, “by using childhood as a ‘lens’ 

to examine the past, the study uncovers neglected aspects of the ideas 

and practices of theologians and movements and thus contributes to 

the history of Christian thought and conceptions of childhood.”31 The 

experience of childhood can provide scholars and pastors with another 

valid perspective to look at a text. Children’s liberation must become 

a topic that biblical scholarship does not continue to ignore. Children 

cannot and should not be missing from biblical scholarship. Children 

should no longer be treated as nonentities but should be welcomed not 

only in society but also in the church. Later in this paper, I will 

discuss ways in which children can be made welcome.  

 

 Exegesis of Mark 10:13-16 

 

“Whoever does not receive the kingdom as a little child will 

never enter it.” (Mark 10:13, NRSV). Jesus used these words to make 

a bold proclamation about entrance into the kingdom of God.  It is 

quite clear that Jesus is saying that one must become as a little child to 

enter into the kingdom of God. Children hold certain qualities that 

make them the standard of the kingdom of God.  Exploring these 

qualities will allow us to better understand what Jesus might have 

been implying in this passage.   

Mark 10:13-16 is a fairly short pericope, but it is a concise 

account of Jesus’ interaction with the children who are brought to 

him. The following outline demonstrates not only the structure of the 

passage but also the surprisingly large amount of information in the 

passage: 

I. Enter the Children (13-14a) 

A. People bring children to Jesus (13a) 

B. The disciples try to interfere (13b) 

C. Jesus stops the disciples from interfering (14a) 

II. Jesus describes the kingdom of God (14b-15) 

  A. Jesus allows the children to come and then uses 

       the children as an example of to whom the 

       kingdom of God belongs. (14b) 

  B. Jesus states that one must become like a child to 

      enter the kingdom (15) 

III. Jesus resolves the initial conflict by blessing the children 

(16)  

31Bunge, “Introduction,” 9. 
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The outline demonstrates the narrative flow of the text. As in Mark 

9:33-37 there is a conflict and resolution. The action between the  

conflict and the resolution is separated by teaching material. It is in 

this teaching material that Jesus puts forth the heart of the passage— 

to enter the kingdom of God, one must become child-like. Thus, Jesus 

makes children an example of entry into the kingdom of God. 

Before discussing what becoming child-like means in this 

passage, I will identify the boundaries and location of the passage in 

the text.  While the subjects surrounding the passage are related, the 

passage is able to be read and understood on its own. Moreover, this 

passage is located between a passage on divorce and a conversation 

with a man about the key to inheriting eternal life.  What ties Mark 

10:13-16 to the passages surrounding it? The subjects of divorce and 

children are related subjects. Joel Marcus states that it would have 

been natural and normal to move from divorce to children: “Ancient 

household codes customarily treat, along with the subject of acquiring 

wealth, three relationships: husband-wife, father-children, and master-

slave.”32 Mark uses these relationships as the basis of lessons.  The 

passage before this is about divorce (husband-wife) then progresses to 

letting the children come to Jesus. Immediately following this 

passage, Jesus is asked what must be done to inherit eternal life. Mark 

connects the stories by first telling the disciples that to gain entry into 

the kingdom of God, one must receive the kingdom as a child. Jesus 

continues this lesson in verses 10:17-22 by outlining to a young man 

what is necessary to gain eternal life.  

 What then does Mark 10:13-16 have to tell us about the 

kingdom of God? The text says that the kingdom of God is available 

to those who are like little children.  As has been established, 

childhood in the First century CE was not the romanticized time of 

innocence that many twenty-first century readers might think.  

Common characteristics that people today may see in children 

include: they are innocent, naïve, pure, oblivious to their surroundings 

and live carefree lives. This, once again, was not the view that Mark 

hoped to portray. Children in the first century were obedient,33 they 

had no power or social standing34 and were vulnerable to their 

surroundings. Children needed adults to take care of them, and 

children needed adults to inform them about their surroundings. In 

this passage people are bringing the children to Jesus to be blessed. 

The text does not say whether or not these children were aware of 

32Joel Marcus, Mark 8-16, The Anchor Bible (New Haven, CT: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 2009), 715-716. 

33Evans, 94. 

34Perkins, 674. 
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whom they were seeing or what was happening.  Indeed, Joel Marcus 

makes a case that the children in this pericope may have been infants, 

and if this was the case they would not have an awareness of what  

events were taking place.  Whether or not the characters in question 

were children or infants, they were being obedient to whoever was 

taking them to see Jesus. 

 Why are these characteristics important in interpreting the 

passage? Mark 10:13-16, immediately precedes Jesus’ final passion 

prediction in 10:32-34, and after this final passion prediction, again 

some disciples are primarily concerned with being important in the 

kingdom of God, demonstrated by the request of James and John to sit 

at Jesus’ left and right hands. In both passages there is a passion 

prediction, the disciples react in an inappropriate way, and Jesus uses 

children to teach the disciples about the kingdom of God. In the case 

of 9:33-37 the lesson involving the child comes after the passion 

prediction, but in the case of 10:13-16 the lesson involving the child 

comes before the passion prediction. What does this structure mean 

for the interpretation of the text? 

 The disciples do not understand the message of either 

passion prediction. Jesus places a child in their midst in the first 

passage to demonstrate that to welcome God, one must welcome the 

child. The disciples forget what they have learned only verses later 

when they keep the children from coming to Jesus. Jesus has just told 

them that they should welcome the child and those like the child. 

Regardless of whether or not they think that they are doing their job, 

they forget their previous lesson and exclude the children. Hence, 

Jesus once again has to remind them that children are valuable and 

contain qualities that make them the ones to whom the kingdom of 

God belongs. Jesus wants the disciples to realize that they are like 

these children. The disciples, having been presented with Jesus’ own 

prediction of his death, are unaware of what will really happen to 

Jesus just as the children are unaware of what is happening as they are 

being brought to Jesus. Jesus maybe too subtly (though he directly 

refers to the disciples as children in 10:24 by saying, “Children, how 

hard it is to enter the kingdom of God!”) lets the disciples know that 

they are like the children in some aspects but need to become more 

like the children in other aspects.  

 Jesus obviously recognizes that children are important. 

Twice they are the key to Jesus’ teaching. He equates entry into the 

kingdom of God with the qualities that they possess. He goes out of 

his way to include the children when he could have just let the 

disciples dismiss them. Jesus himself makes the case as to why 

children are important not only in his time, but also in the upcoming 
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kingdom of God.  Why, then, is there the issue of children being 

neglected in our own day? Why do children starve? Why are children 

told that they are worth nothing? Why is Jesus’ crucial message 

involving children ignored? 

 

Children in Society 

 

All of us were children once, but sometimes we forget this 

crucial phase of life.  Some people have childhoods which they do not 

like to remember. For others, childhood is a place that they can return 

to in effort to cope with day to day life. We all reflect upon our 

childhood at some point and think of things that would have made our 

childhood more pleasurable or, in some cases, more bearable.  

Today’s children are experiencing things for the first time. 

They are being hurt for the first time and loved for the first time. 

Some are going to school, while others are not able to partake of this 

luxury. Some children are enjoying vacations and family time. Others 

are mourning the loss of loved ones or are struggling to survive. 

Children are in our communities and in the greater global community.  

These children deserve to be taken care of. Children deserve to be 

loved and included in society. Children need to be protected because 

the future of the global community depends upon the ability of these 

children to survive and to thrive. Children everywhere are our future, 

and it is the responsibility of society to ensure that there will be a 

future.   

Children in today’s society face challenges every day and to 

gain a better sense of these challenges, different aspects of children’s 

lives should be explored.  For many children, this aspect is whether or 

not they were raised in poverty.35 Pamela Couture states that clearly, 

children’s well-being must be calculated by many factors. But many 

people ask, “Is economic poverty really a factor in children’s 

flourishing?”  According to the Children’s Defense Fund 1998 

Yearbook, The State of America’s Children: 

35The United States census website, www.census.gov, uses poverty thresh-
olds to define poverty. The tables for defining poverty contain many variables such as 

number of related children living in the household, number of people in the household, 

and people in the household over the age of 65. The poverty average weighted thresh-
old for three people in 2008 was $17,163. (U.S. Census Bureau, “Poverty,” http://

www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/threshld/thresh08.html  [10 November 2009].) 

  According to the USDA lunch benefits website, the federal poverty guide-

line for a family of three in 2009 was $18,310. To qualify for reduced lunch benefits, a 

three person family must make less than $33,874 annually. To qualify for free lunches, 

a three person family must make less than $23,803 annually. (United States Department 
of Agriculture, “School Meals,” http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/FRP/frp.process.htm  [10 

November 2009].) 

http://www.census.gov
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/threshld/thresh08.html
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/threshld/thresh08.html
http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/FRP/frp.process.htm
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 A baby born poor is less likely to survive to its first 

birthday than a baby born to an unwed mother, a high 

school dropout, or a mother who smoked during 

pregnancy. 

 Poverty is a greater risk to children’s overall health 

status than living in a single-parent family. 

 Poor children face a greater risk of stunted growth, 

anemia, repeated years of schooling, lower test scores, 

and less education, as well as lower wages and lower 

earnings in their adult years. 

 Poverty puts children at a greater risk of falling behind 

in school than does living in a single-parent home or 

being born to teenage parents.36 

These facts are overwhelming, especially when one comes to realize 

how prevalent poverty is within the United States.  Thirty-nine 

percent of the 73 million children who live in the United States live in 

low-income families. Eighteen percent of children live in poor 

households.37 This means that 28,470,000 children live in low-income 

households and 13,140,000 children are considered poor.  Over five 

million children are vulnerable to the above mentioned conditions! 

Besides the general condition of poverty, these children are faced with 

future problems stemming from the original poverty.  If an 

impoverished infant does make it to childhood, he or she must then 

face illness and poor educational circumstances. Furthermore, these 

statistics are just from the United States and were figured before the 

current economic crisis. There are hundreds of millions more children 

worldwide suffering from worse poverty and its intensifying effects. 

  Financial poverty is not the only factor that determines the 

quality of children’s lives. Couture divides poverty into two 

categories. She says, “Children’s poverty is conditioned by two 

overlapping categories of poverty—material poverty and the poverty 

of tenuous connections.”38 The children previously mentioned are in 

situations of material poverty. There is also tenuous poverty or 

poverty of “social disconnections.”39 “To flourish, children need both 

love—the direct interpersonal, familial, and community relationships 

surrounding a child—and justice—the conditions of peace and  

 
36  Pamela Couture, Serving Children, Serving God: A Practical Theology of 

Children and Poverty (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2000), 29.  
37Pamela Couture, Child Poverty: Love, Justice, and Social Responsibility 

(St. Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2007), xiii. 
38Couture, Serving Children, Serving God, 15. 

39Couture, Serving Children, Serving God, 15. 
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security, health, and human rights that indirectly and directly shape a 

child’s life.”40 This type of poverty affects children who may or may 

not be materially impoverished. These children experience lack of 

social resources in their relationships. A child may live in a household 

that has plenty of money but lacks crucial relationship structure 

needed to flourish. 

 Children have the right to thrive.  In society today a standard 

of thriving must be developed. The Convention on the Rights of the 

Child lays forth the rights that all children should have:  

 To free expression of his or her views; 

 To free association and peaceable assembly; 

 To “highest attainable standard of health”; 

 To a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, 

mental, spiritual, moral, and social development; 

 To “education”; 

 To play; 

 To diversity of sources of information, especially those 

which are aimed at the promotion of his or her social, 

spiritual, and moral well-being and physical and mental 

health; 

 To protection and humanitarian assistance when seeking 

refugee status, with and without his or her parents; 

 To full rights for children with disabilities; 

 To preparation for a responsible life in a free society, in 

the spirit of understanding, peace tolerance, equality of 

the sexes, and friendship among all peoples, ethnic, 

national and religious groups and persons of indigenous 

origin.41 

Many of these rights may seem like rights that most children have. 

Unfortunately, millions of children are denied an education, die from 

poor quality healthcare or a complete lack of basic healthcare, are 

forced into sexual slavery or are forced to serve in the military.  

Children should not be in these situations.  

 As already established, the Gospel of Mark supports the 

inclusion and care of children. Welcoming a child is likened to 

welcoming Jesus, which Christians liken to welcoming God. Yet, 

children are hurt and in pain every day, and they are not welcomed 

every day; therefore, God is hurt, and He is not welcomed.  The one 

place that must welcome children is the church.  

 40Couture, Child Poverty, 2-3. 
 41Couture, Child Poverty, 86. 
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Children in the Church 

 

The church is a place, or should be a place, in which children 

of all kinds are provided with the opportunity to thrive. The church 

has a responsibility to make itself a safe place for children to be  

children. The church must recognize that it has the ability and the 

obligation to fulfill this important role in the lives of children. 

Why should the church be obligated to fill this need of 

including and caring for children? The church, should (but not always 

actually does) base its principles upon the actions that the text tells us 

that Jesus did. In Mark 9:33-37 and 10:13-16 Jesus is presented in an 

act that includes children in places that would not normally accept or 

include children.  No matter who accepted or did not accept children, 

no matter how children were seen or not seen, Jesus quite deliberately 

chose to include these children. After all, Jesus could have just as 

easily excluded the children. It would have been easy to talk to the 

disciples without the aid of a child in 9:33-37, and it would have been 

equally as easy for Jesus not to correct the disciples when they were 

excluding the children in 10:13-16.  Jesus made the conscious 

decision to include the least of these. The church needs to base its 

theology upon this principle.  

How can the church include children? The most basic way is 

to make children feel welcome in the church. There are many aspects 

of church life, and children should be able to fully participate in 

church activities.  Worship is the first place to begin including 

children. Adults do bring children to church, but most Sunday 

morning services are primarily adult-oriented. Churches can and 

should provide ways for children to participate in worship. The 

church must make children feel welcome in the sanctuary. Church 

should not be boring for children. Congregations need to provide age 

appropriate activities for children. This can be done in a variety of 

ways.  Many churches provide activity bags for children to use during 

worship. This does provide a way for children to be in the sanctuary 

while church is going on, but there should be more. Children have the 

ability to actively participate in church services.  

Children should have their own segment during the worship 

service which provides a way for them to be connected to the worship 

service. Children’s sermons are great ways for pastors to introduce the 

topic of their sermon on a basic level and much can be learned from 

them.  

Children can also help lead worship services. Children’s 

choir, for example, is a great way to include children in the leadership 

of the church.  Children’s choir helps children use their gifts and also 
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provides them with a way to feel connected to God. Also, once 

children become older they can help read scriptures, acolyte or help 

with the collection of offering. The act of inclusion of children in 

worship leadership shows that churches do care for children and 

recognize their value as church participants.  

Beyond worship, children need a place where they can learn 

about Jesus and other church-related subjects. Sunday School serves 

this function. Children can learn about different and interesting 

biblical stories in a way that is fun and relevant to them. Sunday 

School also provides a safe place for children to ask questions.  

Children can begin to deepen their understanding of God by being 

able to ask questions.  It is important to provide a place for children to 

begin building their biblical knowledge foundation. After learning 

about God, they begin to gain a better understanding of worship and 

are able to more fully understand some of the stories that are shared 

during worship. 

Impoverished children and their families can benefit from 

food-based ministries. Churches can reach out to children and their 

families on this basic level. Providing children and families with food 

shows that the church cares in a tangible way and many churches do 

this. 

Children can benefit from Vacation Bible School (VBS), 

summer and after-school programs. VBS provides a way of reaching 

out to some children who otherwise would not be connected to 

churches. These children come for a week of fun and end up feeling 

loved and ready to learn more about Jesus. If churches have the 

ability, summer-long programs are a great way to have children in 

church consistently. These summer programs can range from 

Mother’s Day Out programs for younger children to day camps to 

specialized camps for children with disabilities or health problems 

and children with incarcerated parents.  Children have fun at these 

camps where they get to be children, and volunteers can learn from 

these kids. Most importantly, children are cared for and shown the 

love of God.  

One summer-long program that I have been involved in that 

shows the love of God to children is Project Transformation. Project 

Transformation is a summer literacy camp for children in underserved 

areas. In Oklahoma, the program is sponsored by the Oklahoma 

Conference of the United Methodist Church and Americorps. College 

interns spend eight weeks with children during the summer. These 

children are fed two meals each day, which they may or may not have 

eaten if they had to stay home for the summer. Children also have 

their minds stimulated throughout the day. One of the most important 
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activities that the children engage in is one-on-one reading time with a 

caring adult. Each child gets thirty to forty-five minutes of individual 

time to sharpen their reading skills. Children also participate in arts, 

computer training, recreation and experience afternoon enrichment 

activities that give the children an opportunity to learn. The children 

have a safe environment in which to learn and grow in the care of 

people who genuinely care about them. Children are loved and are 

given the chance to just be kids.  

 After-school programs can also fulfill a vital role in the life 

of a church. These programs can range from tutoring to Bible study to 

just playing games with kids. Even if it is just a one-day-a-week 

program, children are introduced and become used to the idea of 

going to church. Children can begin to realize that church is a safe 

place that cares for them.  

All of the programs mentioned serve a vital role in 

communities. Programs like these enable children to become part of 

something that is bigger than they are. Children not only become part 

of the church community but also become part of the overall 

community in which they live. Children begin to develop 

relationships with people who care for them and the opportunity to 

make social connections.  Once children understand what being a part 

of a community means they are able to more effectively participate in 

community building.   

While these outreach and community-building programs can 

be incredible assets to both the children and the churches, providing 

the programs does pose some concerns. Money should never be an 

obstacle, but it often is. Programs such as VBS, other summer 

programs and after-school programs depend on funding.  Even though 

these programs are vital they may be the first to be cut when funding 

is tight.  Churches must be willing to find funding to make these 

programs happen. 

Volunteers are also needed but can easily become burned 

out.  This problem is especially prevalent in smaller churches. Larger 

churches have more members who can rotate responsibilities. In small 

churches the same people volunteer over and over again. Regardless, 

volunteers must want to be there for the children.  

Another problem that can happen when churches do provide 

services to children is that they can accidentally harm children. 

Churches never intentionally set out to harm anyone, least of all a 

child. For example, the children’s sermons that can be so valuable to a 

church’s children’s ministry can often contain unthought-out 

theology. For example, I attended a church in which the pastor’s 

children’s sermon concerned the woman at the well in the Gospel of 
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John. This pastor held up two bottles of water, one filled with clean 

water and one filled with dirty water. He asked the children which 

bottle they preferred to be like, the clean or the dirty. The children 

obviously chose the clean bottle. Then the pastor told them that they 

needed to be good because they did not want to become dirty water 

like the woman because she had sinned. The young children did not 

know any better and probably now think that the woman at the well 

was an awful person for sinning. When reading the text and 

commentaries on the text, one learns that this is not the true message 

of the text. However, that is what those children now think.  

Also, some unhelpful theology can be found in the pulpit. 

Children notice these things as well, especially once they get older.  

For example, I heard a Father’s Day sermon in which the pastor said 

that the father was the head of the Holy Trinity of the family and that 

the family’s spirituality depended on the faith of the father. I found 

this personally problematic because my father does not inform my 

faith and was absent from my life for a while. Some children do not 

have fathers who are active participants in their lives, and those 

children may now think that they are doomed because they have no 

one to head their spiritual health.  Children pick up on things, so it is 

important that we make sure that when we speak, we pay attention to 

the things we say. 

The church is a positive place to include children.  The 

church provides a necessary function in society. When the church 

realizes that children are important, and that Jesus included children, 

amazing things can happen. These amazing things ensure that there 

will be a future for the church. Churches have the ability to help 

eliminate tenuous poverty. By including children into their 

congregations, churches begin to help children develop fruitful 

relationships. Churches must develop a plan for welcoming children 

into their congregations.  

My own denomination, the United Methodist Church 

(UMC), has been very progressive on the issue of including children 

in the church. One way that the UMC has reached out is by 

developing a policy on children.  The Social Principles of the United 

Methodist Church outline policies on children: 

Once considered the property of their parents, children are 

now acknowledged to be full human beings in their own right, 

but beings to whom adults and society in general have special 

obligations.  

Christian parents and guardians and the Church have the 

responsibility to ensure that children receive sex education 

consistent with Christian morality, including faithfulness in 
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marriage and abstinence in singleness. Moreover, children have 

the rights to food, shelter, clothing, health care, and emotional 

well-being as do adults, and these rights we affirm as theirs 

regardless of actions or inactions of their parents or guardians. In 

particular, children must be protected from economic, physical, 

and sexual exploitation and abuse.42 

The act of having a tangible policy that includes children is a step in 

the right direction. The UMC has said that it supports children and 

will fight for children’s rights.  

 All of these programs and good intentions are not enough. 

More things have to be done to welcome children: 

Although almost all churches offer religious education for 

children, and although some programs are excellent, the materials 

offered are often theologically weak and uninteresting to 

children. Many churches also have difficulty recruiting and 

retaining enough qualified teachers for these programs. 

Furthermore, many churches often implicitly treat reflection on 

religious education and the moral and spiritual formation of 

children as “beneath” the job of systematic theologians or 

ethicists, and thus attention to children is left solely to pastoral 

theologians and religious educators…Thus, these churches do not 

always adequately address the spiritual questions of children 

themselves, what children might teach adults, and the 

responsibilities of parents, the church, and the state to protect and 

support children.43 

The church must push on through the problems that arise. It must be 

the guiding force to change society. The church has so much potential 

in the realm of children’s rights. The church must strive to welcome 

children so that God is welcomed. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Children are important characters in the Gospels. In the 

Gospel of Mark Jesus demonstrates the welcoming of children and 

recognizes that children have important qualities.  

 The church must recognize that Jesus included children and 

make that inclusion a model for church work today. Churches must 

reach beyond difficulties such as lack of funding and volunteers to 

welcome children and must also begin to develop relationships with 

42The United Methodist Church, “Rights of Children,” http://
archives.umc.org/interior.asp?mid=1748, (11 November 2009). 

43Bunge, “Introduction,” 4. 

http://archives.umc.org/interior.asp?mid=1748
http://archives.umc.org/interior.asp?mid=1748
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the least of these in order to truly carry out their mission. The church 

must go beyond the spiritual and be a place where children can thrive 

physically as well. It is in the service to children that the church 

ensures that it will have a future.  It is through these acts of welcome 

toward the least of these that God is welcomed into our churches. 

  I began this paper with a story of a young adult who insisted 

on “getting rid of children” during a worship service. I will now 

contrast that story with another story. During a worship service that I 

recently attended, children raced to the front of the church, excited to 

hear what the youth minister had prepared to teach them. As they 

gathered around, one child did not sit in the group with the other 

children. Instead, the little girl climbed onto the bench where the 

senior pastor was sitting. The child snuggled next to the pastor and 

placed her hand on the pastor’s face. The pastor did not flinch or ask 

the child to leave. Instead, the pastor smiled and embraced the child. 

It is in acts like these that children are accepted and begin to find a 

place where they can excel to their highest potential. Acts like these 

are where the world begins to be changed. Welcoming children into 

the church as Jesus welcomed children is the first place for the change 

to begin. 
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Confusion over Method:  

A Discussion of Socratic Dialectic, Sophistic 

Eristic, and Their Shared Concept of Antilogic in 

Plato’s Apology and Aristophanes’ Clouds 
Jason Blakeburn 

 

Plato, one of Socrates’ greatest students, forever 

memorialized Socrates’ trial in his Apology.  But Plato’s Apology 

cannot be read as a simple retelling of the facts like a modern court 

transcript (cf. Kennedy 149).  Rather, Plato’s Apology is a rhetorical 

work with the specific goal of persuading the reader that Socrates is 

innocent of doing injustice while also defending Plato’s philosophy 

and method of teaching against potential rivals.  As Yun Lee Too 

points out, “What the Apology demonstrates is Plato using the 

structures of rhetoric in order to dismantle rhetoric” (270).   Indeed, 

one of the main differences between Plato and the sophists is their 

attitude toward and use of rhetoric. Plato distinguishes himself and 

Socrates from the sophists through the method of argument each 

employs and the purpose of such argument.  The sophists used a 

method of argument known as eristic,1 with the primary purpose 

being to win the argument.  Plato and the Socrates of Plato’s 

dialogues favored a method of finding truth known as dialectic.  

Common to dialectic and eristic is the rhetorical technique/device of 

antilogic, which “consists in opposing one logos to another logos, or 

in discovering or drawing attention to the presence of such an 

opposition in an argument or in a thing or state of affairs” (Kerferd 

63) .2  Ultimately, I would argue that Plato's Apology demonstrates 

how it was the jurors' confusion and the lack of distinction between 

Socrates' method of finding truth (dialectic) and the sophists’ method 

1Eristic is actually more of an approach of “seeking victory in argument” 
that combines multiple methods in order to win the argument (Kerferd 62-63).  I will 

refer to eristic as one method in the rest of this paper, keeping in mind that eristic is a 

method involving many different rhetorical methods within itself.   
2On the similarities and differences between Socratic dialectic, eristic, and 

antilogic, see also G.B. Kerferd and Alexander Nehamas.  I use Kerferd’s definitions of 

these rhetorical terms (59-67) as a starting point for my own rhetorical examination of 
the Apology and the Clouds, and I agree with Nehamas’ primary point that the main 

difference between the sophists and Socrates was not one of method, but of purpose 

(118).  But whereas Nehamas looks at the broad spectrum of Platonic dialogues, which 
he analyzes from a philosophical and rhetorical lens, I analyze one Platonic dialogue, 

the Apology, in an effort to obtain the most Socratic and least Platonic dialectic (cf. 

Kennedy 150) and compare that with the representation of sophists in Aristophanes’ 
Clouds.  
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of winning an argument (eristic), caused in part by the shared 

technique of antilogic, which killed Socrates.  

Plato’s Apology, one of Plato’s early dialogues, is set shortly 

after the end of the Peloponnesian War (431-404 BCE) between 

Athens and Sparta, closely mirroring the actual events of Socrates’ 

trial.  Perhaps the most accurate representation of the original charges 

against Socrates is from Diogenes Laertius: “Socrates does injustice 

by not believing in the gods in whom the city believes, and by 

bringing in other daimonia that are novel; he also does injustice by 

corrupting the young” (qtd. in West and West, n.38).  In addition to 

answering the official charges against Socrates, Plato has Socrates 

address the charges brought by the comic poet Aristophanes and his 

depiction of Socrates as a typical sophist in Aristophanes’ Clouds 

(19b).  Based on the “slander” (Ibid.) of Aristophanes’ Clouds3 and 

the words of unnamed others, Plato adds a few more charges to the 

official indictment:  “Socrates does injustice and is meddlesome, by 

investigating the things under the earth and the heavenly things, and 

by making the weaker speech the stronger, and by teaching these 

same things” (19 b-c.).  If Plato’s argument is true, that Socrates was 

not a sophist and therefore innocent of the charges, then what exactly 

were the differences between Socrates and the sophists? 

G.B. Kerferd says the sophists were originally thought of as 

wise men that originally included the likes of Homer, but by the 5th 

Century BCE the term sophist became associated with 

professionalism and the charging of fees (24-25).  Another distinctive 

feature of the sophists was their method of argument.  The sophists 

used “eristic” while Plato and Socrates used “dialectic” (34).  This 

distinction of method is apparent in the charge of “making the weaker 

speech the stronger,” also known as making the weaker/unjust 

argument defeat the stronger/just argument.  Aristophanes reinforces 

the notion that Socrates makes the weaker argument the stronger with 

the repeated petitions by Strepsiades asking Socrates to teach him 

how to make the weaker, unjust argument defeat the stronger, just 

argument (cf. Clouds 113, 245, 657, 880-885).  But does the Socrates 

of the Apology participate in the sophistic practice of making the 

weaker argument the stronger? 

Significantly, Plato never directly addresses the accusations 

3Aristophanes’ Clouds is a heated part of the debate over the sophists, high-
lighting the tension between the old, traditional ways of thinking and the new, sophistic 

and philosophic methods of thinking.  Aristophanes depicts Socrates as a sophist who 

teaches his students about “investigating things beneath the earth” (187),  as well as 
how to pick apart and play with words (665), and most importantly to defeat the just 

speech by using unjust speech (887-1104). 
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of making the weaker argument the stronger in the Apology (Sesonske 

78); however, Plato’s indirect answer in the Apology is a definite no.  

At one point, when Socrates is giving an account of his life, he says, 

“[I]t is apparent that I was the sort of man (and in private I was the 

same) who never conceded anything to anyone contrary to the 

just” (Apology 33a).  Of course, the relevance of Socrates’ self-

description depends on how one defines the phrase “to make the 

weaker argument the stronger.”  Most readers assume that Plato 

means the just or logically true argument when Plato refers to the 

stronger argument and vice versa concerning the weaker argument 

and injustice.    And this assumption of equating the stronger 

argument with the just argument and the weaker with the unjust 

assumes a Platonic understanding of truth being equal to justice and 

therefore the stronger argument.  Alexander Sesonske argues that 

there are two ways to understand the stronger argument: the logical, 

Platonic understanding of truth and the psychological, sophistic, and 

popular understanding, i.e. the power to persuade (76-77).  Plato uses 

“to make the weaker speech the stronger,” like Aristophanes before 

him, as one of the defining characteristics of the sophists whose only 

aim is to persuade the audience regardless of the truth.   

Plato’s disagreement in the Apology with the sophists is not 

about what constitutes a stronger argument.  Instead, Plato’s 

disagreement with the sophists is about the appropriate purpose and 

method of an argument.  Inherent within Socratic dialectic is the 

search for objective, universal truth.  Though Socrates claims to have 

no knowledge – ironically, his claim that he knows he knows nothing 

makes him the wisest man alive (Apology 21d) – he continually 

searches for true knowledge.  The disparity between the sophists’ 

clever speech and Socrates’ search for truth is alluded to in the 

opening lines of the Apology.  Socrates wonders why his accusers 

warned the jurors that he was a clever speaker because Socrates is not 

a clever speaker at all “unless of course they call a clever speaker the 

one who speaks the truth” (17b).  Plato also implies the reverse: that 

Socrates’ accusers consider a clever speaker one who speaks 

something other than the truth.  In other words, the sophists are clever 

speakers who make the weaker, unjust speech defeat the stronger, just 

speech by speaking non-truth or falsehood.   

Eristic is the method the sophists used to make the weaker 

argument the stronger.  Aristophanes’ Clouds provides a good 

example of sophistic eristic.  In the Clouds, Strepsiades wants 

Socrates to teach him and later his son, Pheidippides, how to defeat 

the just speech with the unjust speech so Strepsiades does not have to 

pay his creditors.  Socrates complies with Strepsiades’ command, 
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introducing the exchange between the Just and Unjust Speech (888-

1104).   

The exchange between the Just and Unjust speeches begins 

with the two personifications of speech taunting each other, saying 

how badly each will destroy the other (888-933).  The leading Cloud 

of the Chorus stops the bickering and sets boundaries for the 

following debate (934-957).  The Just Speech is the first to talk.  He 

gives a speech, which is similar in style to a eulogy, on the virtues of 

the ancient education (958-1023).  The Cloud Chorus transitions 

between the two types of speeches (1024-1035).  The Unjust Speech 

follows, but instead of giving a speech like the Just Speech the Unjust 

Speech uses a method of question and answer in order to refute the 

Just Speech (1035-1104).  The whole purpose of the Unjust Speech’s 

discourse is to win the argument by first refuting the education system 

the Just Speech extols (1043).  The Unjust Speech begins by eliciting 

a maxim of education from the Just Speech: “That they [warm baths] 

are most evil and make a man cowardly” (1046).  The Unjust Speech 

then asks for an example of the best person the Just Speech can think 

of, so the Just Speech responds with Heracles (1048-1050).  The 

Unjust Speech exposes the contradiction within the example with the 

question, “Where indeed have you ever seen cold baths of 

Heracles?” (1051) because the “baths of Heracles” are natural hot 

springs (West and West 158 n.173).  Thus, the Unjust Speech refutes 

the Just Speech’s assertion that warm baths are evil by the Just 

Speech’s own examples and inherent contradiction.4  The Unjust 

Speech continues his refutation of the Just Speech through several 

more examples – most importantly, with an explanation of the 

benefits of following the Unjust Speech.  As an example of how to 

use the Unjust Speech to get oneself out of trouble, the Unjust Speech 

says, “For if you happen to be caught as an adulterer, you’ll reply to 

[the cheated husband] that you’ve done him no injustice.  Then you’ll 

refer [the cheated husband] to Zeus, how ‘even he was worsted by 

love and women; yet how could you, a mortal, be greater than a 

god?’” (1079-1082).  The Just Speech eventually concedes defeat to 

the weaker, Unjust Speech because the Just Speech cannot compete 

with the eristic of the Unjust Speech (1102-1104). 

Because eristic is not concerned with which side of an 

argument is true, Plato usually speaks of eristic with the same disdain 

he has for the sophists.  G.B. Kerferd says, “As Plato uses the term, 

eristic means ‘seeking victory in argument,’ and the art which 

4In addition to being an example of eristic, the Unjust Speech’s use of the 
Heracles example functions as an example of antilogic because the Unjust Speech 

compares heroic Heracles’ warm baths to the inherent virtue of cold baths. 
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cultivates and provides appropriate means and devices for so 

doing” (62).  In contrast with eristic, dialectic is focused on 

discovering truth rather than simply winning an argument.  Dialectic 

is commonly thought of as a method of question and answer between 

two people with the aim of discovering an objective or universal 

truth.5  The primary example of dialectic from the Apology is 

Socrates’ exchange with Meletus (24d-27e), which George Kennedy 

finds “particularly striking” (151).  The exchange begins when 

Socrates asks Meletus a question, “Now come here, Meletus, tell me: 

do you not regard it as most important how the youth will be the best 

possible?” (24d).  Meletus, of course, agrees and Socrates continues 

his examination by asking, “Who makes them better?” (24d).  

Socrates and Meletus continue their exchange of question and answer 

until they come to the conclusion that “all the Athenians, as it appears, 

make them noble and good except me [Socrates], and I alone corrupt 

them” (25a).  Socrates then takes the specific example that Socrates 

alone corrupts the youth and abstracts it to a generality involving the 

teaching of horses, “That all human beings make them better, while 

one certain one is the corrupter” (25b).  Of course, when the 

generality that all humans except one person make the object better is 

applied to horses, the absurdity is easily seen (25b).  The truth we 

learn from this section of Socrates’ exchange with Meletus is that the 

one or the few actually improve the young; whereas, the many corrupt 

them (25b).  At this point the dialectic is halted while Socrates uses 

this truth to reflect badly on Meletus’ character because of his earlier 

statements that Socrates alone corrupts the youth (25c).  In typical 

Socratic fashion, Socrates uses his dialectic to point out the errors in 

his partner-in-conversation’s thinking, challenging him to adopt a 

new, un-contradictory truth. 

Within Socrates’ dialectic with Meletus Socrates also uses 

the rhetorical technique known as antilogic.  Antilogic “consists in 

opposing one logos to another logos, or in discovering or drawing 

attention to the presence of such an opposition in an argument or in a 

thing or state of affairs” (Kerferd 63).  At first glance, one might think 

antilogic is no different than Socratic dialectic, but in reality antilogic 

is only a technique sometimes used by Socrates as part of his 

dialectic.  Because antilogic may appear in both dialectic and eristic, 

the moral value of antilogic is found in its purpose.  Only when used 

in dialectic’s search for truth is antilogic acceptable to Plato.  We find 

5
Kerferd has a more Platonic focused definition saying, “[dialectic] 

regularly involves an approach to the Platonic Forms and it is this more than anything 

else which distinguishes it from antilogic” (65). 
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antilogic in a section of Socrates’ exchange with Meletus where 

Socrates addresses the charge that he is impious  and corrupts the 

youth “by teaching them not to believe in the gods in whom the city 

believes, but in other daimonia that are novel” (Apology 26b).  

Socrates presses Meletus for a more exact definition of the charge 

concerning belief in the gods and daimonia.  Meletus responds, “That 

you [Socrates] do not believe in gods at all” (26c).  Socrates queries 

Meletus further, urging Meletus to define his statement.  Meletus 

responds again saying that Socrates does not believe that even the sun 

and moon are gods “since he declares that the sun is stone and the 

moon is earth” (26d).  Socrates asks Meletus a final question, “Do I 

believe there is no god?”  Meletus responds once more, “You 

certainly do not, by Zeus, not in any way at all!” (26e).  After hearing 

Meletus’ response, Socrates says in triumph, “For he himself appears 

to me to be contradicting himself in the indictment, as if he were to 

say, ‘Socrates does injustice by not believing in gods, but believing in 

gods’” (27a).  At this point the dialectic is halted while Socrates uses 

this contradiction to reflect badly on Meletus’ character (27a-b).  

Socrates’ statement about Meletus’ contradiction is antilogic in a 

nutshell.  He has taken Meletus’ original charge, “That Socrates does 

injustice by ‘teaching them not to believe in the gods in whom the city 

believes, but in other daimonia that are novel’” (26d) and changed it 

to “Socrates does injustice by not believing in gods, but believing in 

gods” (27a), opposing the two logoi of believing and not believing 

against each other.  

Again, like the section of dialectic before, Socrates engages 

Meletus in a question driven exchange, but with less emphasis on 

obtaining a clearer distinction of the charges and more emphasis on 

showing the contradiction inherent within Meletus’ answers.  

Additionally, the style of exchange between Meletus and Socrates is 

different from the purely dialectic section.  Socrates talks for longer 

periods of time. He also sometimes asks Meletus rhetorical questions, 

which he then answers for Meletus (26d-e).  Meletus responds to 

Socrates’ questions with an accusative (26c) and vehement tone 

(26b); whereas before, Meletus responded calmly to Socrates’ 

questions (cf. 24d-e). While the tone in this section of the exchange 

between Socrates and Meletus is different than the previous purely 

dialectical section, the purpose appears to be the same.  Socrates is 

seeking to point out the contradiction in Meletus’ charges but, instead 

of Socrates challenging Meletus to adopt a new, un-contradictory 

truth (like in the earlier exchange), the contradiction discovered 

through Socrates’ use of antilogic with Meletus is applied to Socrates’ 

defense in an attempt to win the argument concerning Socrates’ 
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innocence and guilt.  Truth is still gained as a result of the dialogue, 

but this new truth does not replace the vacuum left by the 

contradiction. Instead, a negative truth is left to fill the vacuum.  This 

negative truth is the truth of Meletus’ contradiction, which is similar 

to the knowledge Socrates claims to have.  Socrates is wise because 

he knows he knows nothing (21d).  In the same way, Socrates makes 

Meletus a little wiser because Socrates points out Meletus’ lack of 

knowledge; therefore, Meletus gains a new - though negative - truth.  

But when Socrates uses this negative truth of contradiction to 

discredit Meletus in the eyes of the jurors it raises the question of 

whether Socrates is really trying to find the truth by pointing out 

Meletus’ contradiction, or whether he is trying to discredit Meletus 

and win the argument by pointing out Meletus’ contradiction.  Unlike 

other instances of Socratic dialectic in later Platonic dialogues, the 

truths discovered through Socrates’ exchange with Meletus are 

applied to Socrates’ defense in an attempt to win the argument over 

Socrates’ innocence and guilt.  

Finding Socrates’ purpose for using antilogic in his exchange 

with Meletus becomes even more difficult when we compare 

Socrates’ exchange with Meletus to the dialogue between the Just and 

Unjust Speech.  The Unjust Speech and Socrates begin by eliciting a 

maxim from their opponent (the Just Speech’s statement against warm 

baths and Meletus’ charge of impiety).  Next, the Unjust Speech and 

Socrates ask for an example (Just Speech/Heracles and Meletus/sun 

and moon).  Then the Unjust Speech and Socrates point out the 

contradiction (Heracles’ warm baths and belief/no belief).   Finally, 

the Unjust Speech and Socrates use the truth of the contradiction as a 

reason why they should win their respective arguments.  Based on 

these similarities, we can conclude that the use of antilogic by 

Socrates within the antagonistic, argument-centered Apology, where 

the purpose is to win the argument by defending oneself, blurs any 

distinction between the Socrates of the Apology and the Socrates of 

the Clouds. 6   

6I am not saying that Socrates was a sophist.  There are several other 
distinctions between Socrates and the sophists, which I do not investigate, including 

Socrates’ lack of charging fees and piety. What I am saying is that Socrates’ use of 

antilogic in his dialogue with Meletus causes Plato’s later distinctions about Socrates’ 
dialectic method and search for universal truth (i.e. the Platonic forms) to disappear 

from being read into the Socrates of the Apology.  The Socrates of the Apology is 

different than the Socrates of the later Platonic dialogues.  For example, Kerferd, in 

order to differentiate between Socratic dialectic and antilogic says, “[dialectic] 

regularly involves an approach to the Platonic Forms and it is this more than anything 

else which distinguishes it from antilogic” (65).  Socrates of the Apology did not 
believe in the Platonic Forms, partly because the Socrates of the Apology is a closer 

representation of the actual Socrates (cf. Kennedy 150).   
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What distinguishes the Socrates of the Apology apart from 

the sophists is not his method, because Socrates and the sophists both 

used antilogic.  Rather, the distinguishing aspect of Socrates is his 

purpose – to search for the truth (19b).  Everything Socrates does is to 

seek the truth, never to overturn the stronger, just argue with the 

weaker argument (33b).  He uses dialectic sometimes with the 

technique of antilogic thrown in, but never eristic.  The similarities 

between the Socrates of the Apology and the Socrates of the Clouds 

result in the jurors being confused about Socrates’ innocence.  The 

confusion happens because Socrates uses antilogic in his dialectic 

with Meletus for the purpose of finding out the truth and for winning 

the argument in the trial setting of the Apology.  The jurors confuse 

the purpose of antilogic in Socrates’ dialectic with Meletus.  Instead 

of seeing Socrates’ use of antilogic as a means of finding truth, the 

jurors see Socrates’ use of antilogic simply as a means to win the 

argument and make the weaker/unjust argument the stronger. 
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Peace Now! Freedom Now! 
Mary-E Godfrey 

 

 “Peace will guide the planets and love will guide the stars” is 

the affirmation of the opening anthem of Hair (Ragni 6). Gerome 

Ragni, James Rado and Galt MacDermot’s hope for the “Dawning of 

the Age of Aquarius” became a theme for a generation, but what were 

the youths who “sang along with the 5thDimension” truly after? By 

1965 the United States had escalated from serving in an advisory 

capacity in Vietnam to sending troops in hopes of stopping the spread 

of communism, and the young men of our country were paying the 

price with their lives. Ragni and Rado began what would be a two-

year process of writing, re-writing, and re-inventing “The American 

Tribal Love-Rock Musical,” which debuted in the spring of 1968, 

arguably the most tumultuous year of the 20th Century. Hair is a two-

and-a-half hour snapshot of how the counter-culture known as the 

hippie movement embraced love, sex, integration and drugs and 

responded to the slaughter of the Vietnam War. 

 Hare Krishna (chanted in the song “Be-In”) helped fuel the 

counterculture movement of the 1960s.  The chant, soon to be 

incorporated in the lyrics of several songs by members of the Beatles, 

is an invocation of the name of the Hindu God: “Hare Krishna, Hare 

Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Hare, Hare, Hare Rama, Hare Rama, 

Rama, Rama, Hare, Hare.” J. Stillson Judah, author of Hare Krishna 

and the Counterculture, says the term counterculture “presently 

applies to an alternative culture that differs from the predominant 

American culture or from what is commonly referred to as ‘the 

establishment’” (99). Swami Prabhupada came to the United States in 

1965 to “spread Krishna consciousness.” Hippies adopted some of the 

Hindu teachings, notably the importance of hospitality (Dasa), but 

modified other practices -- such as taking drugs as part of a spiritual 

ritual (Frawley) -- to suit their own purposes.  The concept of dharma, 

which means “ordained duty” (Dasa), may have been instrumental in 

Claude’s decision to accept his call to serve in Vietnam. According to 

Chanakya Shloka, contented warriors (my emphasis) are among those 

who “quickly perish,” so the character's anguish over whether to 

accept his draft status would be seen as positive from the Krishna 

point of view (qtd. in Dasa).   

 While the hippie movement came to a head in 1969 in the 

Haight-Ashbury district in San Francisco (Judah 100), it was well-

established by the spring of 1968 when Hair first hit Broadway. 

Taking the theme of hospitality to the extreme, hippies, who “have 
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their love-ins with no visible signs of financial support,” (Judah 100) 

set up booths and sold everything from leather belts to beads in order 

to support their communal lifestyle. Some, devoted to the alternative 

lifestyle, were denoted as “heads.” "Week-enders" were, as the name 

implies, part-time heads, while “teeny-boppers” were just beginning 

to explore an existence in contrast to the values of post-WWII family 

life. The unifying characteristic of these hippies was the fact that they 

were the youth, “often recruited […] during their first year at college, 

when former cultural ties were weakened. Often separated [from] 

their families, they found new sources of authority among their 

countercultural peers,” (Judah 100), and they often fueled revolts. 

Rather than follow blindly the policies of the American government 

they preferred instead the mantra of “power to the people” (117). The 

musical captures the “hormone-stoked exuberance” (Brantley) of 

people on the cusp of adulthood, with all of its terrors and 

compromises. 

 The greatest terror was the threat of Vietnam. Serving in an 

advisory capacity from the early 1950s, America began committing 

troops following President Kennedy’s inaugural pledge to "pay any 

price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose 

any foe, in order to assure the survival and success of 

liberty" (Kennedy). After JFK’s assassination in 1963 Lyndon 

Johnson escalated the advisory policies of his predecessor by sending 

ground troops. By 1965 one hundred seventy-two Americans were 

dying every month. By the peak of involvement in 1968, that number 

had risen to a horrific 1,200 per month (Simon). By that time the war 

had become so unpopular that Johnson did not seek re-election.   

 That year was full of momentous occasions, beginning with 

the Tet Offensive in late January. Schools in the South were 

beginning to implement - fourteen years after the fact - the laws that 

made school segregation illegal; and on April 4 Martin Luther King, 

Jr. was assassinated. Later that month Hair opened on Broadway, 

changing forever the face of American Musical Theatre.  On June 5 

Robert Kennedy’s hopes were ended by Sirhan Sirhan’s bullet, and in 

August the Chicago 7 led their “Yippies” to protest the war at the 

Democratic National Convention in Chicago, causing riots. In 

November Richard Milhouse Nixon narrowly edged Hubert 

Humphrey to become our 37th President, and the only one to date who 

would resign in disgrace.  

 The Monterey Pop Festival the year before had provided an 

outlet for joy and love, and the Atlanta and Woodstock festivals 

would do the same in 1969 a scant week before the Manson “family” 

shocked the world. However, behind the love-ins and the sit-ins was 
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the threat of the evening news and its nightly casualty lists.  

 Young men saw increasingly fewer allowances for draft 

deferment and, like Hair’s Claude, they had to decide whether to 

answer the call or elude the draft, which often meant cutting ties to 

their families. Vietnam chronicler Tim O’Brien describes the anguish:  

It was a kind of schizophrenia, a moral split. I couldn’t make 

up my mind. I feared the war, yes, but I also feared exile. I 

was afraid of walking away from my own life, my friends 

and my family, my whole history, everything that mattered 

to me. I feared losing the respect of my parents. I feared the 

law. I feared ridicule and censure. (44) 

 Dennis Sweeny, an ex - member of the SNCC (Student 

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee) “was one of the founders of The 

Resistance, the major national network of draft resisters” (Gitlin 168). 

They began by burning draft cards but then joined forces with the 

Black Panthers because they felt that it would be more effective to 

fight than to have peaceful sit-ins with their pacifist counterparts. 

“David Harris, […], one of the quadrumvirate who had started The 

Resistance, argued […] ‘why risk five years in jail for burning your 

draft card to no apparent political end?’” (qtd. in Gitlin 248-249). 

 The second act of Hair has a strong anti-war message. 

“Walking in Space” begins a theme that will recur through the end of 

the play: “To keep us underfoot they bury us in soot/pretending it’s a 

chore to send us off to war […] our eyes are open wide” (Ragni 117).  

In space one can see clearly and there are no boundaries. It offers an 

opportunity for an ideal existence.  Six numbers later is “The War,” a 

dark song in four parts. Part one, “Give up All Desires,” shows 

Buddhist monks chanting “om,” but the lyric “high octane” clearly 

references the suicide by burning (on network television) of monks 

who were against the war. Catholic nuns parrot the Hail Mary, 

indicating that “the hour of our death” is imminent. During an 

instrumental interlude loving “tribe” members mimic killing one 

another; next a Sergeant calls the roll to a funeral dirge; one of the 

names is Claude’s (Ragni 130).  The song segues into “Three Five 

Zero Zero,” one of the most graphic of the musical.  Lyrics describe 

war-time injuries from being “ripped open by metal explosion” to 

“shooting the muscles.” The song, however, goes further, making the 

point that it’s a “dirty little war” manned primarily by people of color 

(Ragni 139). By that point in the musical Claude is beginning to 

identify himself as “human being number 1005963297,” which 

foreshadows his likely end. The reprise of “Ain’t Got No” has the 

tribe urging him to reconsider:  

Hell no, we won’t go…do not enter the induction center 
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What in hell are we fighting for?/Make love not war 

Black, white, yellow, red/Copulate in a king-sized bed 

(Ragni 160) 

With the strong indication of Claude’s death, anti-war theater

-goers may have found themselves aligned with Gitlin’s description of 

the SDS (Students for a Democratic Society): “We were outraged; 

isolated; suspicious of those who damned us or counseled caution. 

The defaults and assaults of liberals and social democrats blew us 

leftward” (179). The film version of the musical goes even farther. 

Milos Forman ramps up the anti-war sentiment by having Claude 

come from Oklahoma to New York City with his orders in hand, 

instead of honoring the original concept of a boy’s trying to decide 

whether or not to burn his draft card.  

Another issue that helped fuel the hippie movement was 

Civil Rights. In the song “Colored Spade,” the character Hud lists 

nearly every derogatory name used towards the African American 

population of the United States. Some of them include “A Jungle 

Bunny, Jigaboo, Coon, PickaninnyMauMau, Uncle Tom, Aunt 

Jemima, Little Black Sambo” (Ragni  22).  The song also references 

stereotypes of the African American diet, “Watermelon, hominy grits, 

and shortnin’ bread, Alligator ribs, and pig tails” (Ragni 24). The 

legendary Supreme Court case of Brown vs. the Board of Education 

officially ended segregation in 1954, but racism was still practiced 

and to some extent sanctioned under the practice of “separate but 

equal.” A Black Panther, Hud, expresses anger toward the larger 

society, even though he is accepted completely within the Tribe, 

which models the behavior that would take thirty years to become 

reality. Sandra Dimon, former English Professor at Georgia College 

and State University, remembers her childhood: 

When I was a kid, I knew several Negroes (the term of 

respect back then) intimately. […] We drove by the “separate

-but-equal” schools provided for blacks on the way to my all-

white schools, and I have to say I never thought about the 

system at all: that’s the way things were. […] The fall of my 

junior year [of high school], I wandered into a variety show 

with a multiracial cast. After music and skits, some of the 

actors shared their thoughts on various subjects. One of the 

speakers was a young black man from California. He spoke 

standard English, which I had never heard from a non-white 

person. He talked about his hopes of America’s becoming a 

country of one people. He spoke rationally and he made 

sense. That night I told my mom that if she would allow me 

to work for Civil Rights, I would finish high school; 
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otherwise I would drop out and do it anyway.  The next 

spring, a week before my 17th birthday, I left home for two 

years of “peace, love, and brotherhood.”  

 In the song “Abie Baby,” Hud is joined by “A. Lincoln” and 

“J.W. Booth.”  In dialect, he references the end of slavery but not of 

racism: “Yes, I’s finished on y’all’s farm lands, with yo’ boll weevils 

and all” (Ragni 127).  He calls Lincoln the “e-man-ci-moth-er-fuck-

in’-pator of the slaves” as the President quotes passages from the 

Emancipation Proclamation. However, in the tounge-in-cheek manner 

in which the bulk of Hair is written, the song ends with “I ain’t dying 

for no white man” (Ragni 129), suggesting the unrest that the African 

American population still felt in 1968. 

 One of the biggest stereotypes floating around in the 1960’s 

was that of the drug-induced hippie. The song “Hashish” is little more 

than a playful list (“A&P” is thrown in there) of the more popular 

illegal substances used by the hippies (Ragni18-19). An interest in 

Native traditions may have brought drug use to the attention of the 

counter-culture. Some Native American peoples practice religious 

ceremonies during which Peyote (also mentioned in the song) is 

consumed. “The sense of well-being that it induces and the 

psychological effects (the chief of which is the kaleidoscopic play of 

richly colored visions) [are] often experienced by those who indulge 

in its use.” Additionally, the ceremonies include lots of dancing 

(Schultes and Hoffman). Another catalyst for making drug use part of 

the hippie culture may have been partially based in the Hindu 

traditions associated with the aforementioned Hare Krishna, “Many 

native people use natural mind-altering drugs in a sacred way under 

special conditions and as part of traditional rituals. This is very 

different from recreational usage of drugs for personal 

pleasure” (Frawley). Whether members of the Tribe are using drugs 

for “personal pleasure” or to escape reality or a moment, for this 

group of people, the stereotype holds true.  

 Interestingly, Hair is currently enjoying a successful revival. 

New York Times critic Ben Brantly calls it “emotionally rich” and 

says that it “delivers what Broadway otherwise hasn’t felt this season: 

the intense, unadulterated joy and anguish of that bi-polar state called 

youth.” Hair has no specific scene settings; instead the show indicates 

“the fluid-abstract world of the 1960’s as seen by, for, and about the 

‘Flower Children’ of the period.” (Ragni 1). 

 The original production was nominated for Tony awards as 

Best Musical Play and Best Director of a Musical Play (Tom 

O'Horgan), losing both to the historical musical 1776. Composer Galt 

MacDermot, however, did win the Drama Desk Award in 1968. The 
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play also sparked quite a bit of controversy, with attempts to ban 

performances in Boston and in Chattanooga. The Massachusetts 

Supreme Court decided that the show, "constitutes ... an obscure form 

of protest protected under the First Amendment" but stipulated that 

each member of the “cast [be] clothed to a reasonable extent” and that 

the show “eliminate completely all simulation of sexual intercourse or 

deviation” (Butler et al.). Rather than change the script, the producer 

decided not to run the show. Theodore Bikel, then President of the 

Actors' Equity Association, wrote to the Boston cast, saying in part: 

Censorship is to us an abomination; closing a play for its 

content, for its ideas, for its setting (even if that setting 

displays an American flag - since when was there a valid 

degree as to who would be allowed to display it?) - all this is 

directly contrary to freedom of expression, freedom of 

speech, freedom of the arts to flourish. We say: beware; 

when men can do as they have done in Boston then 

bookburning cannot be far behind.” (qtd in Butler et al.) 

 Theater critic Clive Barnes had this to say about the 1968 

production: “The show is the first Broadway musical in some time to 

have the authentic voice of today rather than the day before 

yesterday” (qtd in Brantly). After a period of seeming irrelevancy 

Hair once again forces viewers to consider the events going on in 

their current world. From its opening in April 1968 to its closing 1750 

performances later on July 1, 1972, the United States underwent 

tremendous social changes and was embroiled in Vietnam. When a 

1977 revival was attempted it ran for only 43 performances. A 2004 

attempt fared even worse, with only one performance. At this writing 

the show has been going strong for more than five months. Why? The 

Civil Rights issue is sorting itself out at last, with an African - 

American in the White House. AIDS has put a damper on the practice 

of “free love” and a fiscally frightened generation doesn’t have time 

for drugs. However, the United States is fighting and losing soldiers 

in the Middle East in a war that looks more and more ill-advised. The 

global economy is tanking. Young people fear the future and hope 

that they will have what it takes. “The kids of Hair are cuddly, sweet, 

madcap, and ecstatic. They’re also angry, hostile, confused, and 

scared as hell” (Brantley). Like Claude and the rest of the tribe, 

today’s youth want to “change the world/At least we’re gonna try/

We’re gonna take this low-down world/and make it high, high, 

high” (Ragni 172). Like Claude, most of us will ultimately do what 

we perceive to be our duty. But also like Claude, we want our 

government to act sanely and to tell us the truth. We want “peace to 

guide the planets,” and we want it now! 
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The Paseo 
Heather Habekott 

 

The Paseo, a laid back arts district located Oklahoma City, is 

where one will see bricked roads and art work on the cement walls 

that hold up the wonderful art galleries. This cultured area has many 

activities held for the public. The Paseo Arts Association gives the 

community a chance to see what real art looks like. Every year they 

host The Paseo Art Festivals and on the first Friday and Saturday of 

every month The Paseo Art Walks take place. During this time free 

music, wine and food will be found. I had the pleasure of going to the 

October Art Walk and truly enjoyed the experience, although I was 

told that I showed up before the real action started. This small arts 

district has much to offer, but many do not take the time to see it. 

When I first started researching the Paseo I thought it needed help but 

it is growing more and more each year. “A lot of artists have moved 

out, told their other artist friends, who have then moved in, who then 

tell their artist friends. Therefore the numbers keep growing” (Soday).  

G.A Nichols, born and raised on a farm near Guthrie, 

developed many areas in downtown Oklahoma City with all the hard 

earned money he made cleaning peoples teeth. The wealthy man 

developed areas such as Nichols Hills, Winan’s Addition, Harndale 

and Lincoln Terrace, plus many parks, such as, Nicoma, Military, and 

Central Park, but he had always had a vision of constructing “[an 

urban development] in the city with a business district surrounded by 

apartments and homes near the old street car line on Shartel 

Avenue” (Shottenkirk). He developed this area that he visualized in 

1929 and named it “The Paseo.” It was the first shopping district 

north of downtown.  

 I interviewed many locals who work in the Paseo. One of the 

first was Cynthia Daniel Wolf, an artist whose area is mixed media 

emulsions and photography, who also loves transferring pictures onto 

handmade tiles. She owns the Adelante Gallery, a small but very 

elegant gallery. When I walked in on the first Friday of October she 

was still setting up for the Art Walk. I saw beautiful paintings of 

horses and pastures and pictures of clear blue skies and mountains 

made of pastel. Cynthia kindly welcomed me but was too busy in the 

back to look at me. She was arranging pieces of small art works on 

tables and looked stressed. Finally she looked up and recognized me 

from a few weeks ago when I had met her. “Nice to see you again,” 

she said softly, but with sincerity. Cynthia was a tall woman dressed 

in light colored jeans, cowboy boots and a nice shirt. She had this 
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look that seemed as if she had been through something terrible but 

refused to talk about it. She called me up to the balcony with her and 

told me about what she was rearranging. “These are tiles that I 

transferred pictures onto. It’s really easy and makes great Christmas 

gifts.” She also told me that later into the evening is when it would get 

busy. “There will be wine tasting and free tacos!” she said with 

enthusiasm. 

 After visiting the Adelante I headed down the curvy road of 

Paseo street and into the In Your Eye Gallery, where I had made 

many artist friends. I got in contact with Annalisa Campbell. She 

quickly welcomed me to the last night of her exhibit. Each month the 

gallery has a special artist who gets to have his / her art work put in a 

private part of the gallery for the entire month. Campbell’s month was 

October and I was blessed to see her wonderful paintings. “Hello! 

Come in! Come in!” Annalisa exclaimed. This elderly woman with 

long gray hair and kind eyes reminded me of the grandmother of 

“Halloween Town.” She was wearing a long green dress that could 

easily be a witch costume. She was very welcoming and introduced 

me to all of her friends.    

 Two of Annalisa’s friends were Jeff Gardner and Nicki 

Albright. They were fellow artists whose art work hangs in the In 

Your Eye Gallery. Nicki’s focus is stained glass and kiln; she makes 

unique plates, glass bottle openers and unique types of silverware. 

“My favorite thing to do is make stained glass panels, but my body 

prevents me from doing that now days” (Albright). Her art work was 

very beautiful with many colors. It looked very difficult to do.  I 

believe it takes a talented and patient woman to do what she does. I 

was so intrigued I even bought my dad a wine topper!  

 Jeff, a middle-aged man who towered over me, was a new 

photographer, but his work was professional quality. He had 

interesting stories that made me feel like we were just old friends 

catching up from ages. After telling him I was a terrible driver, he told 

me about his brother who had stolen the family car and wrecked it. 

“Tell your parents you’ll be fine.  My brother is a fine driver now, but 

when he was your age, you’d better watch out!” When we started 

talking about his photos he told me he had taken classes in the Paseo. 

This is a great example of what wonderful classes they offer. They not 

only provide photography classes to the public, but they host yoga, 

pottery, jewelry making, oil painting, and right now they are holding 

classes called “Creative Christmas.” These classes, offered for 

children 6-12, teach children how to paint, make mixed media 

ornaments, clay pots, or silk light catchers. What’s so great about this 

as well is that it’s all free!  At the end of the road is a small building 
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with exceptional handmade jewelry. A Jewelers Art holds classes for 

beginners or advanced jewelry makers. They will even sell what you 

make in class! 

  Craig Travis, the owner of Craig’s Emporium, owns one of 

the older businesses in the Paseo. He has been there since 1995 and 

has seen a lot of the transitions of the area. “Until last year it looked 

like a Ghost Town,” he said. “Most artists kept their gallery locked 

and had odd hours” (Ganus). He was the only one that kept his 

clothing store open and welcoming. Then a little more than a year ago 

things began to change. “The Paseo has welcomed a handful of new 

restaurants and retail businesses that range from a yoga studio and 

hair salon to a fine dining restaurant and a full-service coffee shop 

that also serves pizzas and handcrafted ales. At the same time, a 

growing number of artists have chosen to maintain regular hours to 

help stimulate street traffic, making it clear that the Paseo is no longer 

reserved for just artists and art collectors.”  

 Craig’s mother, Kathy Jacobson, has a boutique in the Paseo 

and has also noticed the sudden change in the business. “I was busy 

all along, but there weren't that many retail businesses when I came 

down here,” she said. “My son Craig was here, but people would just 

drive up and shop and leave. Now they'll walk around, and more of 

the artists are staying open, not all of them like they should, but there 

are more of them who are.” Along with the Paseo’s sixty artists in 

seventeen galleries or studios, it also is home to about a dozen 

businesses. “People who are buying homes in the Paseo neighborhood 

are young professionals and single mothers” (Ganus). One of the 

owners of the Paseo Grill, Lesley Rawlinson, said the area’s 

restaurants also have contributed to its changing demographics 

because they attract different customers."There's really a mix of 

neighborhoods around here from upper to lower end, and I think we 

really filled a niche a little bit on the upper end for Crown Heights, 

Heritage Hills, those kind of neighborhoods where we get a lot of 

regular clients," she said. She also added that the coffee shop, pizza 

café, and late-night bar Sauced, has attracted a younger crowd.  She 

stated. "I think for that 50-to-60-year-old age group it's been a 

pleasant surprise to come back to this area again. I definitely think the 

businesses coming in here have helped that." The artists also credit 

the area’s growth to the Paseo Art Association’s involvement.  

The cultured community has been through many different 

eras. In the 1950s the area became a place for college students to hang 

out and go to parties. The Paseo Plunge, a swimming pool, built on 

top of a roof, was very well known in the 60s and many people who 

used to swim there still come back to visit the abandoned building. At 
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that time only twenty artists were located in the Paseo. But in the 70s 

many artists had heard about the Paseo and started to move there. 

“Artists began to move into this area because the rent was cheap, 

ceilings were high and the lighting was good” (Soday). But by 1991 

fifty percent of the buildings were boarded up. “The area was boarded 

up because of the decline in the economy from the 80s when many 

businesses went under” (Oden).  But Tom Lee, a lawyer who often ate 

lunch in the Paseo, wanted to refurnish the buildings. He bought the 

empty properties and sold them very cheaply to artists. “The Paseo is 

now home to twenty galleries and more than seventy-five artists, all 

within walking distance” (The Paseo). The Paseo is also home to the 

first art gallery, “The Elm’s, a resident art gallery and studio built in 

1920, located at 27th Street and Walker Avenue, was the first 

Oklahoma City artist studio and gallery” (The Paseo). 

 When a friend of mine first talked about the Paseo I had no 

clue that she was talking about a small art district with a lot to offer. 

However, once I moved to Oklahoma City and started attending 

Oklahoma City University I soon discovered the area and found 

myself wanting to know more. I was not always fond of art.  When I 

was in high school I got very frustrated because I was not a very good 

artist. I have come to appreciate art since I have met many of the 

artists and have seen how passionate they are about what they do. Art 

has really caught my heart and has started to fascinate me.  

I feel as if I could really fit into this group. I might not be an 

artist, or even good at art, but I have found a true interest, and I think 

that’s what matters. The culture of the Paseo is really different.  When 

I drive down 23rd Street and see some of the older parts of town then 

turn off on 30th Street and Shartel Avenue I really feel like I am in a 

different place. It is a place for art, laughter and fun. G.A Nichols 

wanted this to be a place surrounded by businesses and people. I think 

it evolved into something better -- a place to relax and actually hear 

yourself  think in a world that is living so fast-paced. The Paseo is the 

only art district in Oklahoma City, therefore it should be cherished. It 

is overlooked by the busybodies of the city but I think if we take the 

time to really see what it is, we can really enjoy it. We can even make 

it into something better than it already is. 
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Tanja Crossley’s mentor is Kelli Stevens, Ann Lacy School of 

 American Dance and Arts Management..  

 

Patrick Galvin’s mentor is Bryan Cardinale-Powell, Petree College 

 of Arts and Sciences, Department of Moving Image Arts.  

 

Mary-E Godfrey placed second in the human behavior and culture 

 category at OCU’s 2010 Undergraduate Research Day.  Her 

 mentor is Dr. Tim Mauldin, Petree College of Arts and 

 Sciences, Department of Political Science.  

 

Davis Good placed first in the music category at OCU’s 2010 

 Undergraduate Research Day.  His mentor is Robert 

 Bennett, Wanda L. Bass School of Music.  

 

Heather Habekott’s mentor is Danita Berg, Petree College of Arts 

 and Sciences, Department of English.  

 

Stephanie Hughes, Long Nguyen and Natasha Finney placed third 

 in the human behavior and culture category at OCU’s 2010 

 Undergraduate Research Day.  Their mentor is Dr. Amy 

 Cataldi, Petree College of Arts and Sciences, Department of 

 Psychology.  

 

Laura Murray’s placed second in the art and literary criticism 

 category at OCU’s 2010 Undergraduate Research Day.  Her 

 mentor is Lori Oden, Petree College of Arts and Sciences, 

 Department of Art.  

 

Erica Olavarria placed third in the science category at OCU’s 2010 

 Undergraduate Research Day.  His mentor is Klaus 

 Rossberg, Petree College of Arts and Sciences, Department 

 of Physics.  
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Luke Reese’s mentor is Dr. Melissa Hakman, Petree College of Arts 

 and Sciences, Department of Psychology.  

 

Shannon Rodenburg’s mentors are Dr. John Starkey and Dr. 

 Sharon Betsworth, Wimberly School of Religion.  

 

Neilee Wood placed second in the women’s issues category at OCU’s 

 2010 Undergraduate Research Day.  Her mentors are Dr. 

 Regina Bennett and Dr. Scott Davidson, School of Arts 

 and Sciences, Department of Philosophy.  
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